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ABSTRACT

The present discourse-centered study examines how
Japanese people currently in their sixties construct, in and
through discourse, their memories of the indigenous
historical era called Showa (1926-1989). These
contemporaries are particularly called Showa hitoketa
("Showa single digit") since they were born between 1926
and 1934, or during the first nine years (i.e., single-digit
years) of the era. As Showa has been often referred to as
the "turbulent era" mainly because of its dramatic
transformations caused by the nation's defeat in World War
II, the generation of Showa hitoketa also has been widely
discussed in the postwar Japanese society because of their
particular ways of experiencing this historical period.
By analyzing their concrete instances of discourses which
emerged during our ethnographic intervipws, I delineate the
dynamic processes of meaning creation, and the interactions
between discourse, society, history, and subjectivity.
In particular, I focus on the Showa hitoketa
informants' personal experience narratives of wartime as
significant sites of their Showa memories. Based on my
linguistic, semiotic, and interpretive approach to their
narrative constructions of the past, I capture how each
speaker generates specific experiential meanings, creates
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particular self-identities, authenticates his/her own
memories, and establishes his/her understanding of the era
itself. My exploration of the interdependence between text
and context inherent in narrative discourse is crucial for
the deeper understanding of how the speakers create meaningfilled memories of Showa. By focusing on the metapragmatic
functions of signs in narrative discourse, I illustrate how
the past is indexically linked to the present, and also how
the self is indexically connected to others. The nature of
the relationship between these elements is critically
important for the investigation of how my informants as
Showa historical actors create epistemological, ideological,
and affective meanings of their memories. The era of Showa
consists of several disjunctive moments for each individual,
yet my informants construct their sense of continuity and
coherence by transforming their experiences into narrative
language.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION:
A DISCOURSE-FOCUSED STUDY OF LANGUAGE AND MEMORY
The present dissertation is a discourse-focused study
of the subjectivity of Japanese contemporaries situated in
particular sociotemporal contexts. My goal is to illuminatE
the discursive, negotiative practices of memory production,
in which Japanese people currently in their sixties make
sense of their lived experiences during the indigenous
historical era called Showa (1926-1989).1 By analyzing both
form and content of their instances of discourse which
emerged during the ethnographic interviews, I illustrate
how dynamically epistemological, ideological, and affective
meanings of their memories of the era are created. 2 I

1 The first vowel [0] of Showa is elongated when it is
pronounced (as in "Sho-o-wa"). Although I mostly duplicate a
vowel symbol for such an elongated sound in the rest of the
Japanese terms, I exceptionally present this era name as
"Showa."

2 By using the word "epistemology" I emphasize the
idea that people's knowledge of specific events and
sequences in the past is a phenomenological construction
founded on the present, or the present subjectivity. By
"ideology" I generally mean a set of moral as well as
sociopolitical values and premises which underlie people's
everyday life details. Within the term "affect" I encompass
a range of emotive meanings based on felt interpretations
of linguistic signs and other semiotic phenomena. I believe
that by approaching such multiple aspects of their
experiential meaning of the past I am able to come closer to
how, in and through discourse, Japanese contemporaries
create polysemous meanings of their memories in the midst of
ongoing interactional as well as sociocultural dynamics.
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especially explore how their narrative constructions of
Showa sociohistorical contexts of continuity and
discontinuity interact with their emergent selfunderstandings.
As r introduce below in more detail, these people who
became my informants are called Showa hitoketa ("Showa
single digit"), since they were born during the single-digit
years, or the first nine years of the Showa era (i.e.,
1926-1934).3 Today, they compose a generationally-unique
category situated in Japanese historical processes. My
primary concern is, however, not with any extensive
generalization of this particular age group: rather I take
an agent-centered approach to the delineation of what
meanings of the era each concrete Showa hitoketa person
constructs in and through discourse, and how such meanings
indexically bridge the past and the present. My interest is
located in not just microphenomena of discourse nor just
macrophenomena of Japanese sociocultural contexts. It is in
the interaction between them.
In 1992 and 1993 I interviewed more than sixty Showa
hitoketa people, and met many others in the context of
public events, such as memorials, alumni parties, and public
lectures. During this eighteen-month period of research, I

3 Therefore, at the outset of my field research in
1992, the youngest Showa hitoketa were fifty-seven years old
while the oldest were sixty-six years old.
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also encountered several individuals who expressed their
curiosity about my specialty, linguistic anthropology. I
still remember a comment made by Kawata-san, a friendly,
cooperative Showa hitoketa woman who was willing to share
her perception and understanding of the Showa era with me.
Kawata-san was quite an enthusiastic social critic. Our talk
ranged over more recent sociohistorical events, politics,
and the like. Somehow, towards the end of the interview, we
moved from the discussion of Showa, even to the framework of
my own research. So, I explained my approach to language and
memory in more detail than I had done previously by mail
for the purpose of getting her consent for an interview.
In the course of listening to me, however, Kawata-san
suddenly looked unsure, and said: "If you are interested in
language, maybe it did not have to be us, particularly Showa
hitoketa, doing this."
In other words, Kawata-san was dubious of my composite
interest in language, contemporary Japanese society, the era
of Showa, and the subjectivity of those people who lived
through the era. She apparently decided that how she talked
had nothing to de with her experience and knowledge of the
Showa era. I remember stumbling to mitigate Kawata-san's
"challenge" by talking about my perspective on the formmeaning relationship in language, and the importance in
this study of looking at implicitly expressed meanings of
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the past through specific forms and devices of discourse.
I also did my best--at that moment--to explain that my
understanding of Showa hitoketa people's memories would be
more solid only by my taking this approach to their
language. After hearing such an ethnographer's defence,
Kawata-san did not stand up and leave me, and yet her look
remained slightly mystified.
Today, I try to understand Kawata-san's concern in
terms of the semiotically-grounded fact of language and
human experience: each language has its "reflexive capacity"
(Lucy 1993), which a user of the language mayor may not be
able to manipulate consciously since it permeates into the
very way he/she thinks and speaks about the world (cf. Boas
1911). That is, a range of phenomena in language use are
often beyond people's awareness because of its built-in
metapragmatic

complexity,~

and, according to Silverstein

(1976, 1981), those phenomena which are "referential,"
"segmentable," and "relatively presupposing" are more
accessible to people's consciousness, while others may be
less so. As Briggs (1986) discusses, this particular view of
language, or "the referential ideology" (cf. Silverstein
1979) inherent in our own epistemology has been manifested

4 By "metapragmatic complexity" I mean a web of
functions of linguistic signs which reflect back upon how
they should be interpreted in the context of use. Such a
reflexive capacity of language is usually implicit.
See Hanks 1989; Lucy 1993; Silverstein 1976, 1993.
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as our skewed treatment of language data collected during
social scientific research interview. In context of
interview, Briggs argues, both sides of informant and
researcher have usually tended to focus on what is overtly
said, or the semantic content of discourse, paying less
attention to what may be covertly expressed through
nonreferential form and meaning. As a consequence, this bias
has often encouraged researchers to erroneously transform
what immediately happens during ethnographic encounters into
something decentered and decontextualized (Briggs 1986:
112-125). This is one problematic area which I try to
overcome in this discourse-focused study, and also which
I find crucial to consider for the deeper appreciation of
what specific meanings of the past my informants, whether
consciously or unconsciously, try to generate in and through
discourse.
However, my approach in no sense implies that I would
ignore what my informants referentially chose to tell me.
As will become clear in later chapters, the referential
content of their experience narratives is pivotal in the
sense that it makes this present work an emotionally
evocative as well as intellectual project. Given the
limited space of dissertation, I want to show how discourse
of memory brings the past into the present, and recreates
the vivid world of those Japanese contemporaries' lived
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Showa experiences. Writing for the Western audience who may
not understand the Japanese language, I translate my
informants' discourse fragments into English while trying my
best not to ruin the textuality of original Japanese. 5
Interestingly, however, this process of translation itself
is the product of my interpretation based on referential as
well as nonreferential meanings created during the
interactions. What my informants told me was not merely
about what had happened in their Showa past; their concrete
instances of discourse--including such phenomena as pausing,
tone of voice, laughter, repetition, and metapragmatically
implicit ways of using particles and other nonreferential
forms of the language--helped me "interpret" and
"understand" the self-laden feelings and thoughts which they
were experiencing during their recollections. In other
words, my ethnographic experience was taking place in the
intersubjectively created realm of meaning negotiation,
and it was through a complex whole of the form and content
of language that my informants made me feel the lost time
and space as if it were reappearing within the immediate
context of our interactions.
The present discourse-focused study depends on our
recognition of the multilayered quality of discourse: it is

5 I will show original Japanese discourses only when it
is necessary to present their forms for the purpose of
analysis.
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linguistic, sociocultural, historical, ideological, and
affective. Only by taking this complex perspective on
discourse, my research of Showa hitoketa people's memories
reaches its starting point to further conjoin language,
society, history, and subjectivity. As Urban (1991) argues
in his discourse-centered study of Shokleng, discourse is
simultaneously "concrete" and "abstract." It is concrete in
the sense that it consists of actualized sounds, words, and
utterances, while it is abstract because its
interpretability is situated in the complex nexus of
symbolic meaning systems within each speech community
(Urban 1991: 21). In this dissertation, I approach discourse
as actual instances of linguistic signs, and, at the same
time, an open-ended site of memory production and
signification for historical actors. By integrating both
linguistic and symbolic-interpretive perspectives in the
treatment of discourse, I illustrate how language mediates
between Showa sociohistorical processes, and the
subjectivity of Japanese contemporaries, and show how
importantly discourse--in particular, narrative discourse-is a locus for such a mediation. In what follows, I discuss
more about what I mean by discourse.
Integrating Different Approaches to Discourse
Despite the pervasive use of the term "discourse"
within the anthropological discipline, the conceptualization
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of discourse has varied, according to different
perspectives highlighted by different researchers. Here,
I specifically focus on two traditions of importance that
are particularly relevant to the present dissertation. The
first comes from linguistics and sociolinguistics, involving
detailed text analyses of concrete discourse phenomena,
while the second is represented by such thinkers as Michel
Foucault and Mikhail Bakhtin, and tends to capture more
abstract, symbolic aspects of human sociocultural practices.
Although these approaches to discourse have often been
polarized as if there were no linkage between their foci,
I discuss how they have been integrated, contributing the
better conceptualization of the notion in recent linguistic
anthropology. The resultant complex view of discourse leads
to a close investigation of my informants' memory production
and the dynamics of signification situated in contemporary
Japanese sociotemporal contexts.
The first linguistically-oriented tradition has
attended to the elucidation of microphenomena of language
on the basis of the definitions of discourse as, for
instance, language "above the sentence" (stubbs 1983),
language "beyond the sentence" (Tannen 1989), language "in
use" (Brown and Yule 1983), and language "in context" (Hymes
1964; cf. Duranti and Goodwin 1992). The most characteristic
feature underlying these conceptualizations is that the
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level of analysis is non-sentential, in contrast to the
more formally-oriented linguistic studies founded on the
decontextualized unit of sentential language. However, as
Schiffrin (1994) argues, even within this line of approaches
to discourse, some are rather structurally-oriented, whereas
others are more functionally-focused. According to
Schiffrin, the idea of discourse as language "above the
sentence" is based on the structural, hierarchical notion of
language as comprised of smaller constituents (i.e., from
morphemes, words, clauses, and sentences, to discourse), and
it paradoxically goes back to the very premise that
discourse consists of units of sentences, which the
definition tries to analytically overcome (Schiffrin 1994:
23-31).6 It may be possible to see a less structural-and strategically elusive--view of discourse in the phrase
"beyond the sentence" (Tannen 1989: 6). In this sense, the
consideration of "use" and "context" is more directly
linked to the functional view of language as actualized in
social lives with a variety of situationally meaningful
purposes and consequences. It is this latter direction of
thought which has been centrally important in

6 For example, Schiffrin (1994)
thinks that the
definition of discourse as "language use" is still not clear
enough. It encompasses her own functional view of discourse,
while, she thinks, it is too inclusive to capture the way
utterances are related to one another. Schiffrin herself
defines discourse as "utterances" to stress their meaningful
interrelatedness within the context of use.
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anthropological research on discourse.
By conjoining Malinowski's approach to language as
social action, and Jakobson's multifunctional view of
language in context (e.g., Jakobson 1960i Malinowski 1923),
Dell Hymes first presented, in the 1960s, his integrated
perspective on text and context under the named framework of
the "ethnography of communication" (Hymes 1964). In his 1964
article, however, the notion of discourse itself was not
discussed as a particularly marked concepti it was more like
a general, inclusive notion identified with "communication,"
"speaking," "language use," or "language in context." Yet,
the framework which Hymes established in this landmark essay
laid the groundwork for subsequent studies of situated
discourse by making ethnography an indispensable part of
research. Hymes' methodological canon has been deeply rooted
in linguistic anthropology ever since. It has been further
conjoined with several other important theoretical
traditions, such as ethnopoetics, conversational analysis,
semiotics, and symbolic-interpretive anthropology. It is
impossible, of course, to disregard the precursory
contribution of Boas and other Americanists like Sapir, who
initiated the anthropological discourse studies, based
mainly on Native American myth texts. Hymes was the first
scholar, however, who explicitly formulated how to
incorporate context for the investigation of people's
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meaningful discursive practices. Especially, his open-ended
consideration of broader sociocultural macrophenomena as
well as immediate situations of language use has resonated
with the other tradition composed of more abstract
conceptualizations of discourse.
This second tradition perceives discourse as something
to do with language, but does not necessarily aim to do any
detailed analysis of linguistic phenomena themselves. In
this line of thought, I first discuss Michel Foucault, who
broadly captures discourse as sociohistorically produced and
reproduced systems of symbols, thoughts, and knowledge. One
of his important foci is on the exploration of genealogical
processes through which those taken-for-granted systems of
knowledge have been developed, and the complexity of this
very developmer.t is, for Foucault, discourse (Foucault
1972). According to him, discourse is constrained by such
components as power and ideology 'in society. Looking at
tabooed realms of sexuality and politics in Western context,
for instance, Foucault sheds light on the complex processes
of prohibition and exclusion, which shape and limit people's
production of knowledge (e.g., Foucault 1978).
Like Foucault, Bakhtin, the second figure here, also
considers discourse to be essentially sociohistorical,
although he does not illuminate so much the issue of
discourse being constrained, as the issue of discourse being
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dialogically open-ended (Bakhtin 1981). As Hill (1985) puts
it, Bakhtin's dialogism has a moral goal, which is
consistent with current postmodern anthropological concerns
with the creation of multivocalic ethnographic texts
infiltrated by local actors' own voices (cf. Clifford and
Marcus 1986).
The present dissertation more obviously draws on
Bakhtin's perspective than Foucault's for two reasons.
First, unlike Foucault, Bakhtin is more explicit about his
interest in the phenomena of textual organization, with
which my own interest merges. Second, Bakhtin's stance
towards dialogism affords a better insight into the
negotiative processes of memory creation among my
informants. Taking a Foucaultian perspective, I certainly
locate their recollections of specific Showa experiences
within the nexus of both past and present power relations
surrounding such institutional contexts as global politics,
nation-state, community, school, and family. At the same
time, however, it is crucial to remember that these people
are not merely constrained one-sidedly by these structured
power relations. 7 Rather, they are agents of meaning

7 Maranhao (1990) points out that postmodern French
scholars such as Foucault, Derrida, and Lyotard have
tended to overlook the areas of "dialogue" and
"communication" by viewing human knowledge exclusively in
terms of monologue in power relations, and logocentrism.
According to Dirks, Eley, and Ortner (1994), despite the
fact that the Foucaultian perspective is labeled as "post-
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construction, or historical actors who stumble to make sense
of uncertain, conflicting meanings of the past in the
present while choosing and expressing particular values,
beliefs, and sentiments within practices of speaking.
This dynamic is dialogical, and this is why Bakhtin's
perspective is more foregrounded than Foucault's in this
work.
For Bakhtin, discourse is a site for potential
contestation between monologue and dialogue. Tension between
the author's attempt to dominate discourse, and others'
resistance to be dominated, and struggle to be heard. Thus,
in Bakhtin's dialogically-framed discourse processes, one's
subjectivity actively interacts with others' subjectivities
in the midst of conflicted norms, world views, and
ideologies, or what he calls "heteroglossia." Recently,
linguistic anthropologists have been investigating this
matter by exploring, across languages, the intertextual
phenomenon of reported speech, which is intensely discussed
as a source of heteroglossia by Bakhtin/Volosinov (Volosinov
1973).

Despite their differing intellectual foci, what is
most important for the present discussion is that for both
Foucault and Bakhtin, the conceptualization of discourse

structuralism," it is still structurally-biased in the sense
that it downplays human intentionality and will.
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is not merely linguistic. It extends into social symbolic
realms of interactions--and contestations--between diverse
interests and subjectivities of people in society. However,
when such a seemingly elusive notion of discourse anchors
on to more concrete phenomena of language use through a
countable form of the term (i.e., "a discourse"), it points
to an individual's actual words and utterances embedded in,
but also extractable from, broader sociocultural processes,
and offers both the subject and object of study to
ethnographers. What Philips (1994a) calls "discourse at a
distance" becomes literally close, and accessible to grasp.
Concr~te

and abstract views of discourse coalesce here.

As Sherzer (1987) reminds us of the significance of
discourse in society by formally phrasing the realm of study
as a "discourse-centered approach to language and culture,"
linguistic anthropology has been exploring its theoretical
and methodological potentials for the better understanding
of the universal human activity of using language in
context. Its development has been, however, overwhelmingly
based on the studies of public speeches and ritualized
performances, or saliently formalized genres with labels in
each speech community (Philips 1987a). Also, much research
has been conducted for "exotic" societies, where culturally
elaborated oral tradition and verbal artistry stand out as
significant parts of people's everyday lives. In this sense,
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the application of this discourse-focused perspective to
Japanese context is challenging because the Japanese
condition as a so-called "complex" and "literate" society is
supposedly far different from such societies as the Kuna of
Panama (Sherzer 1987), Shokleng (Urban 1991) and Kalapalo of
Brazil (Basso 1995), weyewa in Indonesia (Kuipers 1990), and
so forth. However, I will demonstrate in the present study
that a discourse-focused perspective is extremely useful for
the inquiry of several particular issues which have not been
represented very much in past research on Japan. One of
these issues concerns the dynamic role of language in the
process of memory creation among Japanese contemporaries.
Conceptualizing Memory
Local knowledge of the past interacts with specific
political, ideological surroundings, being incessantly
created and recreated in the present. By particularly
employing the term "memory" rather than "history," recent
researchers have been capturing the dynamic processes of
knowledge production in which people of different positions
and interests contest, and negotiate with one another over
the authorization of the way the past was (e.g., Boyarin
1992, 1994; J. Rappaport 1990; Watson 1994; Yoneyama 1993).
In order to better understand the premise underlying the
notion of "memory," I now discuss briefly how it can be
distinguished from "history."
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If "history" generically refers to any sociotemporal
perspective, then "memory" may be part of this inclusive
sense of the term. When these terms are compared based on
their representational forms of the past, however, the
notion of "history" has been rather connected with the
presence of those state-national or other officiallyproduced historiographies which naturalize particular
ideologized factualities of described past events as well as
the sequential, causal relationships between the events.
From this point of view, "memory," on the other hand, has
been considered to be the realm of the historical
understandings that are not necessarily tied with this
officialization process. In discussing those state socialist
regimes in East Europe and China where representations of
the past have been sites for power and control, for
instance, Watson (1994: 8) argues that the notion of
"memory" is "too precious to abandon" since it elucidates
the complex productions of those oppositional
representations outside the state apparatus. Watson uses the
term "memory" to include, besides written records, a
diversity of fragmented images of the past, such as
"paintings, architecture, monuments, ritual, storytelling,
poetry, music, photos, and film" (Watson 1994: 8; cf.
Popular Memory Group 1982; J. Young 1993).
By using the term memory instead of history in this
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dissertation, I also stress such complexity and diversity of
knowledge production and meaning construction which
encompass individuals' personalized thoughts and feelings
towards the past. Although I do not necessarily call my
Showa hitoketa informants' accounts "oppos.itional" in the
same way watson refers to those representations in the state
socialist situation, their discourses are still open to
ambiguities and uncertainties surrounding their relationship
to both the past and the present as Showa historical actors.
My conceptualization of memory essentially concerns a range
of epistemological, ideological, affective meanings of the
past. However, it is not merely about the past, but it is
about the relationship between past and present. Generally
speaking, memory may, or may not, be based on people's
actual lived experiences, but this study concentrates on
each person's specific personalized, experiential meanings
which are discursively created through the practice of
recollection.
Although there is a concept of social, or "collective"
memory (Halbwachs 1980; cf. Fentress and Wickham 1992), I
argue that memory needs to be studied from an agent-centered
perspective because even "collective" memory has to be
carried on by individuals in order for such memory to exist
and stay in society (cf. Marcus 1992). As Boyarin (1994)
points out, "collective" memory as a notion may transcend a
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concrete individual, while it has to be embodied by him/her
through details of everyday life practices (cf. Connerton
1989). Consequently, the represented pasts of humanity,
nation-state, ethnic group, family, and the like can become
internalized, and meaningful for each local actor,
constituting important parts of his/her self-identity. Here,
Boyarin's perspective raises the question of whether it is
really possible to draw a clear

~ine

between "collective"

memory and "personal" memory. As in the concepts of "public"
and !!private, II they may interact with one another more
dynamically than we have thought.
Contemporary anthropology has been concerned with the
incorporation of time depth into ethnographies that have
considerable psychological scope. The subjectivity situated
in specific sociohistorical conditions has been highlighted
by those scholars who emphasize people's negotiated,
personalized creation processes of ambiguous and conflictive
meanings arising in a variety of local contexts (e.g., Basso
1989, 1995; Geertz 1980; Jonathan Hill 1988; Kelly and
Kaplan 1990;

O~nuki-Tierney

1990; White 1989, 1991). Among

such researchers, Basso and White, for instance, have
particularly illuminated how specific ideologies concerning
both the past and the present are intertwined with
affective meanings, emerging during local communicative
processes. In order to advance this intellectual trend, it
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is critical to look at Japanese contexts in this study.
Here, it is further significant to highlight the role of
discourse, since the use of language is potentially one
important medium for the "embodiment" of meanings of the
past (cf. Csordas 1990, 1994).
As explored throughout this dissertation, discursive
practices are pragmatic. In and through such practices,
Showa hitoketa historical actors not only express and
transmit their memories, but also construct their
experiential meanings and self-identities, enact them,
achieve certain historical understandings, and authenticate
their own memories. This is one area wh9re historical,
psychological, and discourse-centered concerns merge for a
study of Japanese contemporaries. As Basso argues, a
discourse-focused perspective elucidates the "subjective
and intersubjective processes of local history" while
integrating language, society, history, and the
individuality (Basso 1990).
Pragmatics of Ethnographic Interview
The ethnographic interview is not a universally-fixed
category. Rather it is subject to locally, interactionally
interpreted frameworks (Briggs 1986). Since the event does
not happen unless a fieldworker makes it happen, from the
outset it belongs to the dialogical realm of ethnographic
encountering. Therefore, if the researcher carefully locates
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its pragmatically contextualized meaning, the interview
becomes more than just an information source for the
researcher. It becomes a realm of meaning negotiation. In
this study, I particularly illuminate several aspects of
interviewing as a ritualized performance, a face-to-face
interaction between me the ethnographer, and an informant
who agrees to see me and talk about his/her Showa
experiences.
As I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the
term Showa hitoketa literally means those Japanese who were
born during the hitoketa ("single-digit") years of the era
of Showa (i.e., the period between the first and the ninth
years of Showa), while it also means the generational
category, or cohort to which these people belong. In
contemporary Japanese society, the Showa hitoketa have been
well known for their historically unique experiences in the
context of Japanese ideological, sociocultural, and economic
transformations throughout the era of sixty-two years. They
were born during the years of deteriorating prewar economy,
experienced World War II a when they were children and

a Today, more Japanese historians employ the term
juugonen sensoo (lithe Fifteen-year War") in order to
interpret the period (1931-1945), in which the Manchurian
Incident (War), the China Incident (War), and the Pacific
War were sequential parts of the same continuous war of
fifteen years. The term itself was originally introduced by
Shunsuke Tsurumi in 1956 (cited in A. Miyake 1991). Here, I
use the term "World War II" as the concept that subsumes
"the Fifteen-year War."
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adolescents, witnessed the nation's defeat and subsequent
radical sociocultural transformations, and participated in
the so-called "postwar economic high growth" by contributing
the important portion of labor force during the prime of
their lives. As was often suggested by my informants, the
term "Showa" represents their lives in the sense that they
lived almost the entire era, and in that their experiences
corresponded to the era I s "ups and

downs~'

in a

generationally-unique way. Their oral accounts on the
public past blur with their personal experiences, and their
personal memories are not separable from the Showa
sociohistorical process. As will be demonstrated in Chapters
IV, V, and VI, my main analytical focus in this stud7 will
be brought on my Showa hitoketa informants' life histories,
or biographical accounts which were fragmented into a
variety of personal experience narratives.
In 1992 and 1993 I interviewed more than sixty Showa
hitoketa informants in Tokyo metropolitan and suburban
areas. When I started my interviewing in early summer of

However, most of my Showa hitoketa informants mainly
meant the Pacific War experiences (1941-1945) by sensoo
("the war"), and even by niji taisen (lithe Second World
War"). This is perhaps because they were too small to
remember the first two wars, and also because the Pacific
War affected their everyday lives more intensely: the
Pacific War became part of their childhood lives through
ideological mobilization programs as well as experiences of
more direct physical danger during these years. In later
chapters, following my informants' own use of the term,
I mostly mean lithe Pacific War" by "the war."
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1992, I had no conscious intention to collect their
biographical accounts, or life histories. In writing letters
of my research interest to potential informants, I did not
specify my interest in their life histories specifically.
My initial focus in those interviews was open-ended,
although I wanted to know how they conceptualized their own
generational cohort, and how they captured the era of Showa,
and their lives during the era in general. Thus, each
interview usually started with my listening to their
detached comments about the cohort and the era's historical
processes. However, once they started recollecting something
about their life experiences, especially in relation to the
Pacific War which they experienced as children and
adolescents, they began getting into all those details of
personalized memories surrounding the war. As I went through
more of such cases, I developed my own presuppositions about
what kinds of stories to expect to hear from these people.
I started more explicitly asking about their wartime
everyday lives. In this way, both sides, informant and
ethnographer, encouraged one another to create certain Showa
memories during the interactions.
The study of people's biographical accounts has a long
tradition in anthropology, and many scholars have presented,
in a compelling manner, what "others" say about their own
lives, their own ideologized world views, and

~heir

own
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interpretations of particular life experiences (e.g.! AbuLughod 1992; Behar 1993; Crapanzano 1980; Peacock and
Holland 1993; Plath 198Q; Shostak 1981). Here, two questions
surface in this academic trend. The first concerns the issue
of genre. That is, it is about whether what anthropologists
call a "life story" or a "life history" is a locally
meaningful genre or not. Several anthropologists are looking
not so much at the presence or absence of certain genres in
a particular society, as at the negotiated processes in
which mixed genres, or "blurred genres" emerge anew (Behar
1993; cf. Geertz 1983). In other words, a locally "nonexistent" genre may be unexpectedly created through
interactional dynamics between ethnographers and infcrmants,
as well as macrohistorical processes in which such
encounters are embedded (Keesing 1985; Haviland 1991).
In this sense, it is crucial to grasp what it really is for
people to tell about their life experiences to an
ethnographer.
The second question concerns the issue of objectivity,
or objective truthfulness in people's oral accounts emerging
during face-to-face ethnographic interactions. For example,
in her study of the Japanese former nobility, Lebra (1992)
discusses the discrepancy between what her late informant
said, and the written chronological record which she was
able to look into later. Crapanzano (1980, 1984) also
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reports the same kind of modification of facts by his
informant, who mixed up his "real" experience and the world
in the movie he saw. 9 In the present study, however, it is
impossible to know whether my informants were telling
exactly what happened or not, since I have no access to any
"authorized" record--whether written or spoken--of their
personal memories for checking their "objective" quality.
After all, memory is a creation about the past-present
relationship. The past depends on, and emerges only through
the present subjectivity. In this regard, my prioritized
concern is with how and why my informants chose to recollect
particular memories during the dynamics of ethnographic
interactions. Instead of asking whether what they say
happened is "true" or not, I ask what they accomplish by
telling me their Showa experiences, or particular
experiences among many.
Although I grew up in Japan as a native, I met most of
my informants for the first time. Even though I was
introduced by somebody they knew, I was a stranger to them
as they were to me. The event of interview, however, made
strangers get close in a unique manner. Through talk,
they exposed their feelings and sentiments

s~rrounding

their

memories. They showed their excitement with the lost time

9 For instance, Crapanzano (1984) finds such a
narrative fusion of the past and the present analogous
to the phenomenon of transference in psychoanalysis.
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and space which discursively arose in the present.
Listening to their experience stories, I myself experienced
a variety of emotions. I encountered diverse unforgettable
stories which touched me as a person. However, when each
two-to-three-hour interview was over, the informant went
back to his/her everyday life. Those concrete signs of
discourses which moved the ethnographer in many ways were
all gone, barely left in her tape-recorder.
Indexicality: Sign. Context. and Subjectivity
Thus far I have examined several fundamental premises
underlying the present discourse-focused study. I have
discussed why my conceptualization of discourse is complex;
both concrete and abstract. I have explained how I use the
term memory. Finally, I have discussed the pragmatic
aspect of interview event. Here, before I move on to a
preview of the following Chapter II on narrative discourse,
I find it necessary to briefly mention another important
analytical concept in this study. As I pointed out earlier,
my informants not only remembered what had happened, but
also polysemously created and enacted specific experiential
meanings of the era during their interactions with me. What,
then, underlies such dynamic processes of memory production?
In order to better understand how these Showa hitoketa
historical actors create meaning-filled memories in the
present, I consider the semiotic notion of indexicality to
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be most basic for my discourse-focused approach to
signification.
In referring to indexicality, semiotically-oriented
works have looked at radial entailments of form-meaning
relationships actualized within the context of discursive
practice, contributing the exploration of subjectivity
(e.g., Mertz and Parmentier 1985; Ochs 1992; Parmentier
1994; Silverstein 1976; Urban 1989). Today, the notion of
indexicality (adjective "indexical" as well) is widely
employed to mean the situatedness of sign, meaning, and
process of meaning creation in general, while it originates
in the distinctive behavior of a particular sign, index.
Following C.S. Peirce, Silverstein (1976) highlights this
sign's context-dependent nature. Unlike icon and symbol,
an index must have its spatiotemporal ground so that the
sign token can create its interpretability by accomplishing
its function. Cross-linguistic phenomena of deictics are
good examples. 10 The concept of indexicality illuminates
intricate associations between sign, context, and
subjectivity, the dynamics of which were not considered
enough in the Saussurian signifier-signified dyadic
framework of meaning generation. As an analytical notion,

10 For instance, as English demonstratives "this"
and "that" require some contextual information for their
interpretability, so do Japanese demonstratives kono
("this") and ano ("that"). Also, personal pronouns serve as
good examples of deictics across languages.
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indexicality makes it possible for us to approach discourse
not just as strings of closed concepts, but as open sites
for meaning negotiation. Because of indexicality, signs are
linked to us, and the actual physical world we live in.
Signs are connected to a "sensible world" (Urban 1991).
What is most significant about indexicality, as further
discussed by Silverstein (1976) and also emphasized by
Crapanzano (1984), is that the component of context can be
not only spatiotemporally "presupposed," but also "created."
During interactions, such presupposition and creation take
place simultaneously, entailing a complex web of indexical
associations between signs, contexts, and subjectivity.
Therefore, based on this notion, it is possible to state
that concrete signs of my Showa hitoketa informants'
discourses index, or "presuppose" their experiences as well
as certain sociohistorical contexts of the Showa era in
which these experiences were situated, but, at the same
time, "create" new meanings about their past in the present.
People even enact, and relive such meanings, bringing the
past into the present. In this study, I approach this
semiotic dynamic within the intricate interaction between
text and context inherent in narrative discourse. It is
within this intricacy, or metapragmatic interdependency that
experiential meanings of my informants' Showa memories are
indexically created.
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As the "canonical" symbols become indexical in ritual
processes CR. Rappaport 1977), the referential content of
narrative language also becomes indexical (stromberg 1992),
letting the Showa hitoketa narrators "feel" the past as if
it were re-emerging in front of them, and as if they were
living it again. The indexical connections they make between
sign, discourse-external world, and meaning render their
narrated experiences realistic, and create "sensuality"
(Hill 1991). As I mentioned earlier, the people I
interviewed often made explicit comments on the era of Showa
and their generational identity in nonnarrative accounts.
Thus, narrative was not the only discourse unit they had
access to during the interactions. On the other hand,
however, in their narrated recollections of personal
experiences, the informants' experiential meanings of Showa
were most vividly expressed. Their specific selfunderstandings were also strategically constructed. Through
such narrative discourses, people's deeply-felt emotions and
thoughts are negotiatively expressed, and enacted. Narrative
is an enriched site for memory creation.
Chapter II extensively discusses how I study my
Showa hitoketa informants' experience narratives. I
recapitulate several theoretical concepts which will be
necessary for the analyses in later chapters. I summarize
organizational principles of personal experience narrative
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from a linguistic perspective, and then move on to my
semiotic, interpretive perspective on the discursive
construction of self and meaning. Among all, I particularly
illuminate the text-context intricacy innate in narrative by
focusing on three phenomena: entextualization (cf. Bauman
and Briggs 1990; Kuipers 1992); contextualization (cf.
Duranti and Goodwin 1992; Gumperz 1982); and narrative
involvement (cf. Hill 1990a, 1991).
I consider the first two notions--entextualization and
contextualization--to be fundamental processes for the
narrative creation of the past, or the narrated world (or
the "there and then"), and the present, or the interactional
world (or the "here and now"). In the practice of narrating,
a speaker shifts his/her subjectivity between these two
epistemologically separate realms of time and space, and
this shifting! or change of "footing" (Goffman 1981) is
accomplished through entextualization and contextualization.
Through entextualization, on one hand, the "there and
then" of the past is presupposed and created, and the
narrator's subjectivity is directed to the narrated,
entextualized world. Through contextualization, on the other
hand, the "here and now" is also presupposed and created,
and the narrator's subjectivity is oriented to the
interactional, contextualized realm. However, since both
processes involve one another within the ongoing text-
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context intricacy,ll the past and the present become
interdependent, becoming indexically linked during the
interactions.
Narrative involvement, the third phenomenon to discuss
here, also creates indexical associations between the past
and the present. I consider this notion to be important
particularly for the illumination of the resonance between
these two different realms of time and space, through which
narrators relive the past with self-laden meanings. By
reviewing past research on linguistic involvement, I explore
the semiotic, or indexical foundation of this concept, and
elucidate its pragmatic, constitutive power to bring the
"there and then" into the "here and now," and to further let
the narrator--and even the ethnographer--feel the lost time
and space in the present. Although narrative involvement is
not independent of the processes of entextualization and
contextualization, I particularly introduce it as a concept
which analytically highlights the dynamic fusions of the
past and the present, and the self and other.
I call attention to entextualization and
contextualization most explicitly in Chapter V, and
narrative involvement in Chapter VI, while all these
phenomena are more or less observed in each fragment I

11 See Chapter II for more details of what I underscore
by using this term "intricacy."
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introduce in this dissertation. As I discuss more later,
the issues of continuity and discontinuity during the era
of Showa are significant themes for the Showa hitoketa
people I met. Given the conditions of diverse radical
sociohistorical transformations surrounding the era, how
the narrator relates the past to the present is often an
ideological, affective, as well as epistemological, matter.
He/she creates certain experiential meanings and selfunderstanding by discursively bridging--and not bridging-the past and the present through entextualization,
contextualization, and narrative involvement. By discussing
these concepts concerning narrative discourse, I illuminate
how and why my microscopic insight into discourse phenomena
opens the way for better appreciation of the Showa
hitoketa's memories of Showa. After this Chapter II,
I gradually move on to my ethnography of Showa hitoketa's
memory creation.
Creating Showa Memories
Chapter III begins with the ending of Showa. The goal
of this chapter is to connect my Showa hitoketa informants'
discursive practices with broad sociohistorical
macrophenomena. On January 7, 1989, the era of Showa came
to an end with the demise of Emperor Hirohito. It was
the sixty-fourth year of the era. Showa started in 1926,
right after the late Emperor succeeded to the throne upon
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the death of his father, Taisho Emperor. The era of Showa
had lasted for more than sixty years. When I arrived in
Japan in 1992, it was already the third year of the new era
called Heisei. However, it was still during the climax of
the "post-Showa" creation of Showa memories, or public
crystallizations of one completed bound era within the
Japanese modernization processes. Both print and electronic
media were facilitating these memory productions, and I
conducted my field research within such contexts. Thus, the
"Showa memories" I discuss in this study are contextualized
in the "here and now" of the post-Showa 1992 and 1993 Japan.
The people I met and talked to, and the events of
ethnographic interviews I made happen are also
contextualized in the same time and space.
In Chapter III, I first look at various memory
productions observed in the area of print media.
Then, I portray the era of Showa with respect to the story
of Japanese modernization since the nineteenth century.
The ideology of progress and change underlies the historical
scenario which is widely accepted by Japanese people today.
Popular discourses on generation also center around this
ideology, linking people to the master-narrative of the
nation-state. The e=a of Showa is embedded within the grand
story of modernization, while it has often been uniquely
characterized as "the era of turbulence" (gekidoo no ;idai)
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because of its dramatic sociohistorical process, represented
by the nation's involvement in World War II, the defeat, the
surrender to the Allies, the recovery, and the economic
success. Born during the first nine years of the era, many
Showa hitoketa people associate their generational identity
to these events and their consequences. Among all, they,
most significantly, experienced World War II--the Pacific
War in particular--as children and adolescents, and their
understanding of the era cannot be separated from their
wartime childhood even today. I point out that the war
creates, as the central theme, both continuity and
discontinuity in my Showa hitoketa informants' Showa
memories.
In this connection, the rest of the dissertation
analyzes how, in and through discourse, the Showa hitoketa
people stumble to make sense of their Showa past, and try to
construct a sense of coherence in the midst of remaining
fragmentations of their experiences. Most of the discourse
excerpts I introduce in these chapters concern their
wartime childhood and adolescence. My informants' memories
of fifty years ago are meaningfully recreated in the
present. In Chapter IV, I focus on the importance of August
15, 1945, the official day of the surrender of the nation to
the Allies. The day is usually symbolized by the Emperor's
radio announcement at noon, which informed Japanese people
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then of the nation's defeat in the war. In my Showa hitoketa
informants' accounts, it is remembered as the moment when
the era of Showa became split into "two Showas" (Gluck
1990): the prewar (senzen) and the postwar (sengo). As of
August 15, they saw things surrounding them change
"overnight." The day itself has been a popular topic to talk
as well as write about during the postwar years, while my
particular concern with such issues as continuity and
discontinuity seemed to encourage them to highlight this
historically well-known day in their recollections. By
carefully considering the pragmatics of ethnographic
interview, I discuss how my own identity as well as my
understanding of the Showa era may have contributed to their
creation of these memories. The process was subtle, yet
significant.
When my Showa hitoketa informants heard the Emperor's
voice from the radio, and found out that the nation lest
the war, they experienced a sense of shifting realities.
There were, of course, other Japanese who heard the radio
besides the Showa hitoketa, yet they, as young patriots,
went through a range of specific sentiments and thoughts
particularly after having been mobilized through the wartime
militaristic education program at school institutions. In
their present-day recollections, for instance, their inner
states of fifty years ago are authenticated through the
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phenomenon of reported thought. Through this device, they
affectively create their experiential selves going through
the moment when their childhood experiences became
discontinuous. Interestingly, however, such memories not
only fragment their knowledge of the Showa past, but also
structure it. Based on both form and content analyses,
I closely look at how their experiential meanings
surrounding August 15, 1945 interact with their
understanding of the era.
Chapter V concerns memory and agency. I delineate how
my informants

co~struct

their memories of being young

patriots during the war. August 15, 1945 was not merely
the day of disjunctive realities for those children and
adolescents. It was the day of shifting self-identities for
them. After that day, their wartime identities as
"militaristic boy" (gunkoku shoonen) and "militaristic
girl"(gunkoku shoojo) turned out to be wrong. The pro-war,
militaristic ideology which used to affect their everyday
lives so fundamentally became something to abandon in the
postwar Showa context. When they try to reconstruct their
wartime childhood in present-day recollections! they cannot
avoid confronting--despite the fact that as many as fifty
years have passed since then--problematic, ambiguous
meanings surrounding the inconsistencies between what they
used to believe in, and what they value today. In the face
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of such fragmentations, however, they try to retrospectively
construct their agentive selves concerning the thoughts and
actions for which they are not sure if, as children, they
were really responsible. I illuminate how they create their
sense of coherence and consistency by dialogically
negotiating, in and through discourse, with those emergent
conflictive, ambiguous meanings, as well as their own past
self images.
Also, in this chapter, I carefully examine my
informants' choices of telling me specific episodes, and
various discursive devices and strategies they employ. I
consider these Showa hitoketa people's memory accounts to be
components of a larger frame of "rhetorical argument"
(Schiffrin 1985). In other words, although my informants and
I did not usually get into any heated dispute, or a socalled "argument" about their Showa experiences, they chose
to tell me specific stories of their past self in order to
"rhetorically" make certain points about their present self.
In this regard, it is necessary to take a dialogical
perspective on both form and content of their discourses by
anchoring them in ongoing situations. I contextualize their
attempts to create a sense of agency in our ethnographic
interactions as well as broader post-Showa, post-Cold-War
sociohistorical conditions. As I mentioned earlier, how the
narrator indexically links the narrated world to the
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interactional world is an epistemological, ideological, and
affective issue, and this is especially true in the context
of discontinuous historical moments. In this connection,
I illustrate the importance of entextualization and
contextualization processes for their construction of such
linkings.
Chapter VI closely analyzes the Showa hitoketa
informants' visually vivid and affectively evocative
accounts focused on images of their family members who were
going through the postwar chaotic years. Across interviews,
their recollections of childhood and adolescence often led
to a variety of amazingly scenic memories surrounding what
their "significant others" had done, and how they had been
in the midst of changing realities. In these discourses, my
informants' past selves are rather backgrounded, and the
main protagonists are their parents and siblings. However,
through the creation of these memo=ies in which they
witnessed their families dealing with new life challenges,
they covertly express how they also lived through the
era of Showa. By telling me these memories, they construct
a sense of coherence, and achieve their very understanding
of the Showa era.
I also explore the performative nature of narrative
language, which transforms the present reality. I look at
some of my informants' discourse fragments particularly in
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relation to the phenomenon of narrative involvement. I show
how a variety of sentiments and imageries are not only
expressed, but also enacted by the speakers through
narrative involvement. The narrated world of fifty years ago
in which their families went through specific actions and
events is brought into the present. Consequently, the
informants fuse the past into the present, and their
parents' and siblings' past subjectivities into their own.
I illustrate how the Showa hitoketa narrators let me as well
as themselves "feel" the lost time and space through
specific discursive devices and strategies.
Chapter VII continues to examine personal experience
narrative. My main focus in this dissertation is on the
discursive practices of memory creation which emerged
during the context of ethnographic interviews, although, in
this last chapter, I turn to other contexts. I illuminate
discourses of personal experiences which arose in
publicly-open events, such as memorials and related
gatherings. The goal of looking at these public situations
is to further demonstrate the complexity of people's
"personal" experiences.
As previewed earlier, in Chapter IV, and, in
particular, Chapter V, I discuss how pragmatically I myself
was contributing to my informants' creation of Showa
memories. In fact, they were interacting not only with me,
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but also with ongoing sociohistorical concerns situated in
1992 and 1993. Although I did not overtly oppose nor
challenge them, several issues surrounding their memories'
authenticity as well as their agency were potentially at
stake, and my Showa hitoketa informants dialogically
constructed their Showa memories while creating their
epistemological, ideological, and affective meanings.
However, this negotiative nature of memory creation was
still subtle and covert in many cases. In Chapter VII,
I explore this potential contestation of multiple points of
view outside the interview events, and illuminate how more
overtly the authenticity and agency of people's memories
is subject to challenges in the midst of social relations.
Although the discussion itself is brief, in this chapter
I look at how some concerned Showa hitoketa speakers
in public try to protect personal meanings of their
memories, and yet dynamically interact with the "others,"
and with several ongoing points of contention in
contemporary society. By elucidating ·such an aspect of
memory production, I hope to delineate not so much the
differences between interview events and public contexts, as
the intertextually-shared issues surrounding what it is for
Showa hitoketa persons to create Showa memories--wartime
memories in particular--in the present.
Because of my interest in form of language as
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well as content, in each chapter (Chapter IV, V, VI)
I demonstrate my fine-grained analysis based on detailed
transcripts from one particular Showa hitoketa informant.
The purpose of "dissecting" their discourse fragments
into lines, words, and morphemes is to closely illustrate
what they do with concrete signs of language. I believe
that only by taking this approach to what people say am I
able to make a dynamic, enriched sketch of how exactly they
create meanings, making certain points about the present
self. However, by adding, for instance, my summary of their
stories, I try my best to

~resent

their Showa memories as

something readable with empathy and compassion, letting the
audience "feel" the Showa hitoketa's subjectivities in
spite of the distance of time, space, and positions.
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CHAPTER II
NARRATIVE AS MEMORY:
THE NARRATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERIENCE AND SELF
In the previous chapter I focused on my approach to
the Showa hitoketa informants' discourses in general. In the
present chapter, I describe more specifically how I analyze
their narratives. Today, narrative has a special status as
one of the most widely discussed phenomena across
disciplines (cf. Golich and Quasthoff 1986). My perspective
on narrative in this dissertation is linguistic, founded on
those works which have captured the organizational
principles of oral narrative (e.g., Chafe 1980; Labov 1972;
Labov and Waletzky 1967; Linde 1986, 1993; Longacre 1980;
Polanyi 1982, 1985, 1989). My perspective is, at the same
time, semiotic, pragmatic, and interpretive in the sense
that I highlight, with regard to the multifunctional
property of

~igns,

the performative role of narrative in

people's ongoing negotiation and constitution of selfidentities as well as specific experiential meanings (e.g.,
Basso 1988, 1989, 1992, 1995; Bauman 1986; Briggs 1988i
Crapanzano 1984; Haviland 1991; Hill 1990a, 1990b, 1991,
forthcoming; Hill and Zepeda 1992; R. Rosaldo 1986;
Stromberg 1985, 1993; Urban 1989).
Narrative, as memory, establishes a linkage between
spatiotemporally separated domains of human experiences.
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It is the meeting spot of past and present, and self and
other. In the present study, I capture my informants'
dynamic creation of meaningful Showa memories by looking at
what they do with concrete signs of narrative discourse.
Most of the accounts I introduce concern their wartime
personal experiences, which are enriched sites for
their self-constructions as Showa historical actors. By
recollecting what they did, said, saw, and heard almost
fifty years ago, and creating their experiential meanings,
my informants make certain points about their present
selves, and further achieve their very understandings of the
era of Showa. Talking about what they went through in the
context of ethnographic interviews, most narrators did not
explicitly mention what kind of Showa hitoketa persons
they were: rather, they implicitly constructed their self
images based on a variety of metapragmatic functions of
narrative language during our interactions. A range of
discursive devices and strategies operate simultaneously
within the text-context intricacy, becoming important
sources for the narrative construction of self and
experience. In this dissertation, I specifically elucidate
how indexically my informants' past images of self become
linked to their present subjectivities. As illustrated in
later chapters, this insight into how semiotically the past
is--or is not--connected with the present is critical for
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the illumination of their particular self-understandings as
the historical actors who lived various discontinuous
moments and transformations during the era.
In what follows, first, I briefly summarize some
important aspects of my Showa hitoketa informants' narrative
practices in the context of ethnographic interview events.
Second, I move on to the issue of semiotic constitution of
the self. In this study, it is impossible to examine my
informants' Showa memories without delineating how they
construct their self-understandings during our interactions.
Therefore, before I go into the details of narrative
language, I find it useful to discuss several basic premises
concerning language and self. My discourse-focused approach
advances the understanding of the issue of language and self
in Japanese contexts, which has not been illuminated enough
in past research. Third, I turn to the organizational
aspects of personal experience narrative. I highlight the
structural principles which help narrators construct their
experiences and selves in particular ways. Here, in the
course of the discussion, I gradually shift my focus to the
semiotic aspects of narrating practices by exploring the
dynamic interaction between text and context. Fourth, I
elucidate the concepts of entextualization and
contextualization by looking at how such processes
contribute to the narrative construction of the past and the
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present. I recapitulate major discursive strategies and
devices which functioned as concrete sign vehicles in the
constitution of these processes among my data. Finally,
I discuss the phenomenon of narrative involvement. Here,
I first review the concept of linguistic involvement
represented in past literature, and afterwards explore the
semiotic foundation of the notion, and its significance in
this study.
Narrative in Interview Speech Event
I had not met most of my Showa hitoketa informants
previous to the present study, and in the verr beginnings of
the ethnographic encounters they seemed rather shy, and even
indifferent, despite the fact that they had agreeably
consented--in letters or by phone--to see me and talk to me
about their Showa memories. However, one thing that
interested me very much during these interviews is the
dramatic way people changed once they began detailed
descriptions of their particular experiences. Once they got
down to the act of recollecting, and started narrating what
they actually had gone through, something usually happened.
Instances of discourse began reconstituting the way they had
been in the past, and transforming the way they were in the
immediate context of interactions. Mediated by the language
of narrative, they were now looking more excited, engaged,
and unfeigned with evoked emotions on their faces. The
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changes were evanescent but observable from both verbal
and nonverbal perspectives. such phenomena always intrigued
me during the field research.
Although ethnographically-based analyses of experience
narratives emerging in interview contexts have been
conducted recently (e.g., Dufort 1991; Haviland 1991),
explorations of publicly performed narratives have been far
more central in linguistic anthropology (e.g., those
contributors who work on narrative performance in Bauman and
Sherzer 1989 [1974]; Sherzer and Urban 1986). However, one
important issue that concerns all the context-anchored
narrative studies is the "participant structure" (Philips
1972) between narrator and interlocutors, the nature of
which varies depending on the nature of each speech event.
For instance, those who work on discourses in Native South
American societies describe how publicly performed
narratives--such as myth texts--are structured in terms of
routinized dialogic exchanges between narrator and audience
(Basso 1986; Burns 1980; Sherzer 1983). Here, when
researchers study the narratives situated in ethnographic
interview speech events, it is also indispensable to examine
to what degree the narrator-audience dialogue is structured
with respect to the ongoing interactional exchanges, and how
such contextual elements are relevant to the process of
signification.
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My actual encounters with Showa hitoketa people were
interactionally complex, involving a variety of participant
structures as well as discourse units and genres besides
those narratives focused on personal experiences. The entire
interview was usually composed of greetings at the beginning
and the closure, small talk as a rapport-building process,
and various discourse genres emerging in ongoing
interactions: life stories, social critiques, jokes,
gossips, and the like. Some informants even sang songs for
me. In this sense, although the nature of interview speech
event has been often characterized by the mode of questionanswer exchanges as well as the presence of "power
relations" between informants and researchers, my
interactions with the Showa hitoketa informants were not
monolithically organized (cf. Briggs

1986~

Philips 1987b).

One possible reason for this is the age difference
between Showa hitoketa and myself. I happen to belong to the
generation of their children, and I met many people who told
me that I looked just the same age as their children.
Because of this generational association, both my informants
and I somehow resisted my own potential empowerment. I also
made a conscious effort not to rigidly structure our
interactions, finding myself more comfortable establishing
my participant role in the open-ended sequence of
conversational moves. Consequently, the personal experience
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narratives which arose during these interview settings may
be best described as "conversational narratives" (Wolfson
1976; cf. Maynard 1989; Polanyi 1982, 1985).1 However,
significantly, even if I tried not to shape and constrain my
informants' narrativization processes, two important factors
were working to make emerging narratives more routinized
than I had expected (cf. Philips 1992).2
First, I very often initiated my informants' narrations
by asking particular questions about their experiences, and
I was "co-authoring" (Duranti 1986) their narrativization
processes in many ways; yet I was interested in listening to
their stories of personal experiences, and I listened as an
empathetic recipient of each story my informants told. While
I frequently responded to what they were saying in many
ways--both verbal and nonverbal ways--that let them know I

1 Wolfson (1976)
discusses the difference between
"interview narrative" and "conversational narrative."
The former is basically designed and shaped by an
interviewer's questioning, to which an interviewee
responds. On the other hand, the latter occurs more
spontaneously, and it is usually embedded in conversational
discourse. Maynard (1989), for instance, further
differentiates "elicited spontaneous narratives" from
"casual narratives in conversation" which Maynard considers
to be naturally occurring. Polanyi (1985; cf.1982) focuses
on what she calls "conversational storytelling."

2 For instance, Philips (1992) discusses how
the routinized, or patterned aspect of social interactions
has been rather overlooked in past research. Looking at a
range of repair phenomena in her data from American
courtroom, Philips observes "more routinization" and "less
spontaneity," and argues that such a "tendency to routinize"
is innate in human language capacity.
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was with them, and occasionally commented as well, these
remarks of mine were still embedded in the larger frame of
narration processes. Here, as polanyi (1982) points out,
narrative discourse tends to organize a kind of participant
structure that effectuates the narrator's narration process
in relation to the interlocutor's limited participation in
the process. That is, once a narration is begun, the roles
of "narrator" vs. "audience" become relatively fixed,
stabilizing who is to narrate, and who is to listen.
Following Sacks, Polanyi talks about how the "multi-clausal"
structure of narrative disccurages normal turntaking, and
encourages each participant to hold on to each role, "story
teller" and "story recipient" respectively (Polanyi 1982:
519). This is exactly what happened when my Showa hitoketa
informants started their narratives. Thus, although I would
still call those narratives "conversational narratives,"
they were uniquely bounded in the context of ethnographic
interview.
Secondly, narrative discourse often sets a certain tone
for the ongoing communicative and interpretive processes,
reconstituting the narrator's self-understanding as well as
the interactional dynamics. In this sense, the narratives
which arose during our interactions were pragmatically
dynamic, and, although they may be still called
"conversational narratives," here I need to elaborate what
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was happening when my informants were engaged in the
practice of narration during the interview.
The purpose of my interviews with Showa hitoketa was to
ask them about their memories of the era of Showa in an
open-ended manner. My informants were in their late fifties
and sixties at the point of my field research, and it seemed
that as members of this particular generation they did not
find it so extraordinary to talk about their memories of the
era. The social understanding that they are, as seniors, nm·!
in the position of being heard may have contributed to their
interpretation of my interest in interviewing them. Also,
as discussed in the following chapter, the ongoing postShowa sociohistorical condition contributed to their
rationalization of my research itself. However, an attempt
to reconstruct their Showa experiences is still something
beyond their everyday experiences. As they try to talk about
their specific experiences and their selves, they often face
several inconsistent, paradoxical elements inherent in their
Showa experiences, and stumble to make sense of such
experiences which are situated in that era of radical
sociohistorical

transfo~ations.

At these moments, emergent

narrative discourses become pragmatic, helping people

~ake

certain points about their self-understandings. This is why
I find their narratives not merely "conversational," a term
which does not necessarily capture the narrative creation of
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such moments.
The practice of narration potentially creates what de
Certeau calls a "fictional space." Narrators accomplish
something by making a "detour" by way of this past world,
which is epistemologically distantiated from the present
(de Certeau 1984: 79). In this connection, such an
accomplishment often concerns the narrator's emergent
realization about some aspects of the self, of which he/she
may not be aware in his/her everyday life. In this study,
following such scholars as Hill (1991) and stromberg (1993),
I approach the practice of narrating as a ritualized
performance. 3 As Stromberg points out, narrative has
fragments of both "formulaic" and "performative"
characteristics which contribute to the transformation of
people's self-identities as in a ritual process (Stromberg
1993: 11; cf. R. Rappaport 1977).4 The formal, structural

3 Stromberg (1993)
approaches Christian conversion
narrative as the essential part of a conversion experience
itself. He argues that a narrative of conversion is a
ritual, in which the canonical, or referential language
becomes the constitutive, or indexical, playing a critical
role for the self-transformation of narrator. Focusing on
the semiotic phenomena at the peak of narrative
particularly, Hill (1991) also considers that narrative has
a capacity to operate like ritual.

4 Here, I am not suggesting that narrative practice
always changes people's selves. Rather, my point is that
narrative "potentially" becomes a site for such a
transformation because of its organizational and pragmatic
characteristics. I return to this issue in relation to
the phenomenon of narrative involvement later in this
chapter.
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features of narrative compose the formulaic side, and the
per formative consists of the pragmatic aspect of narrative
processes. In the rest of this chapter, I discuss how these
two characteristics--"formulaic" and "performative" aspects
of narrative--interact for the construction of meanings in
the immediate context of ethnographic interview. I link this
issue to the text-context intricacy innate in narrative
practices. I will come back to this after the following
discussion.
The semiotic construction of Self
In this study I prioritize socioculturally-constructed
aspects of the self over aspects of the self potentially
based on a theorized universal psyche (cf. M. Rosaldo 1984;
Spiro 1984). Here, for the purpose of pursuing my
theoretical discussion, I generically define the "self" as
a reflexive consciousness of who "I" is. I almost
synonymously use both "self" and "subjectivity," while, if
they are to be distinguished, the latter is considered to
be the "point of view" from which the objectified self is
constructed. 5 Also, I equate "self" with "identity" in most

5 For instance, in his social theory of self, G. H.
Mead (1934) makes a distinction between two components of
the self: the subjective "I" and the objectified "me."
According to Mead, the "I" is the subject of experience,
while the "me" is the objectified awareness of "I" becoming
"me" with the social process in which a person is situated.
Here, my way of differentiating between subjectivity and
self may correspond to this Mead's self conceptualization of
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cases, but the latter can be highlighted as the very act of
being aware of having a reflexive consciousness, or the
self. In my discussion, I may often alternate self,
identity, and the combined term "self-identity," but without
any theoretically significant implications unless the
differences are pointed out.
In contemporary anthropology, the issue of self has
been one of the points of contention in terms of its
configuration in relation to society. The nature of this
very relationship between the "individual," on the one hand,
and the "society," on the other, has been heatedly debated
since culture and personality studies, and the Japanese
"social" theory of self has been contrasted with the Western
"individual" theory of self, serving as a perfect example of
the extreme "other" within the dichotomies, such as
individuality/society, private/public, freedom/conformity,
guilt/shame, and the like (Rosenberger 1992). However, as
more recent ethnopsychologically-oriented scholars have
challenged the epistemological bias in the Western
intellectual framework for approaching such issues as self
and emotion (Lutz 1988; Lutz and White 1986; White and
Kirkpatrick 1985), those studies focused on the Japanese
self have also started de-essentializing what used to be
believed as so "inherently" Japanese. For instance, Kondo

"I" and "me."
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(1990, 1992), and the contributors in Rosenberger (1992)
have begun reframing the Western-born sociocentric theory
of Japanese self from a more ethnographically-situated
perspective on the nexus of complex sociohistorical,
political, ideological, affective relations among people.
In this line of thought, there is no longer "the" Japanese
self: instead, multiple, changeable, shifting selves are
produced in situated interactions (cf. Bachnik 1992). Here,
how they are constructed is an empirical mat't.er; meanings
of the self are not assumed, but dynamically generated in
particular sociocultural milieux. In this study, by taking
a discourse-focused approach, I seek to illuminate how
sociohistorically situated selves are created through
language, continuing to investigate non-categorical, anticartesian views of self in Japanese contexts.
Recently, based on her psychoanalytical viewpoint,
Ewing (1990) makes a universal claim that a person across
cultures presents context-dependent, multiple self images in
social interactions, and that, despite such apparent
inconsistencies, he/she is still capable of experiencing
"wholeness" because each image of self is semiotically
generated as a "timeless whole," but also as a passing
"phenomenal product" depending on interactional contexts.
In order to advance our understanding of such processes of
self-constructions from Japanese contexts, I argue that
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researchers will benefit tremendously from the close
analysis of discourse: especially, narrative practices
in which people tell about their experiences, and
themselves. Here, I am not turning away from the social,
cultural constructionist view of self. Rather, my stance is
that, in order to understand how sociohistorically-unique my
Showa hitoketa informants' selves are, it is critical to
examine the very process in which they are produced through
concrete, emergent signs of discourse (cf. Lee and Urban
1989: Singer 1980).
Such a phenomenological, semiotic view of social self
is not exactly a new one even within the study of Western
self. As a pioneer who laid the foundation for the social
theory of self, G. H. Mead (1934) stresses the self as a
social product. For instance, Crapanzano (1981) makes an
explicit claim that he follows this tradition in his
psychoanalytically-influenced investigation of the self and
society. Reviewing Mead's perspective on the social self,
Caton (1993) also points out Mead's profound concern with
metalanguage in the construction of self. From the area of
symbolic sociology, Goffman (1959) discusses the negotiation
of self-presentations in everyday face-to-face interactional
processes. Although he does not talk about the dynamic
processes of semiosis particularly, his view of social self
has been influential with those interested in language and
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interactions. Among all, conjoined by Garfinkel's
ethnomethodological tradition coming from A. Shutz's
phenomenological sociology, the area of conversation
analysis has contributed to the development of linguistic
anthropological insight into the constitutive role of
language in the construction of social identities (e.g.,
Gumperz 1983).
Even though most researchers have not necessarily
been psychologically-focused, without particularly
examining the issue of self and subjectivity, the social
constructionist concerns in linguistic anthropology have
been further cultivated, integrated by relativistic
perspectives of those ethnographers of communication who
have been looking at how local actors pragmatically
construct sociocultural meanings and realities within
interactional processes (e.g., K. Basso 1979; Bauman and
Sherzer 1989 [1973]; Moerman 1988; Philips 1983). Recently,
agent-focused perspectives on the dynamics of communication
have been even more emphasized (Bauman and Briggs 1990).
Especially, the importance of linguistic and metalinguistic
microphenomena has been uncovered as a key to the
understanding of agency and subjectivity in ethnographic
contexts (Duranti 1990; Lucy 1993), and narrative is one of
the most discussed phenomena for such an agent-centered
trend which has psychological (or ethnopsychological) as
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well as semiotic scope (e.g., Basso 1988, 1989, 1992, 1993;
Dufort 1991; Haviland 1989; Hill 1990a, 1990b, 1991,
forthcoming; Miller et ale 1990; Urban 1989; also see
contributors in Duranti and Goodwin 1992, and Hill and
Irvine 1992).
I now turn to what sources in personal experience
narrative are available for the construction of self and
experiential meanings, and, consequently, memories.
Personal Experience Narrative as a site of Memory
Narrative is a form of discourse which crosscuts a
variety of locally-framed genres in each speech community.
Its unique organization of language simultaneously
constrains and creates our experiencing of time, space, and
ourselves. One of the most fundamental aspects of narrative
discourse is the temporal organization in its event
structure. The temporally sequential ordering of narrated
events is considered to be iconically corresponding to the
order of original events in the actual world (Labov 1972;
Labov and Waletzky 1967; Linde 1986; Polanyi 1982; cf.
Ricoeur 1984). For example, according to Labov's structural
approach to narrative, if at least two event clauses are
sequentially organized based on their temporal order, the
discourse can be technically called narrative, or "minimal
narrative" (Labov 1972). Also, narrative can be about both
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present and future, as well as past events,6 while I
concentrate my discussion in this present study on those
narratives on past events and experiences from a personal
point of view, or personal experience narratives (cf. Bauman
1986; Labov 1972; Labov and Waletzky 1967).

Some of the narratives in my data were "minimal
narratives" in the sense that they were composed of only
two event clauses, while they were usually attached by
additional "stative" clauses, or descriptions of states
surrounding the happening events (Polanyi 1985). Especially
when my informants recollected the things which they
thought I was not familiar with, they usually inserted
stative descriptions as additional information. Sometimes,
they dramatized what had happened by describing the detailed
states of how it had happened. In personal experience
narratives, events are particular actions which narrators

6 Although temporally organized, the discourse category
of narrative can be further divided into several
subcategories. They are derivative from the protot~~ical
model of "true narrative," which is about "specific" events
in the past. For instance, such subcategories include
"generic narrative,""hypotheti.::al narrative," and
"pseudonarrative." "Generic" narrative is about nonspecific,
habitual events in the past. Actually, I encountered many of
this type during my research. "Hypothetical narrative" is
based on hypothetical "events," whether past or future.
Finally, "pseudonarrative" converts things of essentially
non-temporal nature into temporal ordering, as in the
description of spatial arrangements (Linde and Labov 1975;
Linde 1986, 1993; Polanyi 1982, 1989). Although these
studies have been ba~ed on narratives in English language,
their typological perspective can also apply to Japanese.
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themselves as "protagonists" or other related "figures" took
in the past (Goffman 1974). Thus, reconstructing their
experiences, they may not only talk about what kinds of
actions they took, but also explain, through stative
descriptions, their intentions for the actions, and also
the consequences.
In order to better explain the importance of personal
experience narrative in my study, I turn to the second basic
quality of narrative discourse. What is as fundamental in
narrative as the sequential structure of temporally ordered
events is the developmental organization of such events
(Basso 1988; Hill 1991; cf. Longacre 1982; Schafer 1976). As
just mentioned above, personal experience narrative is about
people's specific actions, thoughts and motives underlying
the actions, and results of such actions. It is about what
people do, say, feel in relation to one another. Narrators
discursively reexperience the whole event process, which is
not only temporal, but also directional and developmental.
Like a story, whether short or long, one event unfolds after
another, allowing a narrator to take steps to feel those
emotions and sentiments which people in the narrated world
developmentally live through. The act of narrating makes it
possible for narrators to "achieve" particular
understandings about self and others.
In addition to the temporal, developmental principles,
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the third basic structural feature of personal experience
narrative is its particular distribution of multiple points
of view. This issue is observable, among all, in the
distribution of the narrator's past and present points of
view, which is usually reflected in the use of the pronoun
"I." The narrator in the present reconstructs what he/she
did in the past through narrative. However, is "I" who
narrates in the present the same as the "I" who did
something specific in the narrated past?

Are they identical

or different? The act of talking about past experiences is
reflexive by nature, since the narrator has to discursively
produce the past "I" in order to tell what he/she did in the
past. Thus, within the narrative framing of experience, the
past "I" is automatically a reflexive construction from the
point of view of the present "I." The present "I" and the
past "I" may belong to the same person as a physical
existence, while they can be epistemologically different or,
at least, discontinuous "I"s (cf. Goffman 1974).7

7 Exploring the importance of our framing activities
in social life, Goffman further explains how a speaker of
English first-person experience narrative can generate
multiple subjectivities by manipulating the structural
organization of narrative language. In other words, there
can be more "I"s other than the two "P's just discussed
( i. e. ,the past "I" and the present "I") in narrative. The
narrator can reflexively create an image of self by
distributing himself/herself as a "protagonist," and also
others as "figures." Thus, "I" in personal experience
narrative can index "different shadings of the self" which
are laminated in complex multilayered framings: the self
actualized as an "animator," an "author," a "principal," and
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How these "I"s are distinguished from one another,
then, depends on a range of semiotic functions of narrative
language. Especially, in the case of Japanese discourse,
the first-person pronoun exists just as it does in
English,S yet it generally occurs less frequently, since
pronouns in Japanese do not have to be mentioned nor
repeated when the identification of the agent is cognitively
clear in the ongoing context (cf. Clancy 1980: Hinds 1982).
In Japanese narrative, each point of view, or "I" may be
indexed through, besides the use of pronouns, the narrator's
strategic change of voice quality, use of non-pronominal
names, distribution of final particles, and other concrete
sign vehicles which metapragmatically function during
interactions. Therefore, in order to appreciate the

a "figure" (Goffman 1974: 520). Importantly, however, it is
not that these self images automatically lead to locally
meaningful self-understandings. What happens here is that
such covert framings inherent in narrative discourse provide
the narrator the opportunity to strategically manage his/her
commitment to the propositional validity of narrated
accounts, or situated "responsibility" for what is said
under a particular participant role (i.e., "animator,"
"author," etc.) in interactional contexts (Hill and Irvine
1992: Irvine 1992). By manipulating the kinds and degrees of
commitments to what he/she is narrating, he/she negotiates
specific self-presentations with respect to the nexus of
interpersonal relationships in society.
S In Japanese, there are several terms which function
like "I" of English. For instance, watashi, watakushi,
boku, and ~ are frequently used among a variety of
speakers. Depending on which pronoun to choose, the speaker
indexes not only the fact that he/she is the one who
speaks, but also a range of social meanings concerning
his/her identity. For example see Ide 1978.
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reflexive process in which self-understandings are
constructed in Japanese narrative, it is crucial to
investigate how, through a variety of devices and
strategies, these two points of view are distinguished from
one another, and, at the same time, interrelated with one
another. The narrator may not equate one with the other,
but establishes a particular relation, or linking between
these points of view. Here, the distinction between the past

"In and the present "I" parallels that of two separate
realms of time and space: the narrated world (or the "there
and then") and the interactional world (or the "here and
now"), or two "social fields" (Hill and Zepeda 1992;
cf. Chafe 1980; K. Young 1987). Each "I" originates in
each distinctive time and space, and also potentially
different social relations. 9 Therefore, to establish a
linkage between these "I"s is also to connect the past,
narrated world to the present, interactional world. In this
dissertation, I argue that the constitution of this
relationship is important for the creation of the narrator's

9 For instance, Hill and Zepeda (1992) discuss not
only the distinction between the narrated world and the
interactional world, but also the internal complexity
of the narrated world, or what they call the narrated
"social field," in which multiple "world-lines" are further
embedded, creating almost a labyrinthine site for the
distribution of multiple points of view. By capturing such
an epistemological difference between two worlds, de Certeau
calls narrative practice an act of balancing (between these
two worlds), or an "act of tightrope-walking," adopting the
term by Kant (de Certeau 1984: 79).
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sense of continuous self as a Showa historical actor.
Linde (1993) focuses on three major characteristics of
the self which are specifically constructed in and through
narrative discourse: continuity; reflexivity; and relation
to others (Linde 1993: 100-126). Among all, the first
aspect--the issue of temporal continuity--has been often
considered to be the most fundamental aspect of selfunderstanding (e.g., Hallowell 1955; cf. Miller et ale
1990).10 Studying personal experience narratives by those
Showa hitoketa people who have lived several discontinuous
moments of a Japanese modern era, I also find the issue of
continuity extremely important to consider. Although, as
Ewing (1990) argues, it is a changeable "phenomenal
product," the narrator's creation of continuity in the face
of remaining fragmentations concerning the past is
significant for his/her Showa memories filled with various
epistemological, ideological, and affective meanings. Taking
a pragmatic perspective on their narrativization practices
situated in the "here and now" of each interview event, I
particularly illuminate how indexically the narrator links
the past "I" to the present "I" for the construction of

10 As Linde points out, the most exemplary strategy for
the creation of such a continuity in English narrative is
its event structuring (Linde 1993: 110). In other words,
in narrative discourse, the protagonist's temporallysequential actions usually presuppose that they are the
actions taken by the same person, or the same self.
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coherence and continuity. Once again, however, I emphasize
that this linking is not the same as the equation of the two
"I"s, but it is the dialogical interaction between them,
and between the worlds in which these "I"s supposedly
originate. By analyzing the metapragmatic functions of
concrete sign vehicles within the text-context intricacy in
narrative discourse, I illustrate the negotiative processes
in which a sense of continuous self is generated, and
achieved by the narrators.
While I have been repeating the term "intricacy" in a
rather candid way since the beginning of this study, at
this point I should clarify what I wish to underscore by
using the term. Here, by "intricacy" I stress the
metapragmatic interdependency between text and context,
neither of which exists without the other. As Bauman (1986)
puts it, "text," "narrated event" (i.e., a past event that
is reconstructed in text), and "narrative event" (i.e., the
current event of narrating) can not be isolated from one
another. Past events are inscribed into text through
narrating practices within ongoing interactional contexts.
Bauman is not dismissing the ontological status of the
original event. Rather, his point is that the narrated
event has to be understood with respect to the complex
associations between text and context. In the study of how
Mexicanos in New Mexico create their sense of pastness and
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tradition during their performances of verbal art, Briggs
(1988) draws attention to the dialectical interrelation
between, what he terms, "textual sphere" and "contextual
sphere," and argues that performance processes can only be
illuminated appropriately with reference to both spheres
(cf. Briggs 1993). In the present study, I analyze my Showa
hitoketa informants' personal experience narratives by
closely looking into this interdependency between text and
context. In order to pursue my goal, I turn to the notions
of "contextualization" and "entextualization" for further
insight. Based on these analytical notions, it is possible
to semiotically explain how "original" events become
"narrated" events, or the "there and then" within the
"narrative events," or the "here and now." It is also
possible to illuminate how specific meanings of the past are
created in the present.
Entextualization and Contextualization
Based on the process-centered concepts of
"entextualization" (Bauman and Briggs 1990; Briggs 1993;
Kuipers 1990) and "contextualization" (Gumperz 1982; cf.
Duranti and Goodwin 1992), the phenomenon of intricacy
between text and context, or rather circulatory
interdependency between them, has been captured. Althoagh I
discuss, in what follows, each process separately, it is
critical to be reminded that both were concurrent during my
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informants' narrative practices, constituting the linkage
between the past and the present.
until recently the concept of "entextualization" has
been less familiar than "contextualization." The former
notion has been developed mainly among scholars of
performance who illuminate the "reflexive capacity" of text,
or the capacity of text to stand by itself even if taken out
of the pragmatic context. Here, text is something
"extractable," "objectifiable," and "decenterable" (Bauman
1987; Bauman and Briggs 1990)

.11

In particular,

metalanguage and poetic language have been focused on as the
areas in which such a quality of textual reflexivity becomes
most observable (Lucy 1993; cf. Jakobson 1960). For
instance, looking at a genre of ritual speech among the
Weyewa in Indonesia, Kuipers (1992) approaches the concept

11 While the terms "text" and "discourse" can be
used alternatively in many contexts, they can be
differentiated from a particular analytical perspective.
For instance, Hanks defines text as "any configuration of
signs that is coherently interpretable by some community of
users"(1989: 95). Hanks emphasizes the quality of
"coherency," or "textuality" in terms of its immanent
organization as well as its interpretability, while he
argues that its textuality ultimately depends on the broad
context of its practice (Hanks 1989: 95). According to
Briggs and Bauman, text is "discourse rendered
decontextualizable," while it is made from interactionallysituated discourse (Bauman and Briggs 1990: 73). For these
authors, text is conceptualized as something
"objectifiable," and "extractable" from the ongoing
interaction, or something "decenterable," while, at the same
time, it is "cente.cable," or "anchorable" in phenomenally
changeable ongoing interactional contexts.
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of entextualization as follows:
This term refers to the ideological and linguistic
process by which texts come to be more thoroughly
patterned linguistically and rhetorically at the
same time as they are increasingly detached from
their pragmatic context of performance, such that
the resulting text is viewed as somehow transcendent,
or separated from the vagaries of the immediate
"here and now" even though in many ways it is not
(1992: 102).
Besides such a genre of ritual speech, the notion has also
been referred to in the examination of other artistic
genres which include joke making, folkloric storytelling,
and hymns and prayers (e.g., Bauman 1986; Briggs 1988).
In this connection, Bauman and Briggs (1990) try to define
the term from a relatively broader perspective:
In simple terms, though it is far from simple,
it is the process of rendering discourse extractable,
of making a stretch of linguistic production into
a unit--a text--that can be lifted out of its
interactional setting (Bauman and Briggs 1990: 73).
Concerning the tangled relation of text to context,
Bauman and Briggs further write:
Entextualization may well incorporate aspects of
context, such that the resultant text carries
elements of its history of use within it (Bauman
and Briggs 1990: 73).
Here, what these scholars share is the fundamental premise
that entextualization is a "process" in which "textuality"
of discourse is "created" while incorporating ongoing
contextual elements.
In this present study, I also approach the notion in
the same manner as these scholars do in their investigation
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of several artistic genres. While my interactions with
the Showa hitoketa people were structured in a particular
way as "interview," they were basically "conversational."
However, the process of entextualization is observable even
in this kind of genre that is apparently not as poetically
patterned as the verbal art studied thus far. My Showa
hitoketa informants' memory discourse has its characteristic
ways of constituting textuality, or entextualizing itself.
Here, I argue that the process of entextualization creates
the "materiality" of their experience stories, and this
"materiality" consequently is associated with the
"authenticity" of their Showa memories. Through
entextualization, concrete signs of discourse presuppose
and create the "there and then" of the narrated world;
based on this indexical association, the narrator's
subjectivity is linked to the past. In what follows, I
summarize my informants' major discursive devices and
strategies which metapragmatically functioned as sign
vehicles for entextualization.
The first phenomenon to discuss is people's choice of
words and expressions which are no longer in use today:
certain sayings as well as names for things which used to be
part of their everyday lives in the prewar Showa, but not in
the postwar years. As I have mentioned several times
earlier, the Showa hitoketa's experiences of the Pacific War
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as children and adolescents are central in this study. After
the nation's defeat in the war, a range of wartime slogans
and other war-related names and terms rapidly vanished form
these people's lives. Today, such words are rarely used in
people's everyday life contexts, and, even if they are
remembered, only persons older than a particular age can
understand them. 12 Functioning asentextualization
features, my informants I chosen specific words contribute to
the creation of textuality, and consequently authenticate
their instances of discourse as their own Showa memories.
The second device which contributes to entextualization
is reported speech and thought. These phenomena have been
much discussed in recent anthropological literature as a
Bakhtinian "heteroglossic" site where the complex nature of
social interrelationships is expressed, and negotiated
(Bakhtin 1981; Basso 1995; Bauman 1986; Besnier 1992; Hill
forthcoming; Philips 1985; Schuman 1992; Tannen 1989; Urban

12 For instance, Mikuni (1985) collected such
words and terms in his Senchuu Yoogo-shuu [dictionary of
wartime terminology]. In his preface, Mikuni writes,
" ••• I focused on the words which were around during the
times called 'wartime,' the words which are about to be
extinct today, the words which young people do not know .... "
(Mikuni 1985: ii) (translation mine). While I was beginning
my research, I encountered a range of war-related words and
concepts which I could not understand clearly. In this
sense, Mikuni's book was very helpful.
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1989, 1991; Volosinov 1973).13 For instance, in my
informants' discourses, the voices of adults they knew
almost fifty years ago, as well as their own voices as
children, are distributed, and framed as the points of view
in the "there and then." These quoted words and utterances
epistemologically belong to the narrated world, and
consequently, they create textuality, which is "extractable"
from the "here and now," or the interactic-A:".l.l world.
In this regard, the phenomena of reported speech and
thought contribute to the creation of certain materiality
and authenticity of my informants' recollected experience
stories which involve multiple subjectivities.
The third phenomenon is repetition. While poetic
features in conversation are less detectable than in other
artistic and ritual genres of speech, they do exist. Several
scholars have discovered in conversational discourse
various poetic devices, which contribute to the creation of
textuality, although it seems like a more moderate process

13 Based on how they manipulate certain intertextual
relations through the phenomenon of reported speech,
narrators may express the nature of the relationship
between themselves and others. By recontextualizing others'
utterances, or "voices" in their own discourses, the
narrators create anew some social meanings which did not
exist in "original voices." They can have their own voices
heard or intentionally stay silent through the management
of distance between their own discourses, and others'
quoted utterances. In this sense, although reported speech
is literally framed as "reported," it is really "created,"
acquiring a new status in another text.
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than is captured in verbal art. For example, Silverstein
(1984) discusses the poetic structure of parallelism and
repetition in dyadic conversational discourse. Tannen (1989)
focuses on repetition as one of the most important devices
for the creation of coherence in ordinary conversation. In
this sense, the phenomena of repetition observed in my Showa
hitoketa informants' discourses also contribute to the
entextualization process. The Showa hitoketa informants told
me about a variety of experiences in the context of
ethnographic encounters. During their recollections, one
episodic memory is put into words first, and gets repeated
after being further elaborated as they recall more details.
This is because, I suggest, most of those Showa hitoketa
recollected their specific experiences for the first time
or, if not, after a long interval since the last time. They
talked about what they usually did not talk about. They
tried to remember the time which they usually put behind in
corners of their mind. However, once they start trying to
build their oral accounts of what happened, they gradually
begin "materializing" their memory. By the time the oncetextualized episode was repeated, the initially-abstract
memory becomes even more "authentic" by being further
objectified.
The fourth strategy is the narrator's choice of deictic
words which are anchored in the "there and then." When such
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indexes are used, the spatiotemporal context of the past is
also presupposed, and the textuality of the narrated world
is created. Here, the subjectivity of the narrator is
centered in the narrated past world.
The fifth is poetic language, such as sound symbolic
words. Among my data, this device was particularly
pervasive. A range of sound symbols for the depiction of
sensations exist in Japanese: "phonomimes" for sounds;
"phenomimes" for particular conditions; and "psychomimes"
for mental states (Shibatani 1990: 153). Its iconic property
contributes to the creation of immediacy, and the
subjectivity of the narrator is again situated in the
narrated world.

As I later elaborate the issue in relation

to narrative involvement, these poetic words significantly
constitute certain textuality and materiality of my
informants' Showa memories.
Finally, textuality is created through structural
principles of narrative discourse. However, while those
narratives which appeared during the interviews can be
mostly categorized as conversational narratives embedded in
dyadic interactions of ethnographic encounters, they were
also different from one another in terms of the degree of
created textuality. Some narratives were semantically,
thematically, and textually more coherent, while others were
less coherent, or fragmented. Especially when the former
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kind of narrative is temporally and developmentally wellorganized within some formulaic constraints of narrative
syntax, it holds together, and stands out by itself as an
episodically distinctive story. There were a variety of
exciting, compelling experience narratives I still remember
well, and they are unforgettable not only because they were
based on impressive experiences, but also because the
speakers introduced these stories as extractable texts
through the reflexive creation of textuality. Thus,
converting their experiences into narrative form and
structure, my Showa hitoketa informants authenticate their
memories of Showa as what they went through, as what they
witnessed, and as what they remember today.
I now turn to the other notion, "contextualization."
Compared with entextualization, this notion has been well
discussed in relation to what Gumperz (1982) calls
"contextualization cues" (cf. Duranti and Goodwin 1992).
I approach contextualization as a metapragmatic process in
which the text created through entextualization is anchored
in ongoing interactional contexts. As Gumperz emphasizes,
contextualization encompasses subsequent interpretive
processes of meaning creation, implicitly framing how the
interaction should be understood (Gumperz 1982: 131). Here,
it is significant to remember that such contexts are not the
"pre-discursive" situations (Le., the situations which are
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considered to be existing prior to the discursive practices)
in which the text is merely placed, but they are
semiotically generated as the "here and now" through
interactions. Put differently, while my Showa hitoketa
informants's discursive practices occurred in the midst of
the post-Showa Japan as well as in the immediate context of
ethnographic interviews, through contextualization my
informants and I also "created" such contexts
intersubjectively during our interactions.
In this study, the notion of contextualization is
important since it enables me to processually captu.re the
agent-centered aspects of interaction and meaning
interpretation through emergent discursive practices within
the interview speech event. In order to appropriately
interpret what was going on, my informants and I had to
know, based on several "cues," or signs, what specific
meanings were incessantly "contextualized." Through such a
process, the narrator's subjectivity was oriented towards
the "here and now," or the interactional world of the
present. I now focus on the four major phenomena which were
functioning as contextualization signals during my
informants' recollections of their personal experiences.
The first device is people's use of final particles.
In Japanese language, these nonreferential signs are
indispensable especially in dyadic conversational discourse.
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Creating a variety of social meanings as indexes (Cook
1987), final particles contribute to the anchoring of
the entextualized text in the interactional world.
Consequently, the narrator's subjectivity is indexically
oriented towards the present. In Chapter v, for instance,
I illustrate some interesting phenomena surrounding
metapragmatic functions of these concrete signs of narrative
language in Japanese, and explore how my informants'
recollected stories become meaningful memories in the
present.
The second strategy concerns how the narrators
distribute their laughter during narration. The phenomenon
of laughter was mostly interpersonal, constituting a variety
of social meanings between my informants and me. Therefore,
through laughter, the narrator's subjectivity is anchored in
the interactional world, while it may be detached from the
narrated world, as illuminated in Chapter VI. Such a doubleedged interpretive process pertaining to meaning of laughter
generates various ambiguities of the past in the present.
The metapragmatic function of laughter is subtle, and yet
significant for my informants' present-day creation of
specific meanings of their Showa experiences.
The third is the narrator's choice of deictic words
which are anchored in the "here and now." Here, as in
entextualization, what spatiotemporal context is presupposed
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is important for the process of

contextualization. Choosing particular deictic words, the
narrator indexically anchors his/her subjectivity in
the interactional world.
Finally, the fourth area to look at is what Labov
(1972) calls "external evaluation" of the narrated
experience. In contrast to "internal evaluation" which
tends to be implicitly permeated throughout the account,
and less consciously manipulated by the narrator, external
evaluation is explicitly constructed as a point of the
story, being placed "externally," or outside the main line
of the story. By using, for example, a verb omou (omoimasu)
("thinkli), some of my informants externally expressed the
point of their telling me about specific experiences.
Through such a device, the narrator's subjectivity is
grounded in the interactional world.
Although I mentioned it earlier, I restate my point
that entextualization and contextualization are not isolated
phenomena. They were simultaneously occurring during our
interactions. As Kuipers (1990) warns us, neither of them
is a "thing": rather, both of them are analytical insights
which help researchers explore the dynamics of ethnographic
encounters. Based on these processes, it is possible to
illustrate how the narrator is engaged in meaning
construction by creating and framing two epistemologically
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different worlds: the "there and then" as represented by the
"narrated world," and the "here and now" by the
"interactional world." Through these processes, the "here
and now" and the "there and then" are presupposed, and
created. My informants' subjectivities are indexically
linked to each realm of time and space, and this connection
further contributes to the creation of their authentic--and
meaningful--Showa memories.
I now turn to the process of narrative involvement.
In the discussion that follows, I begin to review the
elusive nature of the notion of linguistic involvement
discussed mainly in the sociolinguistic literature. Here,
I recapture the notion by focusing on its semiotic
foundation. Afterwards, I explore narrative involvement, or
the phenomenon of linguistic involvement unique to narrative
discourse (Hill 1990a, 1991). I illuminate the semiotic
mechanism of the process, in which the entextualized,
narrated past is brought into the contextualized,
interactional present. Through this very resonance happening
between the past and the present, those Showa hitoketa
narrators not only remember their experiences, but also
enact them.
The Semiotic Foundation of Involvement
The notion of linguistic involvement has been treated
as a central issue in several sociolinguistic works (e.g.,
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Caffi and Janney 1994; Chafe 1982; Tannen 1983, 1984, 1989),
although certain elements have always been left ambiguous,
and even elusive, because of its implicit focus on an
individual's emotional process. Involvement has been
perceived as something internal, psychological, and
emotionally intensifying, and as something not clearly
articulated. Evaluating the notion of involvement, Besnier
(1994) concludes that the concept is too impressionistic and

broad to be an analytical unit. Associated with the terms
such as "engrossed," "concerned," and "emotiona:ly
committed," the notion so far has been discussed within the
epistemological limits of "middle-class Western folk
psychology" (Besnier 1994: 281).
As Besnier points out, the notion of involvement has not
been an analytically crystalline concept. Instead, it has
been a category ideologized by the Western ethnopsychology
of emotion, person, and self, and identified with a
subjective, irrational, and amorphous kind of affective
process (cf. Lutz 1988). It may work soundly as an
interpretive notion to illuminate the socioculturally
mediated meanings of verbal as well as nonverbal behaviors
happening within Western contexts. I agree with Besnier,
however, in that the notion needs to be further refined for
anthropological investigation. It is especially important to
explore this notion independently of the closely related
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issue of emotional expressivity, or linguistic affectivity.
Such affective meanings need to be studied with respect to
the complex ways they are enmeshed in local sociocultural
milieux (e.g., Besnier 1990; Lutz and Abu-Lughod 1990; Lutz
and White 1986; M. Rosaldo 1980).
Let me now introduce the definition of involvement
given by Tannen (1989), which is one of the few complete
definitions found in the past scholarly literature to date.
My purpose of reviewing this definition is not to denounce
it, but to further enhance our understanding of how and why
the notion of involvement is insightful in the present
study. Tannen's definition offers an important beginning for
reassessment of the notion. Tannen writes:
My own sense of involvement is closer, I think, to
that of Chafe: an internal, even emotional connection
individuals feel which binds them to other people as
well as to places, things, activities, ideas, memories,
and words. However, my sense of involvement also
encompasses Gumperz's, as I see it as not a given but
an achievement in conversational interactions (Tannen
1989: 12).
Here, Tannen tries to overcome a supposedly elusive nature
of involvement by giving a rather inclusive definition.
This definition, however, remains to be explored in terms of
the very elusiveness, or indeterminacy which holds an
important key to the linkage between language and human
experience. I will return to this issue later.
Tannen's view of the notion comes from two traditions
of sociolinguistic studies. One is Chafe's perspective on
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involvement, which is synonymous with some sort of
psychological closeness, or connection at three levels of
text and context: (1) the speaker's involvement with the
audience; (2) the speaker's involvement with his/her own
mental processes; and (3) the speaker's involvement with
what is being said (Chafe 1982: 48). However, unfortunately,
neither Chafe nor Tannen is specific about how and why such
a connection is established. I am not saying that the
notion of connection is only an illusory concept within the
limits of Western ethnopsychology. On the contrary, I
consider connection to be crucial in the present endeavor to
better conceptualize involvement. Rather, my point is that
we need to further clarify what exactly are connected in
what way. We need to look at the more fundamental, dynamic
process of interaction between linguistic sign, languageexternal context, and human subjectivity.
The other perspective integrated in Tannen's
definition is Gumperzian perception of communication, which
stresses strategic, intentional engagement among
interactants. In this conception of language and
interaction, involvement is treated as a shared focus
maintained in ongoing, face-to-face conversation. It is
considered to be something essential for the mutual,
collaborative achievement of communication so that the
meanings are jointly constructed, and interpreted. However,
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if even such an interactive aspect of conversation were
subsumed under the notion of involvement, as Besnier (1994)
points out, the notion would be far too broad to explain
anything particular at all.
I argue that the phenomenon of what I call linguistic
involvement concerns a language user's affect-laden process
of meaning construction, which has its particular semiotic
foundation. Involvement is not created by referentiality of
language alone, but further requires some constitutive force
of linguistic sign that affects the speaker's SUbjectivity.
As has been emphasized thus far several times, our meaning
construction is based on the multifunctional property of
linguistic signs. Particularly, the notion of indexicality
throws light on the process of signification and
interpretation, which is more complex than the Saussurean
dichotomous approach lacking for the consideration of
contextual factors. Indexicality connects language to human
experience. Here, I define involvement as a speaker's
affect-laden enactment of indexical associations between
linguistic signs, and discourse-external contexts. Through
involvement, abstract concepts become concrete, and
"sensible" (Urban 1991).
One vivid memory from the interviews I had with my
informants concerns their frequent use of sound symbolic
words in their intense descriptions of wartime experiences
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of physical danger. For example, remembering the times in
which they made narrow escapes from air-raids, they look
pretty much "involved" with their recollections of such
moments. They become literally engaged in describing the
sounds they heard, the flashing of lights they saw in the
dark sky at night, and the chaos they were in. Several Showa
hitoketa who first impressed me as very quiet speakers
suddenly raised their voices while using a range of sound
symbolic terms. At such moments, they effectively evoked in
me a specific "iconic imagery" (Nuckolls 1993; cf. Tannen
1983, 1989).
The phenomenon of sound symbolism is the best
example of iconicity across languages. Iconicity is
founded on some perceptive resemblance between a sign and
an object. Compared with index and symbol, icon most
straightforwardly--in terms of sign-object relationship-accomplishes its sign function without any spatial nor
temporal embeddedness, and without too much elaborated
mediation of cultural meaning system. In her study of
Greek women's narration, Tannen (1983) discusses the
importance of sound symbols as one of their prominent
"involvement features." Looking at the pervasiveness of
sound symbolic words in Lowland Ecuadorean Quechua narrative
telling, Nuckolls (1993) also argues that such signs
create a "simulation," which further invites a listener to
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"more specific kinds of imaginative, intellectual, and
emotional engagement with the narrative" (Nuckolls 1993:
55).

These scholars' linking of imagery to the phenomenon of
involvement has a cross-linguistic dimension, applying to
the Showa hitoketa's creation of involvement through their
choice of certain sound symbolic words. However, I stress
my point that iconicity is only a partial component of the
semiotic force in creating involvement. Here, what is more
at issue is indexicality. Through this metapragmatic
function, these icons "presuppose" their particular
experiences from fifty years ago, while they also "create"
such past moments in the present. Icon most
straightforwardly leads to involvement because of its
relatively salient sign-object relationship. It is
indexically linked to the physical world we actually live
in. As a listener of my informants' recollections, I also
created my own images of those Showa chaotic years
which I had never experienced myself, and became drawn into
their experience stories.
As I pointed out earlier, involvement is analytically
separated from affective expressivity. Involvement may
create affective expressivity, leading to a variety of
aspects of people's affective life by indexically triggering
a chain of what Urban (1991) calls "felt interpretation" of
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sign-object associations. It is not, however, the same thing
as affect. In addition, a speaker's experience of
involvement mayor may not invoke his/her interlocutor's
involvement. They are related, but should be analytically
distinguished. In this dissertation, it is possible to
discuss how the interlocutor was affected since I was the
one who was interacting with the Showa hitoketa people.
However, this issue of what Tannen (1989) calls
"interpersonal involvement," or what Nuckoll (1993) calls
"interlocutionary involvement" should be open to an
empirical investigation of each situated communicative
process.
Narrative Involvement
Having clarified the indexical foundation of the notion
of involvement, I now more closely look at the phenomenon of
narrative involvement. The notion of narrative involvement
foregrounds the importance of some organizational principles
inherent in narrative language for the creation of
involvement. Here, by narrative involvement I mean a
narrator's affect-laden enactment of the narrated self and
subjectivity based on indexical associations between
linguistic signs and discourse-external contexts. Such
associations further invoke the fusion of the "there and
then" and the "here and now." Through this notion, I am able
to explain what it is for my informants to reexperience lost
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time and space, to relive experiential meanings, and to
construct certain self-understandings. In and through
discourse, the entextualized, past world is brought into the
interactional, present world, and the narrator's past self
is also enacted in the present. Based on such an indexical
linkage between the past and the present, the narrators
construct a sense of coherence and continuity across
discontinuous transformed realms of time and space during
the era of Showa.
A range of discursive devices and strategies I
earlier listed as entextualization signals play the critical
role in the creation of narrative involvement. Through these
devices, a narrator's subjectivity is indexically linked to
the past. He/she often becomes "involved" with the
entextualized "there and then." The narrator's present
subjectivity may become distant from the interactional world
while reliving and enacting his/her own as well as others'
subjectivities in the past. In spite of such a separation of
two realms of time and space, however, the narrator
conjures the past in the present, making the former
as if graspable and real in the present. As I discussed
earlier, sound symbols, which are particularly elaborated in
Japanese, become significant sources for my informants'
creation of narrative involvement.
In addition, such aspects as temporality and
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developmentality of event structure have been discussed as
the major organizational principles which contribute to
narrative involvement. In her discussion of narrative
involvement, Hill (1991) highlights the importance of
developmental structure, giving it priority over the
temporal. Especially, by focusing on the climax of a
narrative plot, or the phenomena of narrative peak (cf.
Longacre 1980) which she observes in both data from Nahuatl
and O'odham, Hill illuminates the ritual-like moments of
tension at peak, in which both referential and indexical
functions of language become intensified at the same time.
In these moments, as she writes, "the 'sensuality' of detail
evokes the connection of the autonomous site of memory to
everyday life, indexing the authenticity of this entity as a
thing-in-the-world" (Hill 1991: 2). In other wordS, the
developmental structure of plot effectively unfolds
"suspense," which further generates the objectified,
narrated world through details and images. This very
developmentality heightens the narrator's "subjective
embeddedness" in the world created (Hill 1991).
Hill's insight into the interaction between the system
of plot development, and the creation of involvement sheds
light on the phenomenon of involvement in my informants'
narrativization processes. However, relatively speaking,
most of my Showa hitoketa informants' narratives were not so
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developmentally unidirectional nor elaborated--with respect
to plot systems--as in the data Hill discusses. I think this
is in part because my informants' narratives mostly do not
belong to any established kind of genre. It was a "blurred
genre" which emerged during the ethnographic interviews,
and, consequently, the narratives were fragmented in many
ways, even though they were being entextualized. They were
diverse in terms of length, textual coherence, and
developmental directionality, yet while recollecting their
specific experiences to me the ethnographer, every narrator
created "a moment of involvement," which I could easily
notice.
I approach involvement as gradational. In other words,
the phenomenon shifts between two extreme states of "high
involvement" and "detachment" (cf. Chafe 1982; Tannen 1984).
Just because a speaker does not seem "involved" with the
narrated world, it does not mean he/she is automatically
detached from it. The notion of involvement is about
degree, not category. Here, importantly, it needs to be
reminded that involvement is created not only in narrative
accounts; it can be created also in diverse nonnarrative
discourses. In addition, I do not think involvement is the
only process for the construction of self and meaning.
Rather, my point here is that narrative is an enriched site
for the creation of intense, affect-laden involvement
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because of its specific organization of sign vehicles within
the text-context intricacy. Narrative helps those Showa
hitoketa construct particular self-identities, experiential
meanings, and deeply-felt sense of being Showa historical
actors. Therefore, the investigation of involvement enhances
even more our understanding of the Showa hitoketa people's
discursive productions of memories.
In this chapter, I have discussed both structural and
pragmatic aspects of narrative discourse from a microscopic
perspective. In Chapter IV, V, and VI, I employ such a
perspective to analyze several fragments of narrative
discourses, and illustrate how various epistemological,
ideological, and affective meanings are created based on
emergent discursive devices. Before I move on to the
investigation of this matter, however, I now show how my
Showa hitoketa informants and their discursive practices are
situated in the Showa and post-Showa sociohistorical
conditions of contemporary Japan. Chapter III begins with
the ending of Showa in 1989.
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CHAPTER III
SHOWA, SHOWA MEMORIES, AND SHOWA HITOKETA
January 1989. Out in the world, so many things were
about to happen. Inside our home, however, it was still
another ordinary oshoogatsu ("New Year") with lots of food
and relaxed family faces. Back from the united states during
the winter break, I was spending my oshoogatsu of the sixtyfourth year of Showa at my parents' house in Kanagawa. While
the world was rapidly heading into the post-cold-War era,
Tennoo Heika, "His Majesty the Emperor"--or Emperor Hirohito
as he was known to Westerners--was dying. Japanese society
had been in the mood of jishuku, or "self-restraint" because
of his long illness. A variety of festive events--including
even individual wedding ceremonies--had been played down to
a lower key or, sometimes, even canceled. However, the news
of his death still arrived suddenly. On the seventh day of
this New Year feast, the era of Showa came to an end. In the
gray dawn of winter, the Emperor died, leaving the whole
era--with a beginning and an ending--behind him.
During the following two days, many households
throughout the Japanese archipelago were permeated with the
special TV stories and images of the Japanese sixty-two-year
past. Every instance of flashback on the screen fit the
Showa ideology of progress and change underlying the
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supposedly miraculous tale of sociocultural, political, and
economic transformations. The scenario consisted of the
Japanese national metamorphosis from a dark and bad prewar
past to a brighter and better present. It was the
culminating moment of the media productions of Showa
memories focused on the late Emperor and the era based on
his reign period. However, I was to find out later that many
rental-video stores and night clubs in Tokyo were still
crowded during these two days (cf. S. Aoki 1991). Despite
the overall mourning sentiment created and encouraged by the
mass media, it seems that a diversity of realities were
going on, yet the knowledge that the sixty-two-year era had
just ended was, at least, shared by all.
Born in the thirty-fourth year of Showa, my direct
memory of the era concerns the latter half only, starting
with the Tokyo Olympics in 1964, or the thirty-ninth year of
Showa. The Olympics occurred in the middle of phenomenal
economic growth and technological change, as represented by
the newly operated bullet train. Looking at a series of Tv
scenes from the relatively recent past, I gradually
remembered seeing, as one of the crOWd, the actual parade of
the Tokyo Olympics passing near our old house in downtown
Tokyo. I was in the first grade, and I watched the parade on
the way to school in the morning with other neighborhood
children. Also, I started recalling, when I saw a bullet
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train on TV, th_ excitement when my family and I took the
brand-new train to Kyoto. While I did not know the nation
was undergoing the so-called koodo keizai seichoo ("economic
high growth"), as a child, I had no doubt about the
"tomorrows" which would be more fulfilling than the
yesterdays. In hindsight, I now realize that I was embodying
the grand story of Showa progress while growing up in the
1960s and 1970s. My life after all shared a part of the
Showa public memories presented through the media for those
two days running.
Three years later, in 1992 and 1993, I arrived again in
Japan, this time to conduct my dissertation research on
Japanese contemporaries' memories of the era of Showa.
strangely, I do not remember how much my decision on this
particular research topic was affected by my "life
experience" of the moment of the end of Showa. However,
interviewing my Showa hitoketa informants during those
months, images of that morning came back to me again and
again. I often asked my informants about how they remembered
January 7, 1989. I wanted to know if the idea of the end of
Showa momentarily acted upon them that day in a particular
manner. This is partly because, however subtle, I felt
something that day. I felt like something was in the process
of vanishing rapidly. It was different from sadness,
although I felt sorry for the death of a mortal being. It
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was not a feeling of disappointment, either. Rather, what I
experienced was a sense of history--more specifically, a
sense of my being drawn into emerging historical narratives
surrounding the epoch called Showa and, further, the
Japanese modernization.
Showa started on December 26, 1926, the day after the
Taisho Emperor died, ending his fifteen-year reign. Thus,
the first year of Showa lasted only for a week (from
December 26 to December 31, 1926), immediately followed by
the second year of Showa in January 1927. In the same
manner, the sixty-fourth year of Showa lasted only for a
week (from January 1 to January 7, 1989), followed by the
first year of the new era called Heisei on January 8, 1989.
since the birth of the Meiji modern nation-state in 1868,
gengoo, or the Japanese periodization system has been based
on the enthronement of successive emperors. 1 Although the
western calendar has been used together with gengoo
especially since the end of World War II, Japanese modern
time has consisted of such "emperor-centered blocks of
time"(Gluck 1993; cf. Nakano 1992). Today, many young people
can remember their years of birth in gengoo as well as
Western calendrical system. For older generations, however,

1 Gengoo existed even before 1868, but the change of
era names before Meiji was motivated by occurrences of
natural disasters, epidemics, divinatory reasoning, and the
like. Three modern emperors are posthumously referred to as
Meiji, Taisho, and Showa Emperors, respectively.
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gengoo may be still the only way of identifying each year.
Whether people are conscious of it or not, their historical
understandings interact with such symbolic articulations of
te~porality.

The present study concerns a block of the last

sixty-two years labeled as Showa, meaning "shining peace."
My concern in this chapter is to examine the
macrohistorical conditions with which my Showa hitoketa
informants' discourses were interacting. My goal is to
contextualize their discursive practices, which were by no
means isolated from other ongoing post-Showa productions of
memories. First, I discuss the post-Showa emergence of Showa
memories by focusing especially on the realm of print media,
and look at how World War II has been used as the central
theme in people's accounts of the era. Second, I put the era
of Showa into a sociohistorically broader perspective. I
locate the era in the Japanese modernization process since
the nineteenth century, capturing both continuous and
discontinuous aspects within this story of progress and
change. The era of Showa is situated in this larger process
continuously, while World War II makes the era uniquely
disjunctive despite its embeddedness in this grand scenario.
Third, I illuminate the issue of generation in contemporary
Japanese society, linking the discourse on generation to the
master-narrative of the nation-state. Then, I closely look
at the generational cohort of the Showa hitoketa, focusing
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on their double-edged experience of the era. Finally, I
contextualize my Showa hitoketa informants' discourses in
more immediate ethnographic situations by discussing what it
meant for them to meet me, and talk to me about their
memories.
The Post-Showa Emergence of Showa Memories. and World War II
In 1992, when I visited the section on Japanese history
at Kinokuniya, one of the biggest bookstores in Tokyo, I
found all those big shelves covered from corner to corner
with publications focusing on the Showa era. They were not
only academic books written by professional historians, but
also more personalized essays and autobiographies by nonhistorians. Overwhelmingly, those volumes had similar
titles like, lithe truth of Showa," lithe moment of Showa,"
"women and Showa," "children and Showa," "my Showa," "my
Showa history," "Showa and I," "my memory of Showa," and so
forth. "Showa," "Showa," one after another. I had found
such writings on the Showa era even before Emperor Hirohito
died, but I noticed an intensification of this particular
phenomenon in print media since the years around 1989. 2

2 For instance, the first version of Showa-shi ("Showa
history"), one of the long-term paperback best sellers, was
published by Tooyama, Imai, and Fujiwara in 1959. In this
book, the authors focus on the early Showa period, trying to
answer the question of how and why Japan could not avoid
getting involved in World War II, and end the book, at the
point of 1959, with a sense of hope and duty for the future
improvement of democratization and the national achievement
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Showa became a complete bounded unit because of the
Emperor's death, and is now more accessible to historical
objectification. This has resulted in a variety of
discursive practices concerning people's memories of Showa.
Within this post-Showa

conte~t

of emerging Showa

memories, many contemporary Japanese people have been
engaged in creating a diversity of texts--literal texts--in
relation to the era of Showa particularly. Small as well as
large publishing companies have substantially facilitated
the creation of such texts, in which ordinary citizens have
been actively participating. Among them are autobiographical
accounts which highlight individuals' personal experiences
during the bounded time period of Showa. These texts do not
constitute a saliently established named genre, but they
have been forming new syncretic genres by interacting with
ongoing sociohistorical processes. They may correspond to
locally named discourse genres such as taiken-dan
("experience story"), jiden ("autobiography"), shoogen
("testimonial"), and omoide-banashi ("memory story"), while
the texts concerning Showa memories are more contextualized
in the sense that they are specifically about the interplay
between individuals' personal experiences and the Showa
public events. In particular, the most recurrent, central
theme among these memory texts concerns how individuals

of peace. The book records the forty-ninth printing in 1992.
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experienced World War II.
Summarizing Japanese oral accounts of World War II
experiences, Cook and Cook (1992) discuss how Japanese
memories of the war have been fragmented into personalized
narratives, or personal experience narratives without any
established master-narrative to refer to. Cook and Cook call
such people's fragmented stories "formless narratives of
defeat" (Cook and Cook 1992: 14). That is, when Japan lost
the war, people also lost the scenario of grand cause on
which their stories could have been based. Cook and Cook
also observe that most of the stories have been--and still
are--individually suppressed without being expressed in the
public sphere. After conducting my own research with Showa
hitoketa, and finding out how memories of the war are
personalized, I agree with Cook and Cook. However, it is
also true that, because of the end of Showa, more war
memories have been released recently than ever. Under the
name of Showa memories, people's accounts of World War II
experiences have been presented in the realm of print media.
In other words, although, as Cook and Cook point out,
Japanese World War II personal experience narratives may
tend to be fragmented, World War II definitely gives those
who experienced it the most indispensable component to
structure their accounts of the sixty-two-year era. As
people typically say, "it is impossible to talk about Showa
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without talking about the war"(sensoo

0

katarazuni Showa wa

katararenai).
Here, I would like to look at two categories of
pr~duction

processes generating these texts surrounding the

era of Showa. The first group includes the production of
Showa memories initiated by publishing companies. These
texts are generally affect-laden, personalized accounts of
people's Showa memories. It is the media business that
facilitated this nation-wide, or "mass" popularization of
grassroots' private memories of the era. Around the year of
1989, several major publishers planned a project that would
allow ordinary citizens' voices to be heard through the mass
media. They put advertisements in their own publications in
order to encourage a potentially interested individual to
present his/her memories of the era to the public audience.
These texts were usually collected under the titles starting
with the word "my": "my" history, "my" experience, "my"
Showa, and the like.

For instance, a weekly magazine named

Shuukan Bunshun, which is issued by a major Tokyo publishing
company called Bungei Shunjuu, collected 2,543 essays from
readers on the theme of Watashi no Showa-shi ("my Showa
history"). According to the postscript, most of the authors
were over forty years of age, and, significantly, ninety
percent of the collected essays were focused on war
experiences (Watashi no Showa-shi 1989).
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Iwanami, another major publishing company in Tokyo,
also collected ordinary citizens' essays under the title of
Watashi no Showa-shi ("my Showa history") (Kato 1992), and
they received 649 manuscripts, mainly from men in their
sixties. In order to select fifteen essays for publication,
Kato,3 the editor, went through all 649 drafts. He later
reported that the majority of the essays concerned authors'
personal wartime experiences. Although the fifteen texts
chosen by Kato have various concerns, it is possible to
summarize some tendencies. First, they are all episodic
narratives that include each author's moral, evaluative
comments on the present Japanese society. Second, all the
authors--except one who was born in 1962--are on average
sixty years of age or older. Third, twelve essays focus on
the war and its aftermath, which affected the authors

in various ways. The authors generally designate their texts
as testimonials through several metadiscursive comments,
such as, "I am telling this because we should never repeat a
war." They also express their intense feelings of
responsibility to let the audience know of the tragic
aspects of the war, as they witnessed. 4
Large and small publishing companies also promoted

3 Shuuichi Kato is a well-known writer and critic, now
in his seventies.
4 According to Kato, he did not find any essay that
praised the war among the 649 pieces (Kato 1992: 5).
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the sale of various journals that were designed especially
for the construction of people's memories of Showa. One of
my informants gave me a copy of a journal-style notebook
entitled Showa Memorii ("Showa memoryll). If you open the
notebook, you see the major public events for each year on
the left side of the page, and you are supposed to write
down your own personal life recollections on the right side
of the page so that you can eventually complete your own
version of "Showa memory. II Showa Memorii actually came out
in February 1989, one month after Emperor Hirohito died,
when this kind of booklet appeared frequently at bookstores.
Such a trend in print media has been consonant with the
second category which encompasses a range of more privately
produced memory texts. Above all,

w~at

is called jibun-shi

("self history") has been a popular genre especially since
the mid 1980s. The term jibun-shi itself was originally
coined by Irokawa (1975), who advocated the significance of
grassroots' personal historical experiences by writing about
his own life story contextualized in the era of Showa. 5 The
genre of jiden ("autobiography") usually deals with rather

5 Although the term itself is created by Irokawa,
the antecedents of this particular genre are traced
back to several grassroots literary movement: folklore
studies of Yanagida, and earlier popular literary movements
such as the "Seikatsu Movement" (cf. Kano 1982; Kitagawa and
Kitagawa 1987). See also Gluck 1978 for her discussion of
the development of people-centered historiography in modern
Japan.
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famous and successful people's life stories, while jibun-shi
aims to include a wide range of ordinary citizens' writings
on their lives. Therefore, such jibun-shi are mostly not for
sale. People write jibun-shi, publish them at their own
expenses, and give them to their families, relatives, and
friends. It is generally a personal process.
Irokawa's experimental jibun-shi, with its main title
Aru Showa-shi ("a Showa historyll), was published in the
midst of dramatic social transformations caused by a great
spurt of economic growth that first culminated in the early
1970s,6 while it was not until its phenomenal boom in the
mid 1980s that jibun-shi became a widely-known, established
genre. 7 Lectures focusing on how to write and privately

6 Contextualizing the work in 1975, or the thirtieth
year since the end of World War II, Irokawa also criticizes
the past thirty postwar years.
7 Jihi Shuppan Sentaa (llcenter of private publishing")
in Osaka pioneered this boom of jibun-shi. Since Fukuyamasan, who originally owned a newspaper printing company,
started this center on a small scale in 1.984 as his "dream
project," he has been publishing a newsletter called MY
History, and traveling across the nation to give public
lectures on the issue. Since the 1980s, Fukuyama-san and his
center sporadically have been written about in both national
and local newspapers. In 1988, he also opened, in Osaka, a
small gallery which aimed to collect only the books
privately published by non-professional writers. Since it is
impossible to find any nation-wide advertisements for these
jibun-shi books, this gallery has been quietly contributing
to those who are interested in this particular genre.
Fukuyama-san is also reported to have said, in one
interview ariticle, that he feels anxious to encourage those
who experienced the war to write their histories before it
becomes too late (Shisoo no Kagaku 1989). Fukuyama-san
happens to be a Showa hitoketa.
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publish became popular, and a variety of guidebooks
explaining the process of production appeared in
bookstores. 8 Partly because there were more retired senior
citizens with free time and resources, and also because
people had more access to home printers, the idea of writing
a book of one's own had come to sound less bizarre than it
had in the past. Many people also found it tempting to leave
the written records about themselves, especially after
experiencing the even more radical social transformations in
the 1980s that followed periods of high economic growth in
the 1960s and 1970s. Those who were in their sixties and
seventies became the main audiences for such lectures.
Towards the end of the 1980s, the closure of Showa led
to another boom of writing jibun-shi. This time, people
focused more concretely on the relationship between their
personal experiences and Showa historical contexts. The idea
that the era was gone motivated people to put things into an
even more sociohistorically contextualized perspective.
Here, again, the theme of World War II became central.
Although Showa hitoketa were not the only producers of such
texts, it seems that they became major contributors as
the generation who actually lived through the greater part

8 For instance, the NHK correspondence courses
(associated with the semi-official NHK television) started
the course of jibun-shi writing in 1987, collecting two
thousand participants mostly in their sixties and seventies.
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of the era, and the youngest and last generation who
experienced World War II as children and adolescents.
I met several Showa hitoketa informants who had written
jibun-shi. For instance, after the interview with Hamadasan, a woman who was born in the first year of Showa
(i.e., 1926), I found out that she had been taking a
correspondence course of jibun-shi writings. Although her
instructor encouraged her to publish her writings, Hamadasan declined to do so. When I asked her if she could show
them to me, she hesitated, but eventually she mailed them to
me, along with a note saying they might help me better
understand the era as well as her experiences. As for
another person, Ueki-san, who was born in the seventh year
(i.e., 1932), he turned down my request to interview him,
saying that he felt too shy to talk to me. However, after a
while, he sent me his type-written, fifty-page jibun-shi,
which he said he wrote for me, and potentially for his
children. Both of these Showa hitoketa persons' primary
theme in their writings concerns how they experienced the
Pacific war, and how it affected their life.
The other genre of privately published texts consists
of those testimonial accounts more straightforwardly focused
on people's wartime experiences. The end of Showa has been
interacting with the fact that the year of 1995 is the
fiftieth anniversary of the end of World War II. It is also
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related to the sentiment that this would be the last
opportunity to put together those testimonial accounts of
the war since people who experienced the war--even as
children--have been becoming older, and fewer. Again, a
variety of large and small publishers, as well as electronic
media, have had a part in contributing to the creation of
this public awareness. However, actual productions of such
testimonials have still tended to be privately conducted and
published on a small scale by diverse groups of concerned
people. They include community-based groups, school alumni
associations, and memorial organizations which are composed
of those who experienced the wartime student evacuation
camp life, those who survived the Tokyo Air-Raid known
as the biggest urban air-raid (non-atomic) during the war,
those who were mobilized to contribute their labor force at
wartime factories, and the like. I had access to a variety
of such testimonial texts which my Showa hitoketa informants
created as part of their social activities.
I now turn to the status of Showa in the Japanese
modern historical processes. In what follows, I consider how
Showa stands in relation to the present as well as the past
so that I may later contextualize my ethnographic research
interviews, further exploring what it was for my Showa
hi~oketa

informants to meet me, and to tell their stories in

the "here and now" of 1992 and 1993 Japan.
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Showa within the Master-Narrative of Modernization
The new era Heisei started on January 8, 1989, a day
after the death of Emperor Hirohito. While Showa means
"shining peace," Heisei means "achievement of peace."
According to the government which made a final decision on
this era's name, the word Heisei expresses a wish for the
achievement of a more stable kind of peace on both national
and international levels (Asahi Shinbun, special issue
on Jan. 7, 1989). Perhaps, the name Heisei is supposed to
allude to the idea that Showa was full of changes and
transformations, barely arriving at the "true" state of
peace. Showa was the chapter of chaos, while Heisei will be
a new chapter for a more complete fulfillment of peace and
prosperity. Here, what the government tried to do through
this particular decision was not merely to select the
name, but to reconfirm officially the national masternarrative of Japanese modernization and progress,
culminating in an era of much turbulence, that, hopefully,
will become stabilized in the coming era.
Actually, this particular scenario of modernization can
be traced back as far as the emergence of the modern nationstate in the nineteenth century.9 In this process, Showa
(1926-1989) is the third era, preceded by two other blocks

9 For the overview of Japanese modern history since
the nineteenth century, see Duus 1989; Jansen 1989.
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of modern time: Meiji (1868-1912) and Taisho (1912-1926).
Karatani claims that such articulations of time "make
one forget relations to the exterior and construct a single
autonomous, discursive space" (Karatani 1991: 192). While
Karatani de constructs a Japanese time and space, he stresses
the importance of these epochal divisions, without which,
for instance, the particular development of Japanese modern
literature is not fully understood. The imageries of
"Meijinesque," "Taishonesque," and "Showanesque" are
constituents of what Karatani calls "the discursive space of
modern Japan" (Karatani 1991). However, what is constructed
by the system of periodization is not only a closed time and
space of each era, but also the temporality and
developmentality of Japanese modernization processes.
What is meant by "modernization" and "modernity" for
Japan and the Japanese has been a point of contention among
intellectuals since the Meiji period. 10 For instance, Sakai
(1989) considers the notion of "modernity" to have been
discursively created--chronologically next to "premodern"
(and before "postmodern"), and epistemologically in contrast
to "non-modern." The latter is, according to Sakai,

10 One of the famous examples is the 1942 symposium
of kindai no chookoku ("overcoming the modern") among the
leading intellectuals of those days. See Harootunian 1989.
Also, see McCormack and sugimoto 1988 for the overview of
how the issue of Japanese modernity has been approached
in its relation to the West.
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geopolitically equivalent to "non-West." Dealing with the
west, or the "modern," and the non-West, or the "nonmodern," Japanese intellectuals have ever since attempted to
authenticate, and, at the same time, break away from diverse
metaphorical entailments created by this pair of notions:
the "West" as advanced and the "non-West" as behind: the
"West" as materialistic and the "non-West" as spiritual: the
"West" as individual and the "non-West" as communal; and so
on. Thus, in the realm of discourses that equate modernity
with the West, the foundation of the Meiji nation-state has
corresponded to the beginning of the grand story of
modernization, since it was the outset of the full-fledged
mobilization processes that gradually affected the whole
Japanese population in the spheres of technology, economy,
politics, education, and details of people's everyday-life
practices.
In fact, such discourses on Japanese modernity are not
restricted to practices of professional scholars. A number
of TV dramas and popular writings on the interpretation of
the birth of Meiji have been disseminated through the
postwar mass media (Tsurumi 1987),11 and the idea that the

11 One of the most popular postwar writers of rekishi
shoosetsu ("history novel U ) has been Shiba Ryootaroo. He has
written many novels about the people who contributed to
the Meiji Restoration. Shiba's novels have been dramatized
several times on TV.
Tsurumi (1987) discusses the significant role of the
semi-official, g~vernment-sponsored NHK television station
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Meiji era was the dividing line between the preceding
"feudal" Japan and the "modern" Japan is widely spread in
people's historical consciousness. The scenario usually
starts with the ending in the 1850s of sakoku ("seclusion of
the nation"), or the two-hundred-fifty-year isolation of the
feudal Japan from the international community, followed by
the Meiji Restoration, the foundation of the Meiji imperial
government in 1868. Today, several scenes and images from TV
dramas and films help us even visualize a spectacular
emergence of modern Japan. The new Meiji Emperor pictured in
Western clothes with a Western hair style replaced the
fifteenth Tokugawa shogun dressed in Japanese traditional
Kimono with a traditional topknot, thereby embodying the
"premodern"--feudal and pre-Meiji--world.
Going through the Restoration, Japan plunges into the
national fervor for Westernization, industrialization, and
militarization under the banners of bunmei kaika
("civilization and enlightenment") and fukoku kyoohei
("prosperous nation and strong military"). This narrative of
Japanese modernity further takes a course of military
aggression represented by two wars with Russia and China,
colonial expansion, involvement in World War II, and its

in the creation of "legends of common culture" for the
Japanese people especially after the late 1960s. Two of
Shiba's writings on the Meiji Restoration became dramatized
through the one-year NHK Sunday evening program in the
late 1960s and the 1970s (Tsurumi 1987: 71-74).
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aftermath. Then, after the wartime devastation, the story of
postwar Showa begins with the nation's economic recovery,
and, more recently (i.e., the 1970s and 1980s), it is
followed by economic growth and prosperity, which
metonymically stand for people's understanding of the Showa
postwar history.
Based on such fragmented images and representations of
the past through media as well as school education,
contemporary Japanese also learn to capture each era by
employing particular idioms and rhetorical expressions,
which are further linked to the master-narrative of what the
modern nation-state has gone through, and where it has aimed
to go since the beginning of Meiji. During my research, I
frequently encountered people characterizing the Japanese
past eras by referring to these idioms and expressions so
that they could fit their ideas of the Japanese
sociohistorical process into a coherent narrative. For
instance, the nature of the Meiji era is usually expressed
through the image of Meiji no chichi (lithe father in
Meiji"). This refers to a kind of father who is
strong, stubborn, strict, persevering, and stoic as a selfdisciplined moral figure in the male-dominated household
typicalized in Meiji Japan. The image idealizes the
orderliness of the "past," in contrast to the ambiguity of
the "present," and embodies what contemporaries consider to
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be the positive aspects of the Japanese lost ways of being,
or the romanticized patriarchal ideas of familial and social
relationships during that particular time. Thus, although
Meiji is the beginning of "modern Japan," it also represents
something "old," "traditional," and "authentic" in today's
society (cf. Ivy 1995: Smith 1989).
As a short fifteen-year era placed between the long
Meiji and Showa periods, the era of Taisho, on the other
hand, has tended to be delineated as ephemeral and
effervescent. Taisho is usually associated with the terms
Taisho demokurashii ("Taisho democracy") and modanizumu
("modernism"). The burgeoning individualism and liberal
sentiments, in conjunction with the rapid urbanization which
became intensified in the latter half of the era, are often
depicted through visual images of Japanese versions of
Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald--mobo (derived from modan booi,
"modern boy") and moga (from mod an gaaru, "modern girl")--as
pictured in the trendy districts of Tokyo and Osaka (cf.
Minami 1983: Silverberg 1992). Such Taisho metonymies
implicitly compare its spirit of modernism with the dark
backward image of the following early Showa totalitarianism,
stressing a sociotemporal disjunction between these two
eras. 12

12 Such urban phenomena represented by mobo and moga
images did not disappear right away when the Taisho era
ended. Actually, they were seen even during the first decade
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Katayama-san is a man who was born in the third year of
Showa (i.e., 1928). Katayama-san's first name is Shoo-zoo,
which is written by a combination of sho(o) of Showa, and
zoo meaning "three." Literally, Katayama-san was a "child of
Showa." When I visited his office for the interview, he
smilingly said that I had gotten the right informant for my
study. Despite his expressed Showa identity, however, one
recurrent theme of his memories was the idea of Taisho,
rather than Showa. Katayama-san, like the other Showa
hitoketa people, shares particularly intense memories of
wartime school lives based on the program called "student
mobilization," the goal of which was to raise the students'
pro-war, anti-western morale through an extensive range of
ideologization practices. By the time Katayama-san turned
thirteen, the nation had involved itself in the Pacific
War, and he went through the program as other Showa hitoketa
children did. However, while remembering his childhood,
there was one specific story to which he referred back again
and again. It was about his experiencing the remnants of
Taisho in early Showa when he was still small.
Before the war began, his father took young Katayama-

of the era of Showa, representing Showa Modanizumu ("Showa
Modernism"). However, these cultural phenomena were not
usually part of my Showa hitoketa informants' living
memories, except for a few people who were born before the
fifth year in Tokyo (see the case of Katayama-san discussed
on this page).
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san to see Charles Chaplin's "Modern Times" in Ginza, Tokyo.
He was, he told me, "shocked" with Chaplin's movie
(shokku deshita "it was a shock"). Today, Katayama-san
intuitively associates "Modern Times" with the Taisho era by
nature. He cherishes this particular experience because, he
said, it gave him an opportunity to think freely about the
world outside Japan before he got placed in the antiWestern, pro-war program. Being a successful engineer today,
he still considers the movie which he saw in his childhood
to be fundamental to his life-long view of the relationship
between technology and humanity. Katayama-san deeply
treasures the memory. He attaches special meanings to the
fact that he had experienced the modan ("modern") early
enough to make it his genten ( .. starting point ")

.13

Today,

he still feels proud that, through the movie, he was able to
think about the meaning of modernity and the Western "other"
before he was drawn into the wartime Showa.
Following Taisho, Showa began with a deteriorating
economic condition and depression, as was the case with
the rest of the world in the 1930s. Showa is most often
portrayed as gekidoo no Showa ("turbulent Showa") because of
its chaotic nature represented by the nation's involvement

13 The word genten, or "original point" was often used
by my informants when they referred to particular
experiences which had a significant impact on their later
lives. For instance, many of my informants told me that the
Pacific War experience was their genten.
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in World War II, the defeat, the unconditional surrender to
the Allied Powers, the American occupation, and the postwar
ideological, political, economic, and social breaks and
subsequent changes. Three main themes of Showa are
destruction (hakai), recovery (fukkoo), and economic
progress (hatten), all of which are encompassed within the
term gekidoo here. Reporting the death of Emperor Hirohito,
major newspapers' headlines and television programs applied
the term gekidoo for the delineation of the period. 14 The
word was also repeatedly used by my informants.
Most of my informants pointed out that during Showa the
nation experienced things it had never gone through before:
the first defeat in an international wars and the
historically unprecedented growth of the economy which
accompanied the improvement of living standards for the
significant portion of the population. Several informants
portray the Japanese involvement in World War II as the most
regrettable but unavoidable part of modern history, and
further evaluate, in hindsight, it was "good to lose"
(makete yokatta) the war. otherwise, they say, the military

14 For instance, Asahi Shinbun on January 7& 1989
put, 'gekidoo no Showa' owaru ("'turbulent Showa' ends") as
a part of its headlines.
15 Ever since the emergence of the Meiji nation-state
in 1868, Japan had experienced two international wars--the
Sino-Japanese War in the 1890s, and the Russo-Japanese
War in the 1900s, and won both wars.
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would have kept the nation and people in the dark by more
drastically controlling their everyday lives. otherwise, the
nation would not have accomplished, nor would they have
reached the present prosperity. They frame even World War II
within the Showa ideology of progress and change. On the
other hand, however, their present-day memories of wartime
experiences still create intense emotions and sentiments,
which sometimes seem to be incompatible with their
objectification of the war as "good to lose."
If the Meiji-Taisho "modernization" foregrounds the
national enthusiasm and endeavor to join the Western
hegemonic world, the Showa "modernization" is more about the
postwar processes and consequences of liberation from the
wartime militarism, as well as the ideological conversion to
the American democracy. AlthoughShowa is considered to be
part of the glorious story of modernization, it is still
unique because of its first twenty years of chaos and
turmoil, which seems to be backward against this scenario of
"development since Meiji" and the postwar dramatic
transformations. 16 For example, my Showa hi toketa

16 Gluck (1990)
summarizes two scenarios for the
interpretation of prewar Showa in relation to the postwar
approach to modernity. One is the "root theory," which
negates the prewar "modernity" since Meiji as an "unmodern"
failure, and considers the end of World War II to be the
very beginning of the true Japanese modernization. The
other is the "stumble theory," which acknowledges the
contribution of the modernity since Meiji, and approaches
the prewar Showa as a result of "stumbling," or aberration.
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informants, who experienced these radical gaps, seemed to
conceptualize the postwar modernization as a package of
changing values and rules that were in complete contrast to
wartime militarism, totalitarianism, and psychological
suppressions. Particularly, for those children who attended
school institutions, the term minshu-shugi ("democracy") was
a key word used by the same teachers who once taught
them totalitarian as well as anti-Western disciplines right
up until the defeat. Their memories of August 15, 1945-particularly, the high noon moment of knowing about the
surrender through the Emperor's radio announcement are vivid
and symbolic in the sense that the very moment made the
Showa era discontinuous, or what Carol Gluck (1990) terms
"severed" into "two Showas" in people's perceptions.
Showa hitoketa did not actually witness Meiji nor
Taisho, but they, as children and adolescents, lived the
first twenty years of Showa, witnessed the radically
transforming society and culture after the nation's defeat,
and experienced the ending of the Showa epoch. Thus, the
Showa ideology of progress and change enacted by Showa
hitoketa is especially intermingled with their search for
experiential meanings of life. Also, their narratives of

According to Gluck, the latter is more widely accepted
today. For a discussion of postwar Japanese politicaleconomical processes, see Kumon and Rosovsky 1992; Tabb
1995. Also, see Jansen 1965.
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loss and recovery centering around the war experiences are
intensely affective as well as ambiguous even today. In
order to explain the objectified time of Showa, they turn to
their own sentiments and ideas of the past mediated through
their memories. As I show in subsequent chapters, both
continuities and discontinuities between the prewar and
postwar years are discursively reconstructed during my
informants' narrativizations of lived experiences.
Showa Hitoketa. and the Issue of Generation
In Japan today, several age groups are discussed and
compared with one another. Discourses on generation have
created their own discursive space in the realms of people's
everyday practices of talk as well as popular cultural
genres. Ways of dividing generations are not unitary but
plural, depending on what is to be emphasized in separating
one from another. There are, for example, Meiji umare
("Meiji-born people ll ) , Taisho umare ("Taisho-born people ll ) ,
and Showa umare ("Showa-born people ll ) . This crude
categorization based on the era is related to what Karatani
(1991) calls, as was mentioned earlier, "Meijinesque,"
"Taishonesque," and "Showanesque." Such labels not only
indicate each age set, but also express particular
sentiments and emotions enmeshed within each period of time,
which in turn contribute to how each generational cohort
may be understood. There are also Showa futaketa ("Showa
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double digit") as well as Showa hitoketa. This division
usually emphasizes the uniqueness of Showa hitoketa, partly
because "Showa double digits" covers as long as fifty-five
years without constituting a completely autonomous category.
Another set consists of senzen-ha ("prewar fraction"),
senchuu-ha ("wartime fraction"), and sengo-ha ("postwar
fraction"). This distinction depends on whether each
generational group experienced the war, and, if they did,
how old they were, and how far they were mobilized by the
war. Also, there is such a term as senmu-ha ("non-war
fraction"), which applies to those people with no war
experiences in contemporary society. Needless to say,
senmu-ha people are becoming the majority in present-day
Japan, and these categorizations may be less in use. What
have appeared more recently are the terms kvuu-jinrui ("old
mankind") and shin-jinrui ("new mankind"), which do not
involve the issue of war experience at all. Rather, these
terms concern each group's different degrees of moral
commitments to particular collective activities (as in the
work place). without any clearly distinctive generational
foundation, this comparison crudely divides those people who
"know"--even if they did not directly experience--the
remnants of "old" values and beliefs, and those who do not
know them. It highlights a set of the "new mankind's"
fragmented behaviors, which look totally unpredictable to
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the eyes of the "old mankind."
All these cohorts have been culturally and historically
meaningful categories, which are constructed through the
heated discussions called sedai-ron ("generation debate") on
corresponding generational identities and personalities.
Thus, discourse on Showa hitoketa has been part of this
sedai-ron, which was originally initiated by a group of
intellectuals after the war. They were mainly writers who
were actively presenting their concerns in a journal called
Kindai Bungaku ("Modern Literature") newly published right
after the end of World War II (cf. Kelly 1993). Although
today's sedai-ron discourse is much more inclusive,
departing from such particular intellectual discussions,
they were influential in sparking a new insight into the
transforming postwar society from a perspective of a
particular generational group.17

17 However, these writers were in their thirties then,
belonging to g~nerations much older than Showa hitoketa.
Their main concern was with the missionary role of people in
their own generation who, as young adults, had gone through
the sociocultural transformations caused by the war and
defeat. For instance, Honda Shuugo claims for sanjuu-nendai
shimeisetsu ("the proposal of mission of people in their
thirties"), which emphasizes their agent power in the
construction of postwar society and culture. Honda writes
in his 1946 article, Geijutsu. Rekishi. Ningen ("Art,
History, and Humanity") as follows:

After August 15, the military leaders collapsed,
and the leaders in former social movements
reappeared. Even the youngest ones among them
experienced the national change into the militarism
when they were around twenty-five years old, and the
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Each generational cohort discussed earlier has its
prototypical examples which are internalized by many
members. Ivy (1993) discusses how the postwar phenomena of
"mass culture," which has been intensely developed by the
mass media targeted towards anonymously large numbers of
people, has ideologically promoted people's consciousness of
being in a classless, or homogeneous kind of society.
In this sense, a distinction of social members based on
generational differences could be one of the few rhetorical
means of articulating where in society an individual is
situated, and how in turn he/she is connected with society.
In this connection, I agree with Kelly (1993: 198) who
points out that discourses on generation have an
"ideological effect of divide-and-unify." Kelly writes:
(That is,) it rhetorically age-grades the postwar
experiences, but in stratifying the population into
such horizontal cohorts along a moral cline, it
also reinforces a single scale of commitment to
societal roles and responsibilities (Kelly 1993: 198).
However, such a generation-centered perspective does not

when they were around twenty-five years old, and the
man of twenty-five years then should be forty years
old today. The majority of the leaders of the
movements are in their forties or older. Those in
their twenties today can be re-educated, while
those in their thirties form an ideological void.
At the same time of filling in this blank, we have
to be consultants, advisers, and older brothers for
the dangerous generations who do not know what to do,
and do not care what to do--this is the theory of
mission of those in their thirties (Honda 1946:8)
(translation mine).
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simply "age-grade" experiences, nor does it merely "stratify
and unite" social members in terms of moral commitments.
I argue that it also reconstructs the narrative of
sociocultural transformation. Sedai-ron links the
individuals and their psychologies to broader
macrohistorical processes: the radical sociocultural
transformations that have been taking place since the end of
World War II. Put differently, a comparison of generations
is a way of interpreting where in historical processes an
individual is located, and how he/she is connected with such
large processes. To talk about specific features of a
certain generation is to implicitly talk about the
differences between that generation and another, and to
further evaluate--and often validate--the sociocultural,
economic, and political transformations which the nation has
thus far gone through. 18

18 Actually, the idea of generation is not limited to
Japanese contexts at all. In discussing the development of
the notion of "generation" in western contexts, Raymond
Williams (1983) claims that the term has captured some
characteristic aspects of a particular historical time
"within a sense of general continuity.CI Referring to the
concept of "the rising generation" by Gibbon in the
eighteenth century, Williams associates the term generation
with the "idea of distinctiveness" backgrounded by a
perspective on "history as developmental and progressive"
(Williams 1983: 141). As also pointed out by Williams, its
specific perspective on both continuity and discontinuity
over a certain period of time has been contributing to the
understanding of, for instance, a history of immigrants.
For example, a focus on the differencss between generations
leads to a broader, historical discussion of acculturation
processes of a particular ethnic group in the United states
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According to Toshihide Kato (1980j, in Japanese
contexts, a discussion of generational differences, or
sedai-ron has been relatively popular even before World War
II--since the beginning of Meiji. Thus, although the issue
became a central concern of those Showa postwar writers, it
seems that the notion has been contributing to the grand
story of Japanese modernization processes since the
nineteenth century. In this present study, I consider
generation to be a meta-frame for the master-narrative of
the nation-state especially pertaining to its progress and
change. I argue that contemporary discourse on generation,
or sedai-ron is part of the ideology of making the modern
nation-state. By identifying oneself with a particular
generational cohort, an individual enacts the narrative-more accurately, master-narrative--of what the nation-state
has gone through, where it was headed, and where it may go
next. In this sense, my present focus on the generation of
Showa hitoketa macrohistorica11y framed my encounters with
those informants from the outset, contextua1izing us in a
particular historical scenario.
Let us look at the following case from the electronic
media on Showa hitoketa. This serves as a perfect example of
how the issue of generation is linked to the narrative of
progress and change. Today, the majority of Showa hitoketa

(e.g., Connor 1977: Yanagisako 1985).
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are in their sixties, and, in 1992, the oldest
Showa hitoketa reached sixty-five years of age, the youngest
official age of senior citizens in that society. For
instance, in September 1992, NHK television broadcast a
five-day morning series entitled, Showa-umare ga
roojin ni naru ("Showa-born people become senior citizens")
(September 7-11, 1992).19 One of the expressed aims of the
program was to look at how life styles of Showa-born senior
citizens might differ from those of preceding generations.
Thus, the program framed Showa hitoketa as a special
generation from the outset, and kept searching for their
uniqueness, implicitly comparing them with other
generations. The first day of the series dealt with the
issue of shigoto ("work"), focusing on their common
attitude toward work in general. 20 The program showed a big
chart which illustrated a clear parallel between Showa
hitoketa's life course, and several Showa landmark events
highlighted by the rapidly increasing GNP curve line. A male

19 September 15 is a national holiday called "Respectfor-the-Aged Day" (keiroo no hi). Usually, there are several
public events as well as television programs which aim to
improve people's awareness about the issue of senior
citizens. NHK Television broadcast this five-day series in
their everyday program called Kurashi no Jaanaru ("journal
of living").
20 From the first to the fourth day, the topics were
organized as working, residence, romance and sex life,
and nursing, respectively. The fifth day was for the
summary discussion.
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presenter narrated a sequence of events while pointing out
the chart, and concluded: "They (Showa hitoketa) are the
generation who have worked and worked, supporting Japanese
postwar economic growth." Another young male presenter, who
was to do his reporting on some retired Showa hitoketa,
started by saying: "The generation of Showa hitoketa are
those who have led the Japanese economic growth •••• " Later
on, another male commentator appeared, and explained why
feelings of commitment to the company are widely shared
among the generational cohort:
"The Showa hitoketa people are those who experienced,
until a certain point, the correspondence between the
way their living standards got better and the way their
companies became bigger."
Such a way of talking about Showa hitoketa's attitude
towards the activity of working is not limited to this
particular NHK program. It seems that many of my informants
are proud of their hardworking and persevering efforts,
which, they claim, have led the nation to economic success,
and they attribute such generational qualities, or
constituents of their generational identity to the mental
and physical hardships which they had to go through as
children and adolescents in wartime school institutions.
Thus, once again, discourse comes back to the war.
The first most distinctive aspect of the Showa-hitoketa
generation is the people's experience of World War II as
"children and adolescents." They are different from Taisho-
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born people who participated in the war as adults. 21 They
are also separated from Showa futaketa, who were too small
to remember their wartime days or were not born at all.
Showa hitoketa keep wartime memories in particular ways,
that is, with specific emotions and sentiments situated in
the early Showa historical processes which they lived. The
second unique nature of the generation is, as is represented
by the above media characterization, the correspondence
between the patterns of their average life course, and the
postwar Showa course of progress. By the time wartime
children became adults, the nation recovered from the
destruction caused by the war, and set itself on the rails
of economic development, for which Showa hitoketa became a
major labor source, tangibly enacting the postwar ideology
that "tomorrow is better than today."
Tsuyama-san was born in the second year of Showa
(i.e., 1927). When I visited him at home, he was waiting for
me with memos on which he had written down what he called
four characteristics of Showa hitoketa. According to
Tsuyama-san, who talked about the generation by using the
plural pronoun wareware ("we"), first, Showa hitoketa

21 The oldest Showa hitoketa were eighteen years old at
the point of the end of the war, while the youngest were
eleven years old. Many of my informants pointed out the
differentiated natures of experiences between the Showa
hitoketa who were born during the first half of the decade,
and those who were born during the latter half.
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went though the war when they were growing up, absorbing all
the things and ideas surrounding them. Consequently, they
believed in the idea that sacrificing themselves for the
nation was the most virtuous thing to do. Thus, second, they
are the generation who emotionally suffered from the chaos
caused by the total subversion of wartime values and
ideologies after the defeat. Third, they worked most
earnestly for the sake of postwar economic growth. Finally,
they are now plunging into the times when the old people
eventually will be way out of proportion to the young. They
are the generation who are almost groping in the dark, not
knowing what to do in a new kind of society. At the end of
his summary, Tsuyama-san said with laughter: liMy wife and I
are always saying that we are 'the most pathetic
generation'" (ichiban kawaisoo na sedai).
Discourses on such issues of their wartime childhood,
the postwar ideological transformations, and their devotion
to work are not limited to Tsuyama-san at all. The same
themes were referred back to again and again by all of my
informants, composing intertextual relations across
discourses. 22

22 By intertextuality I mean the interrelations
between texts. The use of the notion is not limited to the
phenomenon of reported speech. The fundamental idea
underlying this inclusive concept is that a text is not
autonomous but linked to another text, constituting
historical interconnections between them (Kristeva 1980).
See Briggs and Bauman 1992: Philips 1994b.
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Just as the era of Showa has disjunctive components
even within the glorious scenario of modernization and
progress, the Showa hitoketa people are unique in terms of
their historical identities deeply rooted in their
experience of World War II. In Chapters IV, V, and
VI, I further explore the Showa hitoketa's double-edged
perspective on the era and their own experiences. In what
follows, I would like to discuss my ethnographic encounters
with Showa hitoketa informants so that we may better
understand later what they expressed--and did not express-to their ethnographer.
Ethnography of Showa Hitoketa
In 1992 and 1993, I met more than sixty Showa hitoketa
people. As discussed in the introduction of this
dissertation, I take a discourse-focused, agent-centered
approach to what each of my Showa hitoketa informants said,
and what kind of meanings he/she constructed through actual
instances of discourse, while I am not interested in any
extensive generalization of this particular cohort on the
basis of only sixty people I met. Those Showa hitoketa
persons I encountered surely comprise the cohort, but they
do not represent it. This is my basic premise. Also, those
Showa hitoketa were, in the strict sense of the term, "my"
informants. Even if another anthropologist studying this
generation went there, and searched for his/her informants
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at the same time as I was doing my research, it is
unthinkable that he/she would meet the exactly same people
as I met. Each anthropologist meets "his" or "her"
informants, but not everybody.
I started my interviewing in April 1992. I based my
fieldwork mostly in Tokyo. In order to locate Showa hitoketa
persons for interviewing, for instance, I first used my own
social networks as a native Japanese; through old friends
from high school as well as college. Easy as it may sound,
it still took time, and certain steps were necessary before
I found people willing to talk about their Showa memories.
Then, I eventually sought them on my own, beginning to
contact more people at memorial gatherings, lectures, and
parties. I was able to extend my networking much further
than I had even predicted. I sometimes used the media, such
as local newspapers, and even local television programs,
when I found there somebody I wanted to talk to. I had never
been acquainted with so many different Showa hitoketa in my
life.
Asking potential informants whether they could meet me
for interviewing, I usually sent them letters which
explained "who I am," "what I do," and

"why I want to meet

Showa hitoketa people." I created a sort cf master form
letter, and I attached its copy to a note individually
addressed to each informant. I included in this letter an
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explanation (originally in Japanese) about my research
focus:
The aim of the project is to understand what kind of
meanings the past history and experiences have in the
rapidly transforming Japanese society today, how
they are constructed, and how they are expressed
through words. I chose to look at Showa hitoketa
because I will have a common feature by focusing on
the same generational group, and also because there
is a parallel between the trace of your generational
experiences, and "Showa," which I find extremely
interesting in Japanese modern history.
I further wrote:
We tend to pay more attention to written histories,
and histories spoken in our everyday lives, including
television, are outside our consciousness. In this
study, I would like to look at how ideas about the past
and past experiences are expressed on a general level.
Also, I tried to let them know my wish to hear what they
would casually talk about. However,

~t

the end of the

letter, I listed a few issues which I particularly wanted to
know about as guidelines for them: (1) what they think about
the Showa hitoketa generation; (2) what kind of era they
think Showa was for Japan and the Japanese; (3) what they
remember as the most unforgettable experiences during the
era; and (4) what they think about the change of values
which happened from the prewar to the postwar years, and
further into the present. In the letter, I did not
foreground the end of Showa particularly, nor did I mention
the issue of World War II, because I wanted to hear what
they would choose to tell me.
However, as I in part expected, the component of the
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Pacific War experience turned out to be the most recurrent
and salient among their recollections of Showa. Their
discourses on their generational identity, Showa Japan, and
their personally unforgettable memories all led to the war.
It was their genten ("the original point"), a word which
was used by many of them. Because of this persistent
nature of the interconnections between Showa, Showa
hitoketa, Showa memories, and World War II, on the other
hand, there was even a case in which the issue of war put
obstacles in the way of meeting one potential informant,
Kanda-san. She refused to be interviewed, and I never got to
meet her. In fact, I did not originally contact her, since
Kimura-san had made an initial arrangement of introducing
Kanda-san, her friend from college, to me. However, Kimurasan only found out later that Kanda-san was not at all happy
about the idea of meeting me and talking about her
experiences. According to Kimura-san, Kanda-san told her
that she did not want to be misunderstood by easily talking
about her war experience, which nobody would be able to
understand today. Although I did not tell Kimura-san that
I wanted to hear about Kanda-san's war stories particularly,
Kimura-san seemed to take for granted what I wanted
to hear from her friend, foregrounding the issue of war when
she contacted Kanda-san.
People kept talking about "their" war experiences.
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However, when I asked if they usually talked about their war
memories, for example, to their children in their everyday
lives, most of my informants told me they did not. Nomo-san,
who was born in the first year of Showa (i.e., 1926), said:
"if I talked about my memories today they (children) would
ask me 'which war?'" She further says, "in the times of
strong economic growth, everybody would have ridiculed me
(if I had talked about it)." World War II both disjoins and
conjoins the Showa hitoketa's memories of the era. On one
hand, it disjoins them in the sense that their Showa
memories consist of two radically different worlds. This
very nature of disjunction has kept Nomo-san from talking
about it to her children. On the other hand, however, World
War II still conjoins people's memories in the sense that
such disjunctive nShowas" become structured because of the
war, helping people to construct coherent life-historical
accounts, and self-identities.
However, telling me the stories of war memories, almost
all of my informants made the same metadiscursive comment:
"I know a young person like you will not understand what I
am talking about." I also met several people still suffering
from much pain caused by specific memories of the war. When
these people made such a comment concerning my inability to
"understand" because I was a young person who had never had
to go through any war, I could not find any appropriate
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response. As I met more of these people, I became careful
not to casually ask about their war experiences. Yet they
continued telling me what happened to them when the war
started, when there were air-raid attacks, when there was no
food, and when the nation lost the war.
It had been three years since the closure of Showa in
1992, and there were still many publications concerning the
Showa era. Several television programs were also in the
process of

promo~ing

public awareness about particular

issues towards the fiftieth anniversary of World War II in
1995. In this sense, my interviews with Showa hitoketa were
not exceptional. The war creates fundamental experiential
significance because of its life-or-death nature. Another
probable reason for the centrality of the war among my
informants is its reportability. The theme of war has a
common language, which unites even strangers. It makes
stories compelling, and makes narrators involved in their
discourses. For instance, I often experienced greater
rapport building once the war became the issue during the
interview. Kobayashi-san, who looked pretty shy--almost
grumpy--and detached at the very beginning of the meeting,
became quite a narrator once he started to remember where he
was, what he did, and how he felt during the war and right
after the defeat. It made a breakthrough. When I interviewed
several couples, it was usually the husband who tried to
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represent "their" experiences. The Ichida-san couple were
like this. However, once the war became a topic, the wife
also got assertive about Ifher" experience, interrupted her
husband's talking, and competed for the floor in order to
talk about what she went through.
In Chapters IV, V, and VI, the issues of continuity and
discontinuity in Showa contexts underlie my investigation of
the Showa hitoketa informants' discourses. I particularly
examine how people construct, in and through narrative
discourse, their sense of coherence in the midst of
fragmentations and inconsistencies. In Chapter IV, I discuss
how people create certain epistemological, ideological, and
affective meanings in their discursive construction of
double-edged experiences of the era. I specifically
illuminate the si9nificance of August 15, 1945, the day when
the Showa hitoketa "witnessed," as children and adolescents,
the prewar Showa realities surrounding them radically shift.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DAY OF DISJUNCTION:
AUGUST 15, 1945
While I was beginning my research in 1992, I visited
Tagawa-sensei, one of myoId teachers who happened to be a
Showa hitoketa, born in the third year of Showa (i.e.,
1928). I asked Tagawa-sensei what she thought of the
differences between senzen ("the prewar") and sengo ("the
postwar") • 1 In answering my question, she immediately made
reference to the following excerpt from Portrait of a Ladv
by Henry James. In his novel, the American heroine, Isabel
Archer, visits Mrs. Touchett, her rich aunt in England. Mrs.
Touchett is also originally American, but now lives in
England as an expatriate. One day, Isabel has a chance to
ask her aunt, who uniquely manages her cross-cultural
experience, about what after all her "point of view" is:
"Now what's your point of view?" she asked of her
aunt. "When you criticize everything here you should
have a point of view. Yours doesn't seem to be
American--you thought everything over there so
disagreeable. When I criticize I have mine: it's
thoroughly American!"
Aunt Touchett's

answe~

follows:

"My dear young lady," said Mrs. Touchett, "there are

1 There is also a word senchuu, "the interwar," by
which my informants usually meant the four-year period of
the Pacific War. Senchuu is often encompassed within the
notion of senzen in the Showa hitoketa's conceptualization
of the era made from two contrastively different ideologies.
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as many points of view in the world as there are
people of sense to take them. You may say that doesn't
make them very numerous! American? Never in the world;
that's shockingly narrow. My point of view, thank God,
is personal!" (James 1967: 50).
Tagawa-sensei encountered this story right after she came to
the United states to study at Bryn Mawr College in the late
1940s. She remembers how moved she was with the concept of
being "personal" when she read the passage. Tagawa-sensei
recalls:
"My point of view is," I wonder if she said, "thank
God" after that. Anyway, there is a line which says
that it's "personal." I remember I was tremendously
moved with this. Especially because I read it right
after I arrived there (in the U.S.). In Japan, the
nation of Japan had been so dominant, and what is
to be "personal" had been so marginalized or almost
forbidden. After having received such an education
(in Japan), I experienced, several times, being moved
with the idea that being "personal" is much greater,
feeling like, "Ah, this was it."
Tagawa-sensei's recontextualization of Mrs. Touchett's
presentation of herself moved me as well, and left me with
lots of lingering thoughts.
One of my main interests in Showa hitoketa is how they
perceive their life experiences enmeshed in the era of many
radical sociocultural transformations. I wanted to know how
people today reconstruct the Showa context of continuity
and, especially, discontinuity, and how they achieve their
coherent sense of the self through the production of memory
on "their" Showa. This dimension of my interest may have
been in part resonating with my own personal experience of
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having been back and forth between two spaces--the united
States and Japan--for almost ten years. Some of my "crossnational" as well as "cross-cultural" experiences are
continuous, but others are discontinuous in a still
unexplainable way. I have wanted my self to become free
from two worlds, and autonomous, but it has remained
fragmented to a great degree. Although I am hoping I will be
successful someday in establishing my "personal" point of
view like Mrs. Touchett, I feel a little pessimistic as an
anthropologist who believes in the robust quality of local
meaning systems.
I was not clearly conscious of such conflicts within
myself at the beginning of my fieldwork, but, as my research
continued, I became more drawn to the dynamics of
consistency and inconsistency in relation to the issue of
self among my Showa hitoketa informants. I imagined with
great empathy what it was for the younger Tagawa-sensei to
read that segment from James' novel right after World War
II, in the united States, then a totally different setting
from Japanese society. What I am interested in both
professionally and personally contributed to the way in
which I was interacting with my informants, and the way in
which I was interpreting their stories of Showa experience.
While Showa is considered to be part of the centurylong process of modernization, the national involvement and
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defeat in World War II made the era discontinuous as well as
"turbulent." In the previous chapter, I looked at the issue
of World War II as the pivotal theme in those Showa memories
which were intensely observed after the end of the era, and
also in my Showa hitoketa informants' living memories of
that time. In this chapter, I further illuminate how those
Showa hitoketa's knowledge of the Showa past is fragmented,
and, at the same time, structured, particularly centering
around their memories of the moment of disjunction: August
15, 1945. By looking at actual instances of discourse, I
explore, first, how Showa hitoketa today construct their
experiential selves going through this particular
oscillating moment of Japanese modern history as children
and adolescents. Second, I show how such affect-laden
narratives of disjunction paradoxically create a particular
coherence, comprising meaningful segments of their Showa
memories.
The Disjunction of Showa for Showa Hitoketa
The generational identity of Showa hitoketa is
inseparable from this issue of disjunction caused by the
nation's defeat in the war. When I asked my informants about
what they considered their own generational cohort to be
like, they always brought me back to the fact that they had
witnessed "overnight" changes after the end of the war. They
were focusing not only on how they had experienced the war
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itself, but also on how they had gone through this
particular shifting of realities. The following excerpts
illustrate how similar rhetorical structures and idioms used
by speakers to talk about this change create intertextual
patternings across discourses.
For instance, answering my question on the generation,
Sonoda-san, a man who was born in the first year of Showa
(i.e., 1926), refers to the end of the war and its
consequences:
What I know is, well, when the war ended. we were
told that all the things we had learned and studied
at school were lies. We were told that what we had
done were lies. We were told that they had been all
wrong.
Nagase-san, a woman who was born in the fifth year of Showa
(i.e.

1

1930), also comments on the change:

Well, until I became fourteen or fifteen years old,
I had been receiving the ultranationalistic education,
thinking of ·che Emperor as if he were a god. I received
such an imperialistic education. However, when the war
ended. things turned upside down radically. We inked
out our old textbooks, and our old history education
became totally rejected.
Characterizing her generational identity, Umemoto-san, a
woman who was born in the seventh year (i.e., 1932), refers
to this shift in relation to her generational identity:
After the Meiji Restoration and Taisho democracy,
the nation headed for war. Although we were too
young to get directly involved in the war, we
experienced such things as air-raids. Also, we did
(said) things like "American and British demons!"
(pause) After that. after that. one day. all of a
sudden. we had to change our values one hundred
eighty degrees. (pause) you know?
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Here, the idea underlying all these accounts is: "When the
war ended, everything changed quickly and radically." This
is one of my Showa hitoketa informants' primary concerns,
repeated again and again across interviews. Of course,
not only the Showa hitoketa people went through those
changes. My informants consistently stressed this
disjunction, though, perhaps because being in a relatively
vulnerable position as children and adolescents during the
war led them to emphasize a shift which they had to accept
submissively at the time. In their present-day
recollections, they consider this postwar disjunction to be
totally beyond their control. This epistemology of the Showa
past gets intertwined with particular sentiments and selfidentities emerging in personal experience narratives
concerning August 15, 1945.
On August 15, 1945, when people in other Asian nations
celebrated the historical moment of their liberation from
Japanese colonial rule, those Japanese in homelands as well
as battlefields went through their historical moment of
disjunctive realities. At noon, August 15, 1945, Emperor
Hirohito's radio announcement of the nation's unconditional
surrender to the Allied Powers reached every corner of the
Japanese archipelago. 2 I was not born then, but I know how

2 According to Media no Showa-shi ("Showa history of
Media") (Arai 1989), the power was increased from ten
kilowatts to sixty kilowatts so that the broadcast could
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it sounded since I have heard segments of this historically
famous broadcast called gyokuon hoosoo (lithe jewelled sound
broadcast," or the imperial broadcast) so many times on TV
while growing Up.3 Every summer, particularly around August
15, there has been a variety of documentary programs
concerning World War II--mostly, how ordinary Japanese went
through World War II. Whenever each narrative gets to the
point of the end of the war, a visual image of the
mushroom cloud in Hiroshima comes together with the
Emperor's monotone announcement as if they were happening
simultaneously. His words are far from clear because of the
jarring machinery noise, but his way of speaking is unique
enough to remain in the ears of his audience. It has become
the icon of that summer even for those who did not actually
hear the original broadcast fifty years ago.
Among abundant biographical writings on wartime
personal experiences discussed in the previous chapter, the
issue of how each individual experienced August 15, 1945 has
been a popular topic. People write about where they listened
to the radio, how old they were, how they felt at the moment

also reach Manchuria, Korea, Taiwan, China, and other areas
in the Pacific.
50.4% of households owned a radio equipment at home
around the year of 1944 (Arai 1989).
3 Originally belonging to the imperial court language,
gyokuon (literally "jewelled sound") used to be a word for
the voice of the Emperor.
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of knowing the defeat, what they did after that, and so on.
In this sense, my Showa hitoketainformants' accounts are
not independent of these publicly circulated discourses.
Yet, it is important to further contextualize their
discourse fragments in the immediate context of our
discussions. In other words, the things they told me were
not simply representing public nor private concerns. They
were produced dynamically during our interview encounters
and need to be understood in this context.
In a discussion of the Kilenge (West New Britain)
recollections of their encounters with American and Japanese
soldiers during the Pacific War, Zelenietz and saito (1989)
found out how each author's national identity--Zelenietz as
American and Saito as Japanese--had an impact on the content
of elicited wartime experience narratives. They received
totally different versions of the same wartime events from
Ki1enge people, who were tailoring their stories to each
ethnographer's national background.

R~~ently

more

anthropologists have been discussing the dialogical nature
of fieldwork as a critical matter. We are now aware of the
significance of our own

othern~ss

affecting the people we

study (e.g., Clifford and Marcus 1986: Crapanzano 1990:
Tedlock 1983). In this sense, our ethnographic fieldwork
is no longer perceived as a detached, merely intellectual
project of observation, but an engaged activity, a
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"personally mediated and historically situated activity to
produce knowledge" (Jonathan Hill 1988: 3). My interactions
with Showa hitoketa, and those emergent discourses during
such interactions need to be studied from this perspective.
Talking about their prewar as well as wartime
experiences, several Showa hitoketa told me that they knew
a kind of Showa I did not know. Michida-san, a man who was
born in the eighth year (i.e., 1933), kept stressing that he
had been educated in two different frames while I have been
in only one under the postwar new constitutional system.
Kawata-san, a woman who was born in the seventh year of
Showa (i.e., 1932), said that she knew two different Showas
while I knew only one. Hamada-san, a woman who was born in
the first year (i.e., 1926), told me that those who knew
i'that Showa" (ano Showa) were becoming fewer and fewer.
Here, they were contrasting their own generation with
another generation represented by me, a generation which did
not have to deal either with the war or the disjunction of
the era caused by the defeat. In the course of interviews,
I found myself encouraging them to highlight this issue.
The significance of the disjunction--and August 15, 1945-was made even more central by the collaborated efforts
between the informants and myself in the context of the
ethnographic interview.
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The context of Discontinuity between the Prewar and the
Postwar
When the war ended, Showa became split into the prewar
(senzen) and the postwar (sengo) portions. The dividing
line between senzen and sengo is distinctively made at the
point of August 15, 1945. 4 For Showa hitoketa's living
memories of the era, the idea of senzen is represented by
their prewar childhood years.
In people's historical consciousness as well as
professional historical writings, early Showa is generally
characterized by the worsening economy, and the acceleration
of militaristic expansion eventually leading to the
entanglement in World War II. Showa hitoketa were born
in the midst of such prewar Showa historical conditions.
Although Meiji umare (Meiji-born people) and Taisho umare
(Taisho-born people) may have witnessed the pre-Showa
short-lived efflorescence of liberalism and individualism,
Showa hitoketa were born to experience, as children, the
intensifying national war mobilization. In this context,
they were driven to conform to the militaristic, anti-

4 In the strict sense of the term, senzen means "before
the war," or the prewar, so it could literally mean the
Showa years before the Manchurian Incident (War) in 1931
(i.e., the sixth year of Showa). However, as I mentioned
earlier, the distinction between senzen and sengo is based
on the ideological shift which happened right after
the end of the war, so what years exactly correspond to
senzen is often ambiguous, while sengo clearly starts
in 1945.
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Western ideology through everyday educational practices
at the school institutions they attended. Thus, the end of
World War II, or the national surrender to the Allies, was
the moment when they witnessed the end of prewar "old"
Showa, and the beginning of postwar "new" Showa. Such a
sociocultural as well as ideological shift itself
constitutes one of the most significant underlying themes
recurrent among their recollections of wartime experiences.
Many of the Showa hitoketa I met remember their wartime
self-identities as gunkoku shoonen and gunkoku shoojo,
meaning "militaristic boy" and "militaristic girl"
respectively. In April 1941, the year of the outbreak of
the Pacific War, elementary schools (jinjoo shoogakkoo) were
renamed "National Schools" (kokumin gakkoo), in which the
wartime nationalistic education became exacerbated. Children
of kokumin gakkoo were also called shoo-kokumin ("young
national people,u or young patriots) and became rigidly
locked, as the youngest "national people," into the wartime
doctrine called gakuto dooin ("student mobilization") (e.g.,
Toda 1993: Yamanaka 1986a). Among the generation of Showa
hitoketa, those who were born later than the fourth year of
Showa (i.e., 1929) all experienced kokumin gakkoo for one
year at least during the war. Typical memories of kokumin
gakkoo concern ideologically strict disciplinary practices,
such as everyday ceremonial bowing to hoo-an-den (the
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imperial sanctuary), memorization of kyooiku chokugo
("imperial rescript on education"), classes called shuushin
("learning") devoted to the nationalistic, militaristic
education based on the idea of kokutai ("national polity"),
tairen ("body training") focused on physical training for
the development of "high morale" based on a "strong body,"
and many other rituals of conformity; if a student failed to
be a good shoo-kokumin by not conforming, punishment ensued.
Those students outside big cities were even recruited for
physical labor, such as farming. When an individual broke a
rule, for example, by saying something critical against the
authorities, he/she would be communally sanctioned by being
called a hi-kokumin ("non-national people"), whether a child
or an adult.
Shima-san is a woman who was born in the seventh year
of Showa (i.e., 1932). She and her family evacuated from
the city to live in the countryside during the war. She
transferred to a local national school, where students were
obliged to contribute to the construction of military camps.
However, Shima-san's father did not let her join these labor
parties since he thought it was too dangerous for his
daughter. Consequently, he was branded as hi-kokumin by his
daughter's school teacher.
It was not like my father was intellectually against
the war, but, when we students had to go and make
military camps as part of the "student mobilization,"
my father said, "Don't you ever go." Then, he was
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blamed very much for being hi-kokumin by my school
teacher •••• When the war ended, I remember the teacher
visited my father in order to apologize, saying, "I am
sorry for calling you hi-kokumin."
When she was a student of kokumin qakkoo, she recalls, she
was too scared of the war itself to have any hihanqan
("critical eyes") about what was going on. Shima-san,
however, connects this memory with the fact that after the
end of war, she eventually got interested in the Japan
communist Party, primarily because, she says, the party was
most explicit about their anti-war message under the postwar
circumstances of the intensifying Cold War.
In 1944, when the number of air-raids targeting big
cities increased, students of National schools in such urban
areas were forced to leave their parents and join the
evacuation camp program in the countryside. Those who were
a few years younger than Showa hitoketa were also included
in this program, while the majority were Showa hitoketa.
During my research, I met many pecple who experienced such
an evacuation program (qakudoo sokai, or "student
evacuation,,).5 It was the first opportunity for them

5 Gakudoo sokai started in August of 1944 for those
who were older than the third graders of National Schools.
There was also another kind of evacuation called enko sokai
("personal evacuation"), in which people in urban areas
evacuated from cities through their personal connections
with residents in rural areas. Unlike qakudoo sokai, school
institutions are not involved in enko sokai.
While the official reason for sending the young
students to the countryside was to protect them from wartime
dangers, the qakudoo sokai program also created children
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to stay away fro:rn their family, live collectively with their
school friends, and intensely experience a variety of social
relationships under the wartime circumstances of emergency.
Quite a few materials dealing with various aspects of this
program focus on how children underwent strict discipline,
the favoritism of teachers, bullying among peers, hunger,
constant infestation of fleas and lice, and homesickness in
their camp lives (e.g., oishi 1993; Zenkoku Gakudo Sokai
Renraku Kyoogikai 1991; Yuri 1972).6
Gunkoku shoonen and gunkoku shoojo were not limited to
these elementary school students. Those who were born
earlier than the seventh year of Showa (i.e., 1932)
experienced wartime junior high schools (Le., "middle
schools" for male students, "girls' high schools" for female
students, and vocational schools usually for boys), through
which these older children became the target of kinroo dooin

who became sensoo koji ("war orphans") because their
remaining families in the cities all died during their
evacuation (Zenkoku Gakudoo Sokai Renraku Kyoogikai 1991).
6 In 1994, Zenkoku Sokai Gakudoo Renraku Kyoqikai,
or Japan Evacuated Pupils Association completed the first
extensive report on the evacuation program. Founded in 1986,
this association of citizen volunteers (mainly ones with
actual wartime evacuation experiences) has been actively
involved in organizing diverse social, educational
activities, such as exhibitions, publishments, and memorial
meetings. One of the association's primary goals at the
point of its foundation was to commemorate the fiftieth
anniversary of the evacuation by publishing an extensive
record of the program itself, which was completed as Gakudoo
Sokai no Kiroku ("The record of the student evacuation")
in 1994.
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("labor mobilization"). They were usually sent to factories
to make war weapons and supplies, and they became the major
labor force to supplement male workers who had been sent to
the fronts. Especially when the war intensified, and when
such factories increasingly were targeted by air-raids,
these young Showa hitoketa potentially became the direct
target of these attacks. Several informants told me how they
had narrowly escaped from burning plants, and from aerial
bombings.
In addition to these young people, single women
(from the age of fourteen to twenty-five, in 1943, and from
the age of twelve, in 1944) were conscripted into the
organization named joshi teishintai ("Women's Volunteer
Corps") to supplement the labor force at factories and other
work places. Although the term teishin (literally means
"self-devotion") rhetorically foregrounds people's
volunteering spirit, it was realistically not a matter of
choice under wartime circumstances. Those Showa hitoketa
girls who were not attending higher education after the
compulsory elementary education, as well as older single
women, were regimented to join the association under
communal supervision, instead of school institutions (e.g.,
Y. Miyake 1991; Nakakura 1993).
I met six Showa hitoketa men who were connected to
the military towards the end of the war. None of them,
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however, had to go out and "fight" in the midst of war
battles. For instance, Sonoda-san, a man who was born in the
first year of Showa (i.e., 1926), joined the military in
June of 1945, less than three months before the end of the
war. All the rest of these people as well as Sonoda-san were
born earlier than the fourth year of Showa (i.e., 1929),
while there were other Showa hitoketa of the same age
group who did not get called to any military service until
the very end. Unlike the Wadatsumi generation who were born
during the last five years of the pre-Showa (i.e., Taisho)
period,7 there were, relatively speaking, much fewer war
deaths as soldiers among Showa hitoketa.
Despite that there were a diversity of social as well
as regional conditions for each individual Showa hitoketa's
experience of the war, they were all institutionally
mobilized to become young "national people," and "serve
the nation" as "militaristic boys" and "militaristic girls"
ideologically and physically. One of the primary wartime
beliefs inculcated into the minds of these students as well

7 The Wadatsumi generation is the term for
young men who were recruited as student soldiers. They
were usually forced to graduate from universities earlier
than scheduled, especially towards the end of the war,
and many were sent away to those war battles to be lost
right before the defeat. Nihon Senbotsu Gakusei Kinenkai,
or "the Association to Memorialize the Students Who Died
in War" is known as Wadatsumi-kai. The term wadatsumi
means the ocean, but it is rarely used outside this
context (e.g., Wadatsumikai 1993).
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as young soldiers was that the nation would never lose, and
that their perseverance would eventually be rewarded by the
glorious victory of the nation. Towards the end of the war,
the slogan saying "we don't want anything until the nation
wins" (hoshigarimasen katsumade wa) encouraged their
perseverance, dominated their morale, and sustained their
everyday lives. 8 And yet the nation lost, and
unconditionally surrendered to the Allies. Nogi-san, a man
who was born in the eighth year of Showa (i.e., 1933), said:
"We lost despite the fact that we had been told that we
would never, never lose." Historians and non-historians have
often characterized this generation for their dramatic
experience of a sense of "betrayal" vis-a-vis adults, or
significant authorities surrounding them (e.g., Gluck 1990;
Ishihara 1972: Yamanaka 1986b). This particular theme of
"betrayal," or a feeling of "being betrayed" (uragirareta)
was also frequently expressed by my Showa hitoketa
informants in relation to the issue of Showa disjunction,
while, as illustrated in the discussion that follows, their

8 Major newspapers, along with a few governmental
organizations, collected such a catchphrase from ordinary
citizens with a purpose of raising the war morale at
homeland in 1942. The chosen phrase attracted lots of
attention especially because the author was believed to be
a fifth-grader female student of kokumin gakkoo. When thirty
years passed after the end of the war, the person, for the
first time, revealed the fact that her father had been the
actual author, applying the phrase under his daughter's
name. She was able to disclose the truth after the death of
her father (Mikuni 1985).
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narratives of August 15, 1945 create a wider variety of
detailed affective and experiential meanings, including the
theme of betrayal.
Narratives of August 15. 1945
Personal experience narratives concerning August 15,
1945 are enriched sites for looking at how Showa hitoketa
narrators negotiate their experiential selves, and their
specific sentiments in the face of transforming realities
surrounding them. Instead of waiting for them to voluntarily
start narrating their experiences of the moment, in the
course of interview I often asked if they had heard the
Emperor's radio announcement at noon, and encouraged
them to remember the day. However, whatever initiated their
remembrance, once their recollections of this particular
historical moment emerged, they were usually vivid and
detailed with expressed affective, experiential meanings.
Also they were narrativized with a greater degree of
textuality, in part because of the interactionally
established narrative "orientation" (Labov 1972) for the
further episodic development. Narrators construct this
Showa climactic moment as historical actors, discursively
creating their experiential selves as young war survivors.
Such a phenomenon is in contrast with their vague memories
of December 8, 1941, the day of the Japanese attack on the
Pearl Harbor.
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At noon on August 15, most of my informants remember,
they heard the Emperor's radio announcement at home, inside
air-raid shelters, at evacuation camps, at military camps,
at station, and the like, but, interestingly, most people
did not understand what exactly the Emperor was saying. The
jarring noise may have been one reason, while the content of
the message was too unexpected for both adults and children.
Also, their temporal reconstruction of the details of what
happened from fifty years ago tends to be not too clearly
articulated. Sometimes, the lapse of time for one event
contradicts that of another. However, even though some
factual ambiguities remain in their accounts, they still
vividly construct how they felt at the moment. Here, their
memories surrounding the broadcast do not so much concern
what they saw and heard, as their inner states particularly
focused on the disjunctive moment. As shown in the following
examples, the phenomenon of reported thought is observed
across my informants' discourses. Their consciousness, as
well as their sentiments at the moment of knowing the end of
the war, are vividly enacted through such a discursive
device even today.
When wartime fervor officially ended at the point of
the Emperor's radio announcement, many Japanese underwent
the unrealistic moment of shifting realties. This issue has
been written as well as spoken about very often. August 15
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was a hot summer day, people say. Such a sensory memory is
shared by many. The majority of the Japanese people were
advised to be prepared, in front of the radio, for the
"important" message without any particular advance
information regarding what it would be about. Wada-san, a
man who was born in the seventh year of Showa (i.e., 1932),
remembers unrealistic feelings which he experienced
concerning the Emperor's voice coming from the radio. It was
the first time ordinary citizens heard his voice:
Well, I certainly remember it. It was a very hot day.
Well, the voice of Showa Emperor was sort of unique,
being very high. Well, it was different from the tone
which we usually use. I remember it very well. (pause)
"Is this real?" I momentarily thought. We never had
had a chance to hear his voice. Well, so, it may be
possible to write thriller stories based on this.
Along with his

direc~

reference to the writing of

thrillers, Wada-san's reconstructed consciousness in the
frame of reported thought (Le., "Is this real?") was
realistic enough for my imagining what the moment was like,
and how he still perceives the moment. As was observed in
several fragments of discourse in the beginning, the
dramatic nature of this shift is rhetorically constructed
through particular idioms: "Right after August 15," it is
usually said, "things changed overnight"(ichiya ni shite
kawatta); "things got overturned" (monogoto ga hikkurikaetta); things "turned around one hundred eighty degrees"
(hyaku-hachi-juu-do kawatta); and the like.
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My Showa hitoketa informants express a variety of
sentiments concerning August 15, 1945. Some people say they
felt happy with the idea that they would be able to go to
bed in pajamas from now on. As the war exacerbated towards
the end, people in urban areas had to always stay prepared
to escape from potential air-raids without changing into
sleeping clothes. Others say they felt excited about the
idea that they did not have to go back to conscripted labor
at farms and factories, and also that they did not have to
worry about any leaks of light from their room windows at
night. Today, people remember experiencing a sense of
betrayal, loss, and nothingness, while, at the same time,
they felt safe, happy to be alive, relieved, and liberated.
Eto-san, a man who was born in the fourth year of Showa
(i.e., 1929), experienced August 15 in the naval academy.
In answering my question of where he was then, Eto-san
recalls:
(I was) at the academy, on August 15, no, I wonder
if it was August 12. Anyway, we were all lining up
on the ground, since we had been told that there
would be the imperial announcement. But, I could not
comprehend what was being said on the radio, when
our instructor suddenly burst into tears. (myself:
You mean your instructor?) Yes. He started crying.
So, maybe, the instructor knew it from the beginning.
Well, eventually, I realized that we lost. (pause)
I felt so happy. That is because, well, that day,
well, we were in TaruF.i (~yself: Tarumi?). Yes,
Tarumi in Kobe. Well, we were using the building,
which is today used by Kobe University of Economics.
That building was up on the hill, so we were able
to look over the town of Tarumi directly below, and
Awaji Island this way. Anyway, in the evening of the
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fifteenth, I sawall those bright lights shining
(myself: Ah, because the light control was over).
Yes, it was over. We were burning all those papers
since we were told to destroy them before American
soldiers arrived. Then, from the school building,
I saw lights shining over the town of Tarumi.
I felt so glad. Finally, peace has come back. I felt
really glad that the war was over, finally over.
Eto-san referentially repeated his feeling three times in
this excerpt (ureshi-katta,"I felt glad"). Although this
narrative of Eto-san is a little fragmented in terms of its
temporal organization, the kernel segments of the main
eventline--that is, "I realized that we lost," and then
"I felt so glad"--create a minimal coherence in this
particular memory of August 15. Here, the first expression
of his feeling of liberation from the war is well achieved
by a suspense-laden brief pausing.
Usui-san, a woman who was born in the seventh year of
Showa (i.e., 1932), says she does not recall anything
specific about the radio announcement. She did not
understand what it was saying, and she was more concerned
with the lunch she had not eaten yet, she smilingly says.
However, she clearly remembers seeing her older sister
crying so hard, coming home from her factory labor.
According to Usui-san's explanation, her sister found out
about the defeat with her school friends at the factory
where she was working, and a kind of group psychology
made all the young students emotional, but Usui-san herself
was not sad, and in fact she did not even experience any
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particular feeling. Reacting to her extremely detached
account concerning her inner state, I asked directly if she
had not felt anything even when she realized that things
were really over. Usui-san answers:
Nothing came to me. I call it a blank feeling.
Because, well, I was not with my sister, first of all.
Also, our home radio was in a bad shape, and I could
not hear things. Also, the consequences of the defeat
did not come to my mind, but, (I thought) "Ab, I no
longer have to go and work in the fields" (laughs).
She called her feeling shiraketa kimochi ("blank feeling").
Usui-san actually impressed me, from the beginning of the
interview, with her detached attitude towards her wartime
experiences. It was in part because, she explains, the area
in which she grew up was not badly damaged from the war, and
she experienced only one air-raid throughout the entire war.
So when she said that she did not feel anything after the
war, it sounded impressive, but also persuasive. However,
interestingly, after this unemotional comment about
herself, adding tadane ("well, but ••• "), Usui-san started
narrating what happened to her father, focusing on his
sentiments in particular. This episode is not exactly about
what happened on August 15, but it still symbolically
centers around August 15 in Usui-san's memories.
Well, but, when my father's brother died, he became
what was called a gunshin, (lewar god," or a
deified war hero). He died in the previous war, not
in the war with America. His picture was taken to a
junior high school so that it could be decorated
there as a gunshin. I do not know whether the
students used to bow to it or not, because that
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school was only for boys. Anyway, when the war
ended, they returned the picture right away. Well,
they gave it back to us, maybe because they could
not throw it away themselves. I myself was absentminded, just noticing it back there, but my father
was so shocked with the fact that they returned it,
despite the fact that it was his dearest brother
who died a sacrificial death, and that his brother
was a gunshin because of that. My father was so
dispirited for a while. (myself: Was he?) Yes,
he was saying things like,"things so radically have
changed." But, looking back today, it was really
good to return it, rather than throw it away.
As soon as the war ended, the junior high school returned
the picture of her uncle to her father. The custom of
deifying the war dead--other relevant practices of the
prewar militarism as well--had to be abolished under the
American occupational supervision after August 15, 1945.
Although Usui-san constructs her young self as an absentminded (bon'yarishita) little family member in this excerpt,
she still expresses her empathy towards her father by using
certain affect-laden terms (which I have underlined) as well
as reported speech.
In contrast to Usui-san, Yagi-san, a woman who was
born in the seventh year of Showa (i.e., 1932) and grew up
in Karafuto (southern Sakhalin)

,9

was affectively quite

expressive. In response to my question about how she
experienced the end of war in Karafuto, Yagi-san
developmentally constructed a long narrative about her

9 Winning the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), Japan
acquired the southern part of Sakhalin.
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narrow escape from Russian troops, and then her experience
of August 15 in the midst of her escape in the Karafuto
Mountains.
I wonder if it was August 16. In the Karafuto
Mountains, really up in there, I heard it. Anyway,
what I felt was, just "vexing. vexing." That is,
losing is "vexing. vexing" (chuckles). Someday,
we get even, that is, "we must get even"(chuckles).
"We cannot remain a loser." "So many people died,
and sacrificed their lives." "Then, we ended up
losing." "We cannot remain a loser." "Vexing,
vexingfl(chuckles). Well, since I was in the seventh
grade, so was I thirteen years old? It was just
vexing (chuckles).
What is so characteristic about this excerpt is her use
of reported thought for the expression of this mortified
feeling of vexation (kuyashii,flvexing fl ). Actually, because
of her extreme expressivity as well as the absence of
particular illocutionary verbs, it is not even clear whether
these are reported thought or speech. Yagi-san almost
screams, pronouncing each kuyashii with a long vowel ending
(as in kuyashiiii) as a marker of intense affectivity,
while, contrastively, she keeps chuckling after each
expression.
Here, according to the Bakhtinian interpretation
(Bakhtin 1981; Volosinov 1973; e.g., Besnier 1992), both
devices of mitigating chuckling, on one hand, and framings
of direct speech, or thought, on the other, maximize a
distance between the present Yagi-san's subjectivity I
encountered, and the self of the young, thirteen-year-old,
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mortifying Yagi-san in the Karafuto Mountains. Through these
discursive devices, the narrator distantiates herself from
her young self, but still protects as well as authenticates
her very sentiments of fifty years ago, when faced with the
ethnographer who had not even been born then. The feeling
expressed by the word kuyashii is rather an intense,
contextualized sentiment, which, Yagi-san probably thought,
could not be understood by somebody who did not experience
what she had experienced--the narrow escape in the Karafuto
Mountains--nor the war itself.
I now demonstrate a closer analysis of Okuta-san's
recollection of the moment. In this example, the narrator
is affectively expressive in these excerpts, especially in
terms of her shocked feelings after the discovery of the
defeat. In this analysis, I not only illuminate what
she felt, but also capture the dynamic interaction petween
language and subjectivity, and the way her experiential self
is constructed in and through discourse.
Okuta-san was born in the seventh year of Showa (i.e.,
1932). Since I had explained my main directions of interest
before the meeting, she had prepared her outline based on
what I had written her. Therefore, the former part of the
interview was actually structured almost like a lecture on
Japanese history, in which she reviewed and commented on the
chronology of Showa events. However, when she finished
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telling me the course of events, I got curious because her
discourse on World War II was surprisingly brief. So I
cautiously asked her if she felt uncomfortable talking about
the war. Then, departing from her previously detached mode
of discourse, she started talking about how the death of her
older brother in the war affected her life, and her lifelong status within the family. She concluded her story,
saying: "It is impossible to talk about Showa without
talking about the war" (sensoo nakushite Showa wa
katarenai). Then, I asked where she was when the war ended.
In this narrative by Okuta-san, the central issue is
also the disjunction of reality. All the following four
excerpts (1-1; 1-2; 1-3; 1_4)10 concern one episode, in

10 See Appendix for the details of notational
devices here. The conventions I use in this work are based
on Du Bois (1991), although with some modifications.
Each line in the data represents an "intonation unit,"
which is characterized by "a single, coherent intonation
contour" (Chafe 1987). Such a chunk of words is usually
preceded by a pause, and finished with a particular pitch
(e.g., fall, rise, level). Although Iwasaki (1992) points
out that an intonation unit in Japanese is more fragmented
as well as shorter when compared with that of English, it is
still possible to separate Japanese discourse into a chunk
of words based on such standards (cf. Ono and Suzuki 1992).
I put original Japanese in the first line, and give an
English equivalent for each underlined morpheme or word.
Then I put capitalized English translations in the last
line. Translation is not given for each line, but given
for each intonation unit. I put supplementary words in
parentheses when translations can be almost incomprehensible
because of the pronominal ellipsis and also the word-order
differences between English (i.e., verb-middle language)
and Japanese (i.e., verb-final language).
As an interviewer I interact with my interviewee by
frequently sending my back channels "ee ee" ("uh huh, uh
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which she heard the radio announcement at noon, did not
understand the meanings of the words haisen ("defeat") and
shuusen (llending of war"), looked them up in a dictionary,
and finally realized what it was all about. The total length
from 1-1 to 1-4 is 2.30 minutes.
The first excerpt starts with my particular question.
Then, Okuta-san begins recalling the moment when she heard
the radio. However, instead of further developing the
mainline events, she starts explaining how she and others
who experienced the war think of the terms haisen and
shuusen today.
Excerpt 1-1.
01. M: haisen no toki

defeat of time
AT THE
02.

TIME

OF DEFEAT

Okuta-san doko ni irasshatta n de shoo ka.\
Ms. Okuta where at
stayed NOM COP
PTL
WHERE WERE YOU, OKUTA-SAN?

03. 0: watashi
I
AS

04.

FOR

~

nee,_

T

PTL

ME,

ano=
--,well

huh") and "hai" ("yes"). I omit putting translations for
these words unless it is contextually better to put them in
the text.
Each speaker is identified by his/her name's initial
letter, followed by a colon. "Mil represents the interviewer,
myself.
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WELL,
05.

Numazu ni ita
n desu keredo[mo./
Numazu in stayed NOM COP
although
(I) WAS IN NUMAZU

06. M:
07.

[ah Numazu-ah Numzau
desu ka. \
COP PTL
OH, YOU WERE IN NUMAZU

08. 0: gg.\
yes
YES
09.

chuugaku
ichinen
tte sakki iimashita desha./
junior high. first grade QT eralier said
COP
A WHILE AGO, I SAID (I WAS) IN THE FIRST
GRADE AT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT?

10. M: haL \
yes
YES
11. 0: soshitee,_
then
THEN,
12.

shu=sen
end of war

no
of

hi ni,\
day on

ON THE DAY OF THE END OF THE WAR,
13.
14.

(2.5)ano= tennoo heika gg korede
sensoa Q owaru-well
emperor
S with this war
0
end
to ~
chokugo
Q
QT say imperial word 0

yomareta tte
read
QT

no
NOM

wa,_
T
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WELL, THAT THE EMPEROR READ HIS IMPERIAL
WORDS WHICH SAID THE WAR WOULD END

15.

[shitteiru to [2mQY
n
~~ow
QT think NOM

desu keredomo.\
COP
but

I GUESS YOU KNOW

[hai.\
yes

16. M: [haL \
yes
17.

gyokuon hoosoo
[tte yyy n desu ka./
jewelled broadcast QT say NOM COP PTL
IT IS CALLED GYOKUON HOOSOO?

[gyokuon hoosoo
gg-jewelled broadcast S

18. 0:

19.

atta
existed

n

desu. \

NOM COP

THERE WAS GYOKUON HOOSOO
20. M: haL \

yes
YES

21. 0: de, .§Q!lQ toki ni, \
and that time at
AND, AT THAT TIME,
22.

ano=, \
well
WELL

23.

(0.7) shuusen (1.0) tte
end of war

QT

itteta to QIDQY
n desu.\
was saying QT think NOM COP

I THINK (WE) WERE CALLING IT SHUUSEN

24. M: haL \
yes
YES
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25. 0: wareware ~ haisen
we
T defeat

to ~ koto Q,_
QT say matter 0

THAT IT IS CALLED HAISEN

26.

suaoku
iyana
n desu ng yyy
very uncomfortable NOM COP PTL say

no.\
NOM

WE ARE VERY UNCOMFORTABLE SAYING (THAT)
27. M:

ee gg egg. \
uhhuh,uhhuh,uhhuh
[yabureta
lost

28. 0:

to yyy .!lQ gg. \
QT say NOM S

(WE ARE UNCOMFORTABLE SAYING) THAT WE LOST
29. M: hai
yes

ee.\
uh huh

30. 0: owatta

ended

to YYY n [de,\
QT say NOM COP

IN ORDER TO MEAN THAT THE WAR HAD ENDED,

[hai hai.\
yes yes

31 M:
32. 0: shuusen

shuusen
tte zutto
shuusen-end of war end of war QT ever since end of war

33.

kinenbi
tte itteta
[to QIDQY
n desu gg./
memorial day QT were saying QT think NOM COP but
I THINK (WE) USED TO CALL IT SHUUSEN, or SHUUSEN
MEMORIAL DAY

[hai gg. \
yes uh huh

34. M:

35.

ima demo soo [(unclear).\
now even so
WE CALL IT THAT WAY EVEN NOW
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[itteru
saying

36. 0:

dee [sho./
COP

THAT WAY, RIGHT?
37. M:
38. 0:

[[ee
~.\
uh huh, uh huh
kesshite haisen to ~,\
at all
defeat QT T
NEVER, HAISEN

39.

iitagarana[i (0.7) to omou
n [desu ~._
do not want to say QT think NOM
COP PTL
I DO NOT THINK WE EVER WANT TO USE THAT TERM

40. M:

ee
uh huh, uh huh

[~

[ee ~
uhhuh,uhhuh

In lines from #11 to #15 (especially after a long 2.5-second
pause in line #13), Okuta-san starts focusing on gyokuon
hoosoo, the Emperor's radio announcement. Then, instead of
moving to what happened next, she tells me that she 'and
others--wareware, "we"--are still uncomfortable with the
term haisen, "defeat" (lines #25, 26). While I am not sure
whether Okuta-san meant by "we" her generational cohort or,
more broadly, all the people who experienced the war (line
#25), it is at least clear that she particularly specifies
wareware in order to separate themselves from me, the one
who never experienced what she went through. Okuta-san
repeats again that they still do not want to use the
term haisen (lines #38, 39). Here, let us take a look at
garCa) in iitagara-nai ("do not want to say") in line #39.
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The verb garCu) is usually attached to adjectives, and
indicates a third person's inner state, such as emotion,
sensation, and desire, which is epistemologically
distinguished from a speaker's inner state (Kuroda 1973;
cf. H. Aoki 1986; Iwasaki 1993). By combining such a
psychologically detached expression with another indirect
expression, omou-n-desu-ga ("I think, though), Okuta-san
distances herself from the group of people she referred to
as "we" earlier, and indexically foregrounds the idea that
defeat was generally not welcomed, whether she was one of
them or not.
In the following excerpt 1-2, she moves to the
narration of what she did next when she heard the broadcast.
She was in the first grade at junior high school, and could
not understand what it was all about right away.

Here, the

words haisen and shuusen become symbolically important. She
could not understand what they meant, and looked up them in
a dictionary. It is interesting to observe that the
frequency of my back channels decrease in this excerpt.
Excerpt 1-2.
41. 0:

toki ni ne,_
that time at PTL

§Q!!Q

AT THAT TIME,
42.

shuusen (0.5) toka ne,\
end of war
and PTL
(THE WORD) LIKE SHUUSEN, AND
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43.

haisen toka tte yyg,\
defeat and QT say
(THE WORD) LIKE HAISEN

44.

tabun shinbun
ni detari,\
maybe newspaper in appear
MAYBE (THEY WERE) IN NEWSPAPERS AND

45.

rajio de
itteta
radio on were saying

n

desu keredomo.\
but

NOM COP

ON THE RADIO, I THINK
46.

~

gg ne,_

that S

PTL

THAT

47.

doc yyg koto
na nQ ka,1
how say matter COP NOM PTL
MEANS WHAT

48.

watakushi
I

ne wakaranakute
jisho
Q hiita.\
T PTL not understand dictionary 0 looked up

~

I COULD NOT UNDERSTAND (WHAT IT MEANT) ,
SO I LOOKED THEM UP IN THE DICTIONARY

49. M: hu=n._
h'm
H'MMMMM

50. 0: (3.0)soshitara sensoo ni yabureta toka-then
war
in lost
and
51.
52. M:

sensoo gg owatta
war
S ended

toka [kaiteatta
kara,_
and
was written since
[gg ee._
ee ee ee.
uh huh, uh huh uh hu, llhhuh,"" Uh huh

(pause) THEN, SINCE IT WAS SAYING THAT THEY
MEANT THE LOSING OF WAR, AND ALSO THE ENDING OF WAR
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53. 0: "EH, ima sensoo gg" konnani
bookuugoo
oh now war
S
this much shelter
54.

Q--

0

hotte
ne,/
dig-and PTL
"WHAT! THE WAR HAS BEEN JUST REAL UNTIL NOW"
I DUG AN AIR-RAID SHELTER THIS MUCH

55. M: gg ee ee._
uh huh, uh huh, uh huh

56. 0: ie
no naka ni bookuugoo
house of inside in shelter
57.

.Q hotta

n

desu--

o dug NOM COP

(unclear).\
I DUG AN AIR-RAID SHELTER INSIDE THE HOUSE (unclear)

58. M: hai hai.\
yes yes
59. 0: de
sono naka
ni,\
then that inside in
THEN, INSIDE THAT (AIR-RAID SHELTER)
60.

taihi
shinasai tte iwarete,\
evacuation do-IMP
QT told-PASS-and
(I WAS TOLD) TO EVACUATE

61.

kuroguroto
tsuchi Q motta
toki YQ./
in deep black earth 0 piled up time PTL
SO, WHEN I PILED UP THE EARTH

62.

(1.4) sensoo gg owatta tte iwarete,\
war
S ended QT told-PASS-and
(JUST BECAUSE) I WAS TOLD THAT THE WAR ENDED, AND

63.

haisen tte iwarete,\
defeat QT told-PASS-and
I WAS TOLD TAHT IT WAS HAISEN

64.

/DO=shite\ kirikaerareru./
how come
can switch
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HOW COME COULD I SWITCH?
65. M: haa=._

h'mmmm
H'MMMM
66. 0:

(1.6) tatta sono

only

that

nanbyooka
seconds

de.\
within

WITHIN ONLY A FEW SECONDS
67. M:

e=._

h'mmmm
H'MMMM
68. 0: sono koto
that matter
69.

shirasaretenai desho
not informed-PASS COP

moosugu-soon

haisen da [tte iwaretereba,\
defeat COP QT if told-PASS

70. M:

[gg. \

uh huh

gg.\

uh huh

I HAD NOT BEEN INFORMED OF THAT. ONLY IF I HAD
BEEN TOLD THAT THERE WOULD BE A HAl SEN SOON,
71. 0: tsuchi
nanka
hotte
bookuugoo
nante-earth things like dig-and shelter things like
72.

horanai
not dig

noni.\
despite

I WOULD NOT HAVE DUG THE EARTH, AND WOULD NOT
HAVE DUG SUCH THING AS AN AIR-RAID SHELTER
73. M: ee [ee.\
uh huh, uh huh
74. 0:

[ishookenmei bookuugoo Q hotteiru sanakani,\
very hard
shelter 0 digging in the middle of

IN THE MIDDLE OF DIGGING AN AIR-RAID SHELTER VERY
HARD,
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75.

haisen toka shuusen
toka iwarete,\
defeat and end of war and told-PASS-and
I WAS TOLD ABOUT HAISEN AND SHUUSEN, AND

76.

masaka
sensoo ga korede
owatte,\
unexpectedly war
S with this end-and
(THINGS LIKE) THE WAR HAS JUST ENDED, AND

77.

mQQ

any longer
(WE)

sensoo shinakute
ii
nante,\
war if not doing fine things like

DO NOT HAVE TO DO THE WAR ANY LONGER

78. M: ee.\
uh huh

79. 0: jWAKANNAI\
janai desu ka juuikutsu no-incomprehensible NEG COP PTL
teens of
80.

kodomo ni. \
child to
HOW COULD A TEENAGE CHILD UNDERSTAND?

81. M: soo desu YQ ng.\
so COP PTL PTL
THAT IS RIGHT
82.

sugoi desu YQ ng._
bizzar COP PTL PTL
THAT IS BIZZARE

Okuta-san's detailed recollection of her reaction to the
broadcast starts in line #41. She could not understand what
haisen and shuusen meant, so she looked up the words in the
dictionary (lines #46, 47, 48). My interjection in line #49,
which is elongated "hu=m," was interacting with her
suspense-building development of this particular action
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followed by what she finally found out in the dictionary.
There is a three-second long pause between these two
intonation units (i.e.,from the end of #48 to the beginning
of #50), and my interjection is neatly placed between these
sequential units without any overlapping.
By finding out what the dictionary said, Okuta-san
finally knew that the nation had lost the war, and that the
war had ended. The first interesting aspect is her use of
reported thought (line #53), with which her immediate and
emotionally strong reaction starts. Here, she suddenly
raises her voice, as is indicated by capitalized "EH," and
such deictic terms as ima ("now") and konnani ("this much")
that are anchored in the narrated world emerge. The rest of
the excerpt until the end (line #82) focuses on her
psychological state right after she realized that the war
was over. As she recalled how she felt about the defeat of
the war, Okuta-san becomes animated. As in line #53, the
second dramatizing strategy is the repeated description of
the moment of finding out about the end of the war. From
line #59 to line #61, boundaries of intonation units become
clearly articulated. In line #61, the narration becomes
slower toward the end of the unit, building suspense, and,
in line #62, the unit is preceded by a long pause (1.4
seconds). Then, in lines #62 and #63, a repetition of tte
iwarete (being told that ••• ) becomes effective before the
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very affectively pronounced term of IDo=shite\, "how come"
in line #64. The first vowel 101 is not only elongated, but
the whole word is characterized by a strong tone. The same
kind of strategy is again used from line #75, to #79, which
starts with IWAKARANAI\, "incomprehensible."
The third interesting phenomenon is the repeated use of
passive voice iwarete ("told-PASS") in lines #60, 62, 63,
and 75. All of these uses are linked to her rhetorical
questions in lines #64, and #79 and #80, which have been
just discussed. Until the last moment of the war, Okuta-san
"was told" to dig a shelter and evacuate. Then, all of a
sudden, she "was told" that the war was no longer real;
this time, she "was told" about the fact by the imperial
voice from the radio. As with other adults' voices which
used to tell her to dig shelters, she had to just accept
passively what the radio announcement said. In the last
excerpt 1-4 below, the similar intensive use of passive
voice appears again.
The fourth phenomenon to note here is her description
of time lapse in line #66. The unexpected, sudden nature of
the news is emphasized here through the expression of time
based on a matter of seconds. This apparently exaggerated
representation of time lapse is also related to another
intertextually repeated expression, such as "things
changed 'overnight' after August 15." As discussed earlier
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in this chapter, the temporal organization of my Showa
hitoketa informants' narrative discourses on the past of
fifty years ago sometimes seems fragmented, while it mostly
becomes dramatized based on the kernel sequential events, as
in Okuta-san's earlier example: "I dug the shelter" and "I
found out that the war was over." Such a dramatization of
temporality concerning August 15 in turn contributes to the
structuring of their Showa memories.
I responded to Okuta-san's emotional narrative by
saying sugoi desu ne, "that is bizarrell(line :#82), since
I was impressed with the idea that the war could end so
suddenly and unexpectedly. I also responded to Okuta-san's
two rhetorical questions in lines :#64, and #79 and :#80:
/DO=shite\ kirikaerareru (lihow come could I switch?") (line
:#64), and /WAKARANAI\ janai desu ka. juuikutsu no kodomo ni
("why could a teenager understand it?") (lines :#79, :#80).
The following excerpt starts with Okuta-san's echoing
of my comment, "that is bizarrell(sugoi desu ne). Then, she
again relives how she felt at the moment. As she continues,
she uses the word kyomu ("nothingness"), expressing her
nihilistic evaluation about her war experience.
Excerpt 1-3.
83. 0: sugoi desho./
bizarre COP
IT IS BIZARRE, ISN'T IT?
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84. M: hontoo[ni.\
really
(IT IS), REALLY
[sorede
jisho
then dictionary

85. 0:

hikimashita YQ.\
looked up
PTL

THEN I LOOKED UP A DICTIONARY
86.

soshitara kore wa
then
this ~

87.

owatta n
ended NOM

sensoo ni maketa n da YQ-war
in lost NOM COP PTL

da tte ~ n de,\
COP QT say NOM COP

THEN IT SAID THAT THEY MEANT THE LOSING OF WAR, AND
THE ENDING OF WAR
88.

(1.0)

koso
KYOmu
that indeed nothingness

~

desu ne.\
COP PTL

THAT IS INDEED NOTHINGNESS
89. M: haa.\

him

HIM
90. 0:

(2.0) IDl.\

yes

YES
91.

§QQ ~

so

omoi
Q shite,_
say thought 0 do-and

WITHOUT HAVING SUCH THOUGHTS
92. M: ee._
uh huh

93. 0: un sensoo Q katarazu ni,_
yes war
0 not tell PTL
YES, WITHOUT TALKING ABOUT THE WAR
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94.

irarenai.\
not possible
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE (TO TALK ABOUT THE WAR WITHOUT
HAVING SUCH THOUGHTS)

95.

un tte ~ kara
yappari,_
yes QT say beause after all
YES, AFTER ALL, I SHOULD SAY,

96.

sesoo Q hiKIzutte ima demo ikiteru
war 0 pull-and now even living

to omoimasu YQ./
QT
think PTL

WE LIVE WHILE BEING STILL SHADOWED BY THE WAR
97. M: haa.\

hlmm

98: 0: !ID.\

yes
YES
In this particular portion of discourse functioning as coda
of her whole story of August 15, 1945, Okuta-san and I were
working to negotiate the evaluative meanings of her
experience narrative together (cf. Polanyi 1989). For
instance, interacting with Okuta-san1s tag question in line
#83, which actually echoed my comment in the preceding

excerpt, I reconfirmed the evaluation concerning what
experiencing the unexpected shift on August 15 was like
(line #84). Such an interaction led to her retelling me the
incident of her looking up words in the dictionary, and
coming to know what was going on (lines #85, 86, 87). Then,
she further makes evaluative points concerning the
significance of the war in the rest of the excerpt.
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Her episodic narrative is structurally over by now, but
my question about her use of the word KYOmu (line #88)
triggers her more intense recalling of her psychological
inner state reacting to a sudden shift of reality on August
15 of 1945. Here, she becomes even more animated through a

particular discursive device, which is sequentially
repeated.
Excerpt 1-4.
99. M: kyomu
tte yyy no wa,\
nothingness QT say NOM T

BY KYOMU YOU MEAN,
100.0: kyomu
tte yyy no wa,\
nothingness QT say NOM T

WHAT I MEAN BY !{yOMU IS,
101.

tIna /NAN na no\".
what COP NOM
"WHAT IS IT?"

102.

"ima made /NAN NA NO \" to YID!.
now until what COP NOM
QT say
LIKE "WHAT HAS IT BEEN UNTIL NOW?"

103.M: haL \
yes

104.0: "nande
konnanL "_
how come this much

"HOW COME THIS MUCH"
105.M: ee.\
uh huh
106.0: wareware ~ aoritaretarete,"\
we
T instigated-PASS-and
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("HOW COME THIS MUCH") WERE WE INSTIGATED?
107.M: ee

~.\

uh huh, uh huh

108.0: "hoshigarimasen katsu made !!!S"
do not want
win until T
109.M:

tte,\
QT

~ ~.\

uh huh, uh huh

SAYING "WE DON'T WANT ANYTHING UNTIL THE
NATION WINS"
110.0: gohan Q tabenakute IDQ,\
meals 0 not eat
even
WITHOUT EATING RICE,
111.M: hai.\
yes
112.0: obentoo
no
lunch box of

okazu umeboshi
ikko
demo, \
meals pickled plum one piece even

WITH ONLY ONE PICKLED PLUM FOR LUNCH,
113.M: ee ee.\
uh huh, uh huh

114.0: "qaman
shinasai" tte iwarete
gaman-perseverance do-IMP
QT told-PASS-and perseverance
115.

shitekita
kedomo,\
have been doing although
WE HAVE BEEN PERSEVERING SINCE I WAS TOLD,
"PERSEVERE," BU~',

116.

{{ "ah sensoo ~ owatte maketa n da"}}(I. 3) tte-ah war
S ended
lost NOM COP
QT

117.

iwarete,\
told-PASS-and
JUST BECAUSE I WAS TOLD, "AH, THE WAR HAS ENDED,
AND WE HAVE LOST"
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118.

dooshite ii ka
wakannai
janai desu ka.\
how
fine PTL incomprehensible NEG
COP PTL
HOW COULD I HAVE KNOWN WHAT TO DO?

119.M: ha=.\

h'mmmm
H'MMMM
120.

§.QQ

so

desu YQ ngg. \
COP PTL PTL

THAT IS RIGHT
121.0: nee. \
right
RIGHT?
122.

"nan datta !l
what COP NOM

da" tte Y!:!Y.\
COP QT say

(IT WAS) LIKE "WHAT WAS IT?"
This segment of discourse is characterized by a sequence of
reported thought (lines #101, 102, 104, 122). Especially, in
lines #101 and 102, Okuta-san suddenly raises her voice, and
uses a strong tone of voice to say, "What is it?" (NAn na
!lQ). This utterance further leads to chains of reported

rhetorical questions. What is further interesting is the
phenomenon in line #104. When this line starts, it sounds
like a direct thought through the use of an interrogative
nande as well as a deictic term konnani. However, as the
utterance

~ontinues

(line #106- ), it is no longer clear

whether it is strictly direct thought or not. Rather it
becomes mixed, or quasi-direct, in the sense that Okuta-
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san's present subjectivity and her thirteen-year-old self of
fifty years ago merge. Here, as in the above case of Yagisan's discourse

fra~ent,

both direct and quasi-direct

framings of thought function as a strategic device through
which Okuta-san establishes an unchallengeable authenticity
of her inner feelings. Actually, it is a two-layered
protection in the sense that it supposedly originated from
her inner world even though it is expressed in ongoing
utterances. Okuta-san does not chuckle like Yagi-san.
Instead, she authenticates and protects her inner feelings
and thoughts by her intense enactment of them, based on the
quoted framing of rhetorical questions with a strongly
affective tone of voice. Employing such a device, Okuta-san
not only talks about why she felt a sense of nothingness,
but also dialogically and rhetorically argues, against any
potential challenges from me, about how and why she was
shocked at the moment of knowing about the defeat (cf.
Goodwin 1990; Hill and Zepeda 1992; Schiffrin 1985; see also
the following Chapter V).
As in the excerpt 1-2, it is possible to find passive
constructions repeated again (lines #106, 114, 117). Through
these discourse devices, Okuta-san expresses her angry
emotion against the unreasonable authorities who told her to
do unnecessary things in vain, and a feeling of nothingness.
Here, the use of passive voice semiotically generates
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Okuta-san's vulnerable self within wartime institutional
apparatus.
Historians have been concerned with the character of
Japanese public memory of World War II as "victims'
history," or what Gluck calls "history in the passive
voice" (Gluck 1990: 12).11

Since the 1980s, however,

scholars, writers, journalists, peace activists, and other
public figures gradually have called attention to the issue
of "what Japan did" to the people in other countries during
the war. A range of writers have tried to break away from
the passive-voice construction of memory which focuses on
"what was done to Japan" (Cook and Cook 1992). However, this
issue itself has not been simply about the "past"; it has
been deeply embedded in the present-day discursive field, in

11 For instance, Gluck writes about the issue in
reference to certain linguistic tendencies pertaining to
the Japanese representations of the war:

In textbooks, the copula abounds: the China
Incident was caused, Pearl Harbor was bombed,
the atomic bomb was dropped. The war appear.s
as a natural catastrophe which "happened" to
Japan, as if without the intervention of human
agency. The people "were embroiled" in the war
by their reckless leaders, twenty-eight of whom
were tried and convicted by the Tokyo War Crimes
Tribunal for conspiracy to wage aggressive war •..•
Without doubt, the trial was "victors' justice,"
as critics have often charged In regard to the
Allies, but in a different sense it was also
"victims' justice," in that it contributed to
the emphasis on what the Japanese people suffered
at the hands of the villains in the docket
(Gluck 1990: 12).
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which a variety of ongoing national and international
political, economical, and ethical positions may be in
conflict. In the midst of such a discursive field, the Showa
hitoketa's "personal" memories of the war as "vulnerable
children and adolescents" become complicated, entailing new
social, political meanings which often they themselves do
not imagine creating.
In the following chapters, I introduce several
narrative fragments by the persons who used to be in
relatively privileged positions during the prewar/wartime
years. For example, some used to be children of elite
professional officers in the military, and others used to be
children of colonizers in Taiwan and Sakhalin (Karafuto).
In this regard, their stories are covertly situated in the
prewar power relations between Japan and other Asian
countries, as well as inside the nation of Japan then.
Here, we face a dilemma, since, when my Showa hitoketa
informants generally talk about their personal wartime
experiences as children and adolescents, they cannot
reconstruct their experiences without the use of passive
voice, despite the fact that such memories themselves are
often based on the exclusion of voices of those who used to
be in the position of being colonized, and of being less
privileged. When I actually raised the ongoing debates on
the war responsibility during my interviews, many of my
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informants expressed their awareness of the issue. In fact,
some people tried to incorporate in their accounts the
"others" who used to be less privileged than they were then
(as I introduce some of them in this dissertCl.tion). Yet,
generally speaking, there was still a gap between public
discourses on national war crimes as well as colonialism, on
one hand, and my informants' discourses on their personal
experiences and feelings, on the other. A kind of narrative
form which makes a Showa hitoketa person a victim and a
victimizer at the same was not much around even when I was
doing my research in 1992 and 1993.
In this chapter I have looked at the significance of
August 15, 1945 as the day of Showa disjunction. Most
important is how the Showa hitoketa people split the era
into two portions on the basis of their lived experiences,
and how this particular knowledge of the Showa past is
intertwined with the experiential, affective meanings that
emerge in their discourses. Their personal experience
narratives surrounding the Emperor's radio announcement are
enriched sites for their enactment as well as construction
of how they went through one climactic moment of the era.
Narrative is about the past in the present. Its particular
organization of language and meaning creates a linkage
between different spatiotemporal realms. Thus, how people
talk about the day of Showa disjunction paradoxically
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creates a coherence in their present-day recollections of
the era.
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CHAPTER V
DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PAST SELF IN THE PRESENT:
MEMORY AND AGENCY
The goal of this chapter is to explore how my Showa
hitoketa informants construct a sense of coherence and
consistency in their self-understandings as historical
actors who experienced two contested ideologies; each
belongs respectively to senzen (lithe prewar") and sengo
("the postwar") portions of the era. Issues such as their
wartime identity, and their sense of agency in the context
of social transformations are potentially problematic for
my informants even today. They still evoke, however subtly,
uneasy feelings and thoughts from many of them. Here, I use
the term "agency" in order to shed light on how my
informants negotiate their sense of being historical
actors with--or without--retrospectively rationalized
intentions and motivations for the actions they took in the
past. In their recollections today, they frame their acts
and behaviors of fifty years ago in particular ways, and
negotiate the agentive as well as ideological meanings of
their experiences of life in wartime. By looking at the
actual instances of what they told me, I illustrate the
dialogical processes through which they construct a sense of
the continuous self in and through discourses that emerged
during our ethnographic interactions. In this chapter, I
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also call attention to the processes of entextualization and
contextualization, and the phenomena of Japanese-specific
discursive devices in these processes. I show how such
devices contribute to people's creation of meaningful Showa
memories.
Memory and Agency in the Context of Ethnographic Interview
In Showa hitoketa's recollections today, what shifted
on August 15, 1945 were not only the ongoing circumstances,
but also their self-identities as young patriots. With
hindsight, the end of war drew a symbolic line between their
senzen and sengo self-identities. Answering my question
concerning the characteristics of the Showa hitoketa
generation, Sada-san, a woman who was born in the seventh
year of Showa (i.e., 1932), recalls:
Things radically changed when I was very sensitive,
being 12 years old, you know •••• During the first
semester of the school, (we were still saying,)
"American and British demons!" Well, we used to
throw water against the picture of Churchill (laughs),
and used to say,"Everybody, let's hang in there
until the day of our victory." Then, the summer
holidays started. And then, the end of war came
during the summer, you know? When I went back to
school in the second semester, those who used to be
"American and British demons" turned out to be "great
people,""the war was wrong," and everything radically
changed. There, I guess I felt shaken. Well, I am
not sure whether such an experience has something to
do with it or just myself, but I still have so many
things about which I cannot make a strict judgment.
Another Showa hitoketa, Ieda-san, a man who was born in the
eighth year (i.e., 1933), focuses on the radical change of
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attitude his teachers showed to their students after the
war:
I was in the sixth grade when the war ended on
August 15, the twentieth year of Showa. Then, after
that, well, surely, at school, concerning the text
books which we had been using, the first thing we
were made to do at school was to paint allover our
text books in ink. Afterwards, there was nothing
left there. I had that kind of experience ••••
What made me feel sad about human beings was to
see those young teachers who used to teach us the
militaristic ideology. and beat us when we did not
meet their expectations (pause) change radically
after that. Surely, we call it "the transformation
of values" today, but at that time, I thought,
"what it this all about?"
One of the symbolic practices which school children went
through was suminuri ("inking out"), the act of blacking out
their text books based on their teachers' instructions. All
those concepts and terms that used to function as mobilizing
keys in their wartime lives were literally "blacked out."
Hamada-san is a woman who was born in the first year of
Showa (i.e., 1926). She was already eighteen years old when
the war ended, so she did not go through suminuri like
Sada-san and Ieda-san did. However, after the war, she
questioned prewar Shintoism, and eventually chose to become
a Christian. She was no longer able to believe in what she
used to believe in before. Here, she talks about her postwar
search for "something true" (nanika hontoo no mono):
We lost even though we believed we would win. It is
exaggerating if I say allover Japan, but most big
cities were totally burned, burned to the ground,
you know? Everybody suffered from hunger. At that
time. seeing what was going on. I questioned the
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Japanese religion. or the godes) I used to believe in.
"Maybe it is true of Japan, but there are so many
other countries which are not like Japan. Is (are)
the Japanese god(s) the only one(s)?" "Maybe,
something more, there may be something like the true
God." "Amaterasu-no-oomikami1 of Japan is not the only
god," I thought. "Why did Japan lose?" I felt, "The
truth may be somewhere else." You know, my family
lost everything. We lost our house. We lost furniture,
clothes, family members, and lost everything. In order
to live on, I had to have something •••• I wanted to
have something. And when I looked for it, I encountered
those words from the Bible. And. I came to find them
true. So, I lost everything, I experienced the death
of a member of my family, and the nation lost. At that
time, the words I heard were saying that the real God,
the true God leads the world by himself, and saves the
weakness and ~~ilt of human beings. They sounded so
true to me at that time.
Although not everybody changed their religious identity like
Hamada-san, people today create a diversity of referential
and nonreferential meanings concerning the disjunction of
their own self-identities. After August 15, they were told
that they had been wrong, and that they should abandon all
the values and ideas they used to believe in. The war became
wrong; democracy replaced imperialism; and the Emperor
became a human being. Thus, the widely and enthusiastically
encouraged Showa hitoketa's wartime identities as

~unkoku

shoonen ("militaristic boy") and gunkoku shooio
("militaristic girl") came to be totally rejected after the
war. These identities became something to be abandoned,
and forgotten about under the American occupation.

1 Amaterasu-no-oomikami is the name of the origin
goddess in Japanese Shintoism.
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One of the dilemmas surrounding Showa hitoketa's
wartime memory concerns the issue of agency. They were not
old enough to "educate" others to do something. They were in
a position of "being educated" to become gunkoku shoonen
or gunkoku shoojo, fight their hunger, and serve their
nation as such young patriots. As illustrated in the
previous chapter, the passive voice abound in some of
their discourses on wartime memories. I am not saying that
they did not have any agentive power. Actually, they did,
and, through that power, many of them may have even
actively lived their patriotic identities. However, the
issue of agency is a much more complicated matter in their
present-day recollections.
The notion of agency is usually based on a person's
active exercise of power over his/her actions, and also the
causal linkage between such actions and consequences (Dirks,
Eley, and Ortner 1994; cf. Giddens 1979). However, in this
study, I stress the issue of agency as "created" in memory.
For instance, Hill and Irvine (1992) discuss how a person is
--or is not--an agent in "the construction of knowledge,"
and the importance of the dialogical negotiation and
creation of agentive meanings in particular experiences
through discourse. Thus, in this chapter, whether my Showa
hitoketa had any agentive power fifty years ago or not is
beside the point; my point is, rather, that the issue of
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agency becomes currently important on the level of
epistemology. In the process of the construction of memory,
at stake is the agency of the present self, not the past
self. This is why these Showa hitoketa persons take pains to
explain, during their recollections of wartime experiences,
how and why they were particular young people then. In their
accounts, they cannot avoid confronting those ideologies
which used to mobilize them, affecting their wartime
everyday lives so fundamentally. They try to coherently
locate themselves in the era of Showa as historical actors,
while they face their fragmented selves, and problematic,
ambiguous meanings of actions, for which they are not sure
if, as children, they were really responsible.
Linde (1993) dicusses the discourse unit of
"explanation" as an important component in the American
life story. Here, what Linde calls "explanation" is a
structurally distinguishable unit, and, at the same time,
it is a functionally interdependent part of life story.
The unit is usually focused on why a particular proposition
makes sense in a person's biographical contexts,
contributing to the creation of temporal continuity of the
self (Linde 1993: 90-94). Although Linde talks about
the cases from the perspective of American contexts, it is
also possible to identify such explanatory segments in my
Japanese informants' recollections. Especially when they
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reconstruct their experiences in the contexts of historical
discontinuity, explanation plays a critical role in their
attempts to create coherent selves situated in such
contexts. However, here, it is crucial to contextualize
their explanatory accounts in the immediate interactions of
of ethnographic interviews. In other words, such accounts
are products of intersubjectivity, emerging within the
course of dialogical dynamics.
Schiffrin (1985) discusses two genres of argument
embedded in dyadic conversational interactions. One is
"oppositional argument," and the other is "rhetorical
argument." In the former type, interlocutors challenge one
another by explicitly raising oppositional points of view
concerning a particular issue at point. Participants'
positions are usually polarized, which structurally frames
this argument type. On the other hand, "rhetorical
argument" is developed more implicitly during interactions.
That is, the issue at point is, as Schiffrin puts it,
"potentially disputable" (Schiffrin 1985: 40), and
participants try to justify rhetorically each position by
persuading one another to understand how and why a
particular proposition is acceptable. Here I argue that
some aspects about the genre of ethnographic interview
potentially lead up to the creation of "rhetorical
argument," in which both informant and ethnographer
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negotiate, and make their points concerning specific
propositional and presuppositional meanings. In this sense,
what Linde calls "explanation" can be encompassed within
this larger interactional frame of "rhetorical argument."
When my Showa hitoketa informants talked to me about
what they had experienced as well as witnessed during the
war, they saw me as a person who was not only a stranger but
someone who had not had to deal with the same kinds of
sociohistorical hardships as they had gone through. There
appeared a variety of terminology, concepts, and
propositions which, they felt, required some kind of
additional comments. One such issue was the proposition-also a presupposition of mine I had developed while
interacting with many of them--that they had, whether
actively or passively, indoctrinated themselves with the
imperial, militaristic ideology,and identified themselves
as gunkoku shoonen and gunkoku shoojo. During these
interviews I always felt too awkward to ask any question
pointing directly to their wartime identities. For instance,
I could not ask a question like: "Were you gunkoku shoonen
(or gunkoku shoojoll)?" Although I understood that they had
had no other choice but to become more or less mobilized as
young patriots then, I was afraid that asking such a
question might offend them by making them remember something
they would not want to. I did not want them to misunderstand
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me for sounding like I was blaming them for their past
identity. I also thought any assumption that they were
automatically young patriots like robots would ignore as
well as hurt their sense of agency which they might
reflexively construct today. So, instead, I usually started
with a general question concerning what kind of everyday
life they had had during the wartime years, the differences
between senzen and sengo, and the like. However, even if I
was not straightforwardly raising the issue, it still
consistently emerged within a diversity of interactional
frames. During their recollections, particular ambiguous,
problematic meanings emerged, and people rhetorically
developed their "argument" to support as well as deny
particular propositional and presuppositional meanings.
I did not dispute against them, while they seemed to find it
necessary to "explain" something during the face-to-face
interactions with the ethnographer of their children's age.
In the rest of this chapter, I explore several Showa
hitoketa's wartime memory and agency from three different
perspectives. The first discussion concerns discourses
produced by those who made explicit references to their
wartime identity as young patriots. I look at how these
Showa hitoketa negotiate ambiguous, problematic meanings of
their former self-identity through particular discursive
devices. Second, I introduce several narratives of
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rebellious actions people took during the war. I focus on
what the narrators achieve by telling me such stories,

~nd,

in particular, how their discourses are linked to their
epistemological construction of agency. Third, I demonstrate
a close analysis of one Showa hitoketa person's discourse
fragments, and elucidate in detail the dynamic interactions
between language and subjectivity.
"I was a militaristic girl": Discursive Negotiation
In the discussion that follows, I focus on some Showa
hitoketa who made direct reference to their wartime
identity, and their discursive negotiations of emergent
meanings.
When these Showa hitoketa informants today talk about
what kind of young patriots they once were, they signal some
sort of hesitancy despite the fact that as many as fifty
years have passed since then. Commenting on their past
self-identities, they usually find it necessary to further
explain--to me--specific circumstances surrounding their
experiences as well as their motivational background for the
actions they took. Here, these Showa hitoketa persons
discursively negotiate their ambiguous, problematic meanings
of having been gunkoku shoonen and gunkoku shoojo. Let us
now look at what kind of discursive devices function as
hedges, or keys of hesitant feelings, which in turn
contribute to the epistemological construction of their
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wartime agency. In these excerpts, I introduce original
Japanese, along with English translations.
In answering my question concerning characteristic
aspects of the era of Showa, Hamada-san, who was introduced
earlier for her postwar change of religious identity,
recalls her wartime identity:
(Japanese)
watashi nanka gunkoku shoojo no jidai deshita kara nee
sono, moo kyooiku de hontoo ni sennoo sarete kimashita
kara ne. haisen to dooji ni, hontoo ni, koone, kachikan
ga hikkuri kaecchattari shimashita kedo ne.
(English)
As for me, I was (in) the times of gunkoku shoojo.
Well, I had been really brainwashed through education,
although everything turned upside down at the time of
the defeat.
Here, Hamada-san does not say anything like, "I was a
gunkoku shoojo." Although she starts her utterance with
watashi nanka (liAs for a person like myself ••• "), she
indirectly reconstructs her wartime identity by focusing on
the ongoing circumstances: problems in education. Nanka in
the expression watashi nanka usually objectifies "what I
am," making the propositional content less direct and more
detached, compared with the unmarked expression watashi wa
("as for me"), the pronoun watashi followed by the topic
marker of wa. Then, she further makes explanatory comments
concerning why she was so by referring to the quality of
wartime education. The term sennoo ("brainwashing") is also
used in many other Showa hitoketa's descriptions of the
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wartime education they had.
Tanaka-san is a woman who was born in the second year
(i.e., 1927). In this excerpt, she starts her proposition
with watashi wa ("as for me, I was ••• ") directly. However,
as she continues, she negotiates her recollection through
repair devices, modal adverbs, and laughter. These accounts
emerged in her answer to my question concerning the
differences between senzen and sengo.
(Japanese)
watakushi war sensochuu war moo tanjunna. soodesune.
eetto, senso ga owatta nowa, watakushi ga juu-ikutsu no
toki datta na. mushiro, aikoku shooio deshita yo.
(laughs) katsu to omotte mashita.
(English)
During the war. as for me. I was a very simple--Iet's
see. well I was ten something when the war ended--I
was rather an aikoku shoojo ("patriotic girl") (laughs).
I used to believe that the nation would win.
She starts, but does not finish her propositional utterance
of "having been a very simple patriotic girl during the
war." without completing the proposition, she sort of
rambles, using discourse markers such as "let's see"
(soodesune) followed by "well" (eetto). Then, she starts
inserting additional information about how old she was then,
and, after such repair devices, finally makes a statement
that she was "rather" (mushiro) an aikoku shoojo ("patriotic
girl") while laughing. Here, the term aikoku shoojo, which
literally means a "girl who loves the nation," also sounds
less aggressive than gunkoku shooio. The latter means more
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directly a "militaristic" girl.
The third Showa hitoketa person whose discourses I now
introduce in more detail is also a woman, Komori-san. She
was born in the eighth year of Showa (i.e., 1933) as a
daughter of an elite military officer. Today, she is deeply
involved in the activities of a memorial organization for
wartime children. The following excerpt emerged in answering
my question surrounding her wartime evacuation experiences.
Here, Komori-san negotiates ambiguous meanings of her
experiential self not only through such devices as observed
in Tanaka-san's excerpt, but through an extractable
discourse unit of explanation. Her proposition of having
been a qunkoku shoojo is moderated through the use of a
modal adverb and a specific epistemological marker, and then
it is followed by her long explanation of why she was so
patriotic. This unit is explicitly designated as an
"explanation" by a metalinguistic phrase sore to yuu no mo
("that is because"), which directly points to her
rationalization.
(Japanese)
tooji, watashi nante yuu no wa, moo, tenkeitekina,
iwayuru, qunkoku shoojo datta-n-da to omou-n-desu yo.
ne, sore to yuu no mo, watashi no, ano, chichi tte
yuu nowa ne, ano, shokugyoo gunjin datta wake
nan-desu ne. iwayuru, heigakko 0 sotsugyoo shite no.
senshi wa shimasen deshita kedo ne. ano, gunjin
deshita kara, maa, uchi no naka subete ga docchikatte
ittara katai katei desu kara ne. desukara toozen no
koto no yooni, ano, moo sokai mo shimashitashi sorede,
watashi jishin mo, moo, kore, sokai suru nowa atarimae
no koto nande, sorede, sokai sureba, oya to aenainomo
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toozen, "nanimo toozen, kanimo toozen" tte yuu fuu ni.
(English)
Back in those days, I think I was a typical, so-called
qunkoku shoojo. That is because, well, my father was
a military professional, graduating from the Academy.
He did not die in the war. Anyway, since he was a
military man, everything inside the house was also
strict. So, (everything was) a matter of course.
I experienced the evacuation, and I naturally accepted
that I had to evacuate. It was a matter of course
that I could not see my parents once I evacuated.
It was a matter of course that I suffered from hunger
during the war. It was, "this is a matter of
course, that is a matter of course."
Here, I would like to focus on the beginning expression
"I think I was a typical, so-called qunkoku shoojo." As is
shown in the original Japanese, watashi nante yuu no wa moo
tenkeitekina iwayuru qunkoku shoojo datta-n-da to omou-ndesu yo, the proposition that "I was a qunkoku shoojo" is
expressed in such an elongated utterance because of the
additionally attached morphemes and adverbs. For instance,
as in the case of Hamada-san, she also starts the
proposition with the objectified, indirect expression
watashi nante

~lU

no wa, intead of simply using watashi wa

("as for me, I ••• "). Then, she presents her old childhood
identity as Ita typical qunkoku shoojo" by epistemologically
laminating this proposition through the use of hedges such
as "so-called" (iwayuru), and "I think that I was ••• "
( ... datta-n-da to omou-n-desu-yo). Especially, the double
usage of nonreferential particle neno) in both datta-n-da
and omou-n-desu-yo functions in an indexically significant
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manner here.
The most distinctive character of niQl, one of the
frequently used "final particles" across discourse units and
genres, is its function as a nominalizer. That is, the niQl
attached to a verb ending nominalizes the propositional
content, objectifying the whole proposition preceding the
particle as an objectifiable concept. Kuno (1973) focuses on
its explanatory function in discourse. H. Aoki (1986)
stresses the fact that the particle is an evidential marker
which keys a speaker's detachment from the proposition based
on the objectification of the preceding proposition. Most
significantly, from her pragmatically-focused perspective,
Cook (1987) explores its function as a nonreferential index,
which does not affect propositional meaning, but creates a
variety of epistemological as well as social meanings in
interactions. Although these scholars may differ in their
emphases, they share the basic idea that the particle
functions as an keying device to signal how the
propositional content of a particular utterance that is
followed by nlQl should be interpreted within interactional
processes. Thus, in the case of Komori-san's fragment, here,
without inserting niQl, she could have said something like,
datta to omoimasu ("I think I wasil) without any difference
in referential meaning. But, instead, she inserts nl2l as in
datta-n-da to omou-n-desu repeatedly, and shifts to the
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explanation about her having been a qunkoku shooio in the
past, partly reacting to the presupposition that people of
her generation are usually believed to have been that way
during the war. At the same time, through such an indirect
way of presenting the proposition, she distances herself
from, as well as rationalizes, her identity of fifty years
ago.
After making such a statement, Komori-san starts
describing how and why she was naturally accepting what was
going on as a qunkoku shooio. For instance, the word toozen
("a matter of course") is intensely repeated in this brief
excerpt as many as five times, and the word atarimae ("a
matter of course" or "natural") is additionally used.
She explains, linking her taken-for-granted acceptance of
things to her being a daughter of a professional military
officer. Here, the expression nanimo toozen. kanimo toozen
("this is a matter of course, that is a matter of course")
is formulaic based on its structural patterning of
nanimo/kanimo as well as repetitive use of toozen, and, in
fact, her use of such an expression creates more textuality
of her account on the past through entextualization, and
indexically stresses how "naturally" the wartime authorities
used to mobilize her, constraining the way she thought.
Komori-san keeps giving reasons for why she was a
qunkoku shooio who was not critical about what was going on.
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(Japanese)
maa, sorya, kyooiku no osoroshisa nan-deshoo kedo nee
imakara kangaereba nee dakara, kyooiku tte sugoi,
osoroshiina tte omoimasu keredomo. desukara, sooyuu
onaka suita, sabishikatta tte yuu koto ni taishite no
fuman nante yuu nowa tooji, watashi nanka wa,
"iccha ikenai, kore" tte yuu fuu ni, monosugoi
omoikomasa. sorekoso. omoikomasareta-n-deshoo nee
(English)
Well, I guess this was the scary aspect of education,
when I think back now. Therefore, I think education is
really scary. So, I did not complain about being
hungry and lonesome. In those days, I was. surely. was
made to believe something like, "I must not say this."
Komori-san refers to the "scary aspect of education"
(kyooiku no osoroshisa), ascribing her uncritical stance she
took to the nature of the educational system of those
wartime years.
What I also want to call attention to in this
particular excerpt is a repair device in her use of passive
voice, omoikomasa-rete-ita ("was made to believe"). She
originally said, omoikomasa. sorekoso. omoikomasa-rete-itan-deshoo nee Here, Komori-san does not complete the first
omoikomasaC-rete-ita), and restarts the word after an
adverbial discourse marker sorekoso ("surely"). What is
interesting about her expression is that the construction of
her agency is managed through the repair phenomenon of
passive voice. Komori-san, as a daughter of an elite
professional officer, used to accept everything about
the war happening around her, while today, she is
actively involved in a peace organization for wartime
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children as one of the principal organizing members. In this
particular utterance, it seems that after discontinuing the
word, she looked for another appropriate one, could not find
it, and restarted the original word again. This brief repair
represents her ambiguous feelings about her self-identity of
fifty years ago, and also her negotiative process of
stumbling to create a sense of agentive self during the
dynamics of face-to-face interactions.
Narratives of Rebellious Acts
In this section I focus on some of the Showa hitoketa's
episodic narratives of rebellious actions against wartime
authorities as children and adolescents. By discussing my
informants' reconstruction of the actions they took or
witnessed others taking within wartime institutional
settings of school, I argue that their telling me about
these wartime memories is part of their negotiative
processes concerning their agency as well as self-identity
in the context of ethnographic interview. Despite the fact
that I did not ask any specific question pertaining to their
rebellious actions, several informants told me such stories
during the interviews. As I discussed earlier, I approach
these discourse fragments as emergent components of their
"rhetorical argument" with respect to the potential
proposition that they were young patriots.
By "rebellion" I mean a diversity of actions of subtle
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resistance. The accounts I introduce are nothing like
heroic, grandiose stories of war resistance organized
against fascistic repressions. Nor are they about
politically or ideologically rationalized actions. They are
more like stories of children's naughty acts of mischief.
In their narratives, their young selves as protagonists do
not behave with a specific intent to become rebellious. They
usually do not give any external evaluative comments
concerning such actions, and, they sometimes say, they
were just motivated by a "sensory" (kankaku-teki)
detestation of wartime totalitarianism. Such a detached
framing of intention from action allows people to stay with
their double consciousness even today, but epistemologically
to construct their coherent sense of the self bridging two
contested Showa ideologies.
Itoi-san is a woman who was born in the seventh year of
Showa (i.e., 1932). She is quite a lively narrator with an
animated voice and lots of laughter. She recalls her own
naughty behavior during a collective ceremony at kokumin
gakkoo. One of the serious moments for students during such
school ceremonies was to salute the pictures of the Emperor
and the Empress (goshin'ei). A complicated but routinized
sequence of steps used to be taken to formalize this special
ritual surrounding the imperial images. Itoi-san used to
find it very mysterious how those pictures appeared from
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behind the white curtain on the stage of the hall while
students were maintaining their deep bow. Whenever she
raised her head, the pictures were there with a school
principal as if a miracle. One day, she secretly broke a
rule, and raised her head while the rest of the students in
the hall had their heads deeply lowered. Here, in order to
illustrate the vivid way she dramatizes her direct thoughts,
I introduce her original Japanese.
(Japanese)
dakara, anone, shikiten no toki ni ne, zenbu, atama
sageru wake. atama 0 sagetete, itsunomanika ne,
tenno no oshashin ga detekuru wake yo. "nande
detekunno kanaa? koochoo sensei ga nani o?"
ano koodoo de ne, kooyatte, maku ga kakattenda yo.
sorede nee, minna atama sageteru toki ni, koo
"suuuuuuu" tte, itsunomanika nee, koone, koo,
osha shin ga mae ni detekuru wake. (myself: heeee)
sore ga ne, tejina no yoo de ne, fushigi de, fushigi
de, zettai atama agecha ikenai wake. hoide, "ichido
miteyare'~ to omotte ne, kooyatte ne, saa tto mitara,
minna atama sageteru kara, "korya choodo iiya" to
omotte, yukkuri miteta no. (laughs) (myself/laughs).
koochoo sensei ga ne, kooyatte ageteru dake no koto
datta no. (laughs) (myself/laughs) sore 0 micha ikenai
tte yuu kara, hajime minaide, koo yatte, atama sageteta
kara, me tsumutte, sorede, me 0 ageruto sa, "araaa."
(laughs) sorede, ichinensei no toki ni ne,"yoshi.kondo.
yatte yaroo" to omotte, (myself: demo, kodomo no toki
tte soo yuu mono desu yo ne, nanika koo). Soonano,
yaccha ikenai tte nowa, yannakatta-n-da kedo,
dooshitemo ate ga kininatte ne, sorede, mite, yatto
nattoku shita no. "are, koochoo sensei ga agete-n-no
yo" tte oshiete agete (laughs) (myself/ laughs).
(English)
Well, so, during the ceremonies all of us had to lower
our heads, and while we were lowering our heads, the
picture of the Emperor came out, you know? "How does
it get there? What at all does our principal do?" In
the hall, the curtain was hanging. And, when all of us
were lowering our heads, like this, "Suuuuuuuuuu,"
the picture was in front of you without your knowing.
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(myself: h'm) That was like magic, and it was so
mysterious, mysterious, and we must never raise our
heads (laughs). So, I thought, "I will take a peek only
for once." So, this way, "Sasasaaaaaa," I took a peek,
and found that the rest of the school were lowering
their heads, so I thought, "This is perfect," and
made my observation (laughs) (myself/ laughs). Then,
I found that it was only the principal who was raising
the curtain (laughs) (myself/ laughs). I was told not
to see it, so I used to keep lowering my head with eyes
closed. But, whenever I opened my eyes, "Oh, my"
(laughs). So, I was in the first grade, and thought,
"I will do it." (myself: Children do that kind of
thing, right?) Yes, like that. I did not do what I was
told not to, but I used to be so anxious to know about
it later. So, I finally took a peek, and I was
satisfied. I taught my friends, "Only the principal is
doing it" (laughs) (myself/ laughs).
This Itoi-san's story was humorously told, and evoked lots
of laughter from herself and me. She indirectly expresses
her motivations of her actions through a sequence of
reported thoughts while making her story affectively
compelling with constant laughter. The story of a first
grader's taking a peek at what she was not supposed to see
sounds so typical and innocent, and of no special
significance. However, when I heard from other Showa
hitoketa people about the serious, solemn nature of such
wartime ceremonies, and the ideologically ineffable status
of the imperial images, Itoi-san's story came to be
understood as more than just a naughty girl's act of
innocent mischief. Despite the fact that she did not make
explicit comments such as, "I was so rebellious even within
such wartime institutional rigorousness," her behavior was
reconstructed as an act of rebellion against the wartime
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authorities. Here, telling me this particular story, Itoisan implicitly expresses the idea of difference and boundary
even in the oppressive totalitarianism of wartime: the idea
that some part of herself was an autonomous person free from
any institutional constraining power.
Wada-san, a man who was born in the seventh year of
Showa (i.e., 1932), also has his memories of school rituals
involving the imperial images. The following fragment
arises in his answering my question concerning the nature
of prewar education.
Our school must have been very strict, in that regard.
Well, there were a variety of ceremonies at the
school hall. Well, there was a big curtain, a curtain
like a startlingly white feather. Well, there was the
imperial images inside the curtain. (starts laughing)
(we) lowered our heads reverently, and then our deputy
principal, the teacher in charge, raised, like this
(with gesture), the curtain with strings (laughs).
Well, the atmosphere was so divine, but since all of us
were naughty. we could not help finding it just funny.
By saying in original Japanese, minna waru dakara ne
okashikute shiyoo ga nai-n-desu yone ("since all of us
were naughty, we could not help finding it just funny"),
Wada-san made direct comments on the theatrical nature of
such rituals. Here, like Itoi-san, Wada-san creates an
autonomous as well as rebellious self during the ceremony by
describing those apparently solemn events through the use of
the adjective okashii ("funny") in his memories. However, on
the contrary to Itoi-san who took her naughty action by
herself during the ceremony, Wada-san refers to his peers
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who also found the divine atmosphere "funny" together with
him. Although Itoi-san constructed her difference from the
rest of the participants of the ceremony, Wada-san stresses
his and his peers' autonomy against the authority of adults
at school.
In reacting to his last comment "cannot help finding it
funny" (okashikute shiyoo ga nai) , I asked him if children
were really feeling that way, because I had an impression
that Wada-san was overemphasizing children's free spirits
under those suppressive circumstances. Then, Wada-san
elaborated further on what his peers used to say and think
about the image of the Emperor, who was supposed to be a god
to those who were educated under prewar ideology. I
introduce his original Japanese first.
(Japanese)
(myself: yappari soo yuu kimochi tte atta-n-desho ka?)
arimashita nee. dakara, gyaku ni bokura no baai wa,
sono, "nande are ga kamisama nanda?" to yuu koto wa
sootoo koo kodomotachi wa kyooretsu ni omotteta kara,
"jaa tenno heika wa hiruma nani shiteru-n-da?" toka,
"yoru nani shiteru-n-da?" toka, yoku sooyuu koto 0
kodomo nakama de itta kioku ga arushi, dakara, sore wa
kanari, ano, onaji sedai demo, kankyoo ni yotte chigau
to omou-n-desu yone.
(English)
(myself: Were children really feeling that way?)
We were. In the case of all of us, we children used
to strongly feel something like, "How can that
image be a god?" So, I remember we children used to
say things like, "What does the Emperor do in the
daytime?" and "What does he do at night?" So, even
among the same generation, there were a diversity of
cases based on the family background, I think.
Considering the nature of the wartime imperial education at
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school institutions, these quoted thoughts and speech could
have put him and other children in trouble if they had been
heard by their teachers. Here, Wada-san authenticates as
well as protects what he and his peers used to say and think
in reported framing, and also through the use of plural
nouns and pronouns, such as bokura ("we boys"),
kodomotachi "children"), and kodomo nakama ("peers of
children"). In this excerpt, he constructs the boundary of
children viz-a-viz adults, and consequently his own sense of
agency in the midst of the wartime totalitarian educational
system.
Let us turn to the recollections of Tsuyama-san, a man
who is five years older than Itoi-san and Wada-san. Tsuyamasan's memories are also about school rituals, while they do
not concern imperial images. Instead, they center around
the military authorities which affected his school life.
Tsuyama-san was born in the second year of Showa (i.e.,
1927), and grew up in Taiwan. 2 In the following excerpts,
Tsuyama-san recalls his several wartime experiences in which
he witnessed others' rebellious actions. The first excerpt
is about senior students in his school, and the school
principal. While he was still in the youngest grade at high
school, one day he witnessed older students engaged in

2 After Japan's victory over China in the Sino-Japanese
War (1894-1895), Taiwan became the nation's first colony.
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rebellious actions in front of visiting high-ranking
military officers. This led to the principal's immediate
resignation from his job. Tsuyama-san recalls:
All the students marched with guns. In Taiwan during
that period, there were the Governor-General of Taiwan,
the Admiral, and similar others. In front of these
extremely high-ranking officers we used to march in
order, with guns. (pause) However, when there was an
order,"March in order," a part of those students of
Taihoku High School, not a part, but a majority of
them, purposely marched in disorder, with guns upside
down. (myself: h'mmmm) This is a resistance. (unclear)
Then, the Governor-General of Taiwan who was watching
it got furious, and another high-ranking officer came
to school the following day. He visited our principal
whose name was Taniguchi Seishin. Then, our
principal got fired right away on the same day. (pause)
Afterwards, the principal assembled all the students in
order to make his farewell speech: "I think YOU did the
right thing." Just one word. (myself: h'mmm). Then he
resigned. I hear he died before the end of the war.
(myself: h'mmmm). There were such roots of resistance,
although at that time, I could not understand it
because I was the youngest.
Tsuyama-san today remembers the Taniguchi principal, who
left the school after one short but strong message
(hitokoto, "one word"): watashi wa shokun ga tadashii to
omotteiru (literally "I believe you are right"). In this
excerpt, the protagonists of rebellious actions are older
students and the principal, but Tsuyama-san himself does not
appear as any active agent engaged in these actions.
However, by recontextualizing himself as a witnessing
self who was impressed with what was going on, Tsuyama-san
indexically creates his sense of a coherent self who
appreciated such actions--of older students as well as the
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Taniguchi principal--even though he did not strongly realize
that he was appreciating them at that time.
Tsuyama-san

rem~mbers

another teacher from the wartime

school. I call him Ezuka-sensei here. He is a well-known
scholar of Japanese classic poems such as Man'yooshuu, who
used to teach at Tsuyama-san's high school in Taiwan fifty
years ago as a young teacher. Today, Tsuyama-san remembers
this teacher's consistently scholarly as well as ideological
attitude both before and after the war. In the following
excerpt, Ezuka sensei kept giving lectures on love poems
from Man'yoshuu during the war when patriotic poems were
encouraged to be taught by the authorities. 3
Well, our teacher of literature was Ezuka. (myself: Oh ,
that scholar of Man'yooshuu) Yes, Man'yooshuu. He used
to be our teacher when I was in the first grade at
Taihoku high school. (myself: Really? He used to teach
in Taiwan?) Ye~, at Taihoku high school. Ezuka sensei
used to teach us the poems from Man'yooshuu mainly.
Around that time, only those poems of soldiers in
Man'yooshuu were encouraged to be taught because they
could be linked to the wartime patriotism. (myself:
uh'huh) But, what Ezuka sensei used to teach us were
only love poems (laughs). They were not poems of
soldiers, (myself: h'mmmmm) but he kept teaching us
those poems of human feelings and love sentiments.
I guess it was his resistance against the
ultrapatriotism then. He used to recite those poems
with a tune, his unique tune. He made us recite
together. He emphasized those poems of family love,
sad poems of wives and mothers who had to send soldiers
into battles.

3 Man'yooshuu, the oldest anthology of rhymed verses
(edited by otomono Yakamochi around the seventh century),
includes poems composed by unknown commoners as well as
well-known historical figures. The theme of these poems
range from romance to patriotism.
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As in the first excerpt, Tsuyama-san is not an active agent
in this excerpt either, but he explicitly evaluates the way
Ezuka sensei was, saying, osoraku ano hito no teikoo datta
to omou-n-desu yo ("I guess it was his resistance").
I heard similar stories from other Showa hitoketa
focusing on their teachers' ideologically rebellious,
however subtle and covert, actions during the war. For these
wartime students, teachers were the primary, and the most
immediate authorities they saw everyday at school. I met
several others who were so proud of their old teachers who
did not betray them even after August 15, 1945, and their
liberal attitude, whether directly expressed or not,
throughout the wartime years. However, the present
discussion cannot be linked to any argument of whether
there were many such rebellious teachers during the war or
not. The reason I mention these Showa hitoketa's memories of
their unforgettable teachers is that today through the
recollections of adults who surrounded them, they indirectly
negotiate problematic, ambiguous meanings of their own
wartime identities. By talking about those actions of adults
they witnessed with appreciation, they implicitly create a
sense of coherence and continuity across the contexts of
these two apparently separated, contested prewar and postwar
Showa ideologies.
In the rest of this chapter I further explore fragments
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of Tsuyama-san's discourse with regard to the issue of
agency. During our interview, which lasted for almost five
hours, Tsuyama-san was consistently concerned with this
particular issue. As I discussed earlier, the genre of
ethnographic interview can point to what Schiffrin (1985)
calls "rhetorical argument," and many of my informants
rhetorically tried to make sense, when talking to me, of how
and why they had acted in particular ways in their wartime
youth. I have located their emergent discourses in the
immediate dynamics between informant and ethnographer.
However, Tsuyama-san's stories were also situated in the
post-Cold-War as well as post-Showa sociohistorical
circumstances when I met him. In the following section,
I discuss more details by closely analyzing what he told me
concerning his wartime life in Taiwan.
Tsuyama-san's Reflection on Showa in the Post-Cold-War
Context
Tsuyama-san was about fourteen years old when the
Pacific war started in 1941. From the end of 1943 to 1944,
the exacerbation of the phase of war became obvious in
Taiwan, and the frequency of American air-raids also
increased around this time. In December 1943, the
conscription age moved up one year, and by the time Japan
lost saipan around June in 1944, boys older than fourteen
years old were automatically drafted into military service
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in Taiwan. Tsuyama-san was already seventeen years old when
he finally joined the military. Recollecting his wartime
years, today Tsuyama-san also portrays himself as a gunkoku
shoonen ("militaristic boy"). He was an ultra-patriotic
believer in the imperialistic, pro-war ideology particularly
naturalized in the colonial context of Taiwan. However, as
with the cases of other gunkoku shoonen and gunkoku shoojo,
Tsuyama-san also had to go through the moment of disjunction
after August 1945.
After the war ended, Tsuyama-san and his mother--the
only remaining member of his family--went back to Japan, and
once again he entered school there. The Emperor's
announcement of the defeat on August 15 in Taiwan is not
remembered as a shock in Tsuyama-san's recollections.
Rather, he focuses on his later experience of an identity
crisis in the face of the rapidly transforming ideological
conditions of the postwar nation. In his recollection,
he was suffering a loss of ideological continuity. He slowly
started visiting Zen temples, and tried to read the Bible at
Christian churches. Then, he finally encountered a book on
Marxism, which moved him, and changed his life.
Involved in political movements as a college student,
and eventually as a labor unionist, Tsuyama-san lived his
Marxism in postwar Showa. When I met him in 1992, the Berlin
Wall was already gone. The Soviet Union had also put an end
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to her ideological monolith. The world surrounding him had
radically changed half a century ago, and it had changed
again more recently, creating both disillusion and
philosophical acceptance in Tsuyama-san. When I interviewed
him, Tsuyama-san himself seemed to be in the midst of
reflections on his Showa life and the ideological stance he
had been committed to. After receiving my letter requesting
an interview with him, Tsuyama-san spent some time
contemplating the way he had been in the past years so that
he could talk to me. Most of the emerging narratives turned
out to be concerned with the war, as was the case with other
informants, but Tsuyama-san's discourses consistently led to
one theme: humanity's timeless, fundamental yearning for
freedom and democracy. During the interview, he kept
showing--both covertly and overtly--his concern with what
was coherent and continuous throughout the fragmented,
discontinuous ideological conditions of the era, and his
experiences. This theme is reflected in his recollections of
how he lived as a youth during the war. In the following
episodic narratives, Tsuyama-san both witnesses other
people's particular actions and presents himself as an
active agent in his own right. Recreating such memories,
Tsuyama-san focuses on his ambivalent, paradoxical wartime
self-identity. However, this particular discursive
construction of the past self consequently allows him to
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create a sense of coherence in the present. Let us now look
at the first excerpt. By looking very closely at the details
of this discourse segment, I focus on how he shifts his
subjectivity between the narrated, entextualized world, and
the interactional, contextualized world. This shifting is
important when the narrator's present point of view is not
the same as that of his past nor of the protagonist.
I show that these dynamics of shifting subjectivity is the
very process in which ideological meanings of Tsuyama-san's
Showa memory are negotiated, and recreated. Here, I
especially illuminate the metapragmatic significance of the
phenomena of reported speech and final particles.
In October 1944, the Shinto shrine called Taiwan Jinja
("Taiwan shrine") burned down after air-raids, symbolizing
the exacerbation of the war for those Japanese living there.
By that time, Tsuyama-san already had joined the military.
He happened to be off duty when the Taiwan Shrine was
bombed. While riding a bus with his mother, he heard a
stranger criticizing the war. People were talking about the
shrine on the bus when this man mentioned something Tsuyamasan as a qunkoku shoonen could not let pass. He approached
the stranger, and raised an objection to his bold anti-war
statement. The man argued back, expressing the ideology with
which Tsuyama-san totally agrees today. But young Tsuyamasan of fifty years ago did not agree, although afterwards
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he was left with ambiguous, paradoxical feelings.
(Excerpt 1)
01. T: sensoo-chuu

during war
02.

boku wa
I
T

guntai
kara-military from

ichido qaishutsu de uchi g kaette,_
once
off
with home to return-and
DURING THE WAR I WENT OFF FROM THE MILITARY
AND WENT HOME,

03.

basu ni notta toki ni ~, /
bus on rode time at PTL
WHEN I RODE A BUS

04.

(1.35) choodo ofukuro mo

just
05.

mother

isshoni -basu-too together bus

ni notta n desu ~. \
on rode NOM COP PTL
MY MOTHER RODE A BUS WITH ME

06.

(1.10) soshitara,\

and then
AND THEN
07.

choodo .§Q!lQ basu ni notta hi !!Q
asa
ne I \
just
that bus on rode day of morning PTL
ON THE MORNING OF THAT DAY WHEN (WE) RODE A BUS

os.

taiwan jinja tte yyg taiwan de 2nQ ichiban-Taiwan shrine QT say Taisan in well most

09.

yuumeina jinja de yasukuni jinja no shisha-famous
shrine and yasukuni shrine of branch

10.

mitaina jinja sm atte
ne,\
like
shrine Sexist-and PTL

11. M:

ee
ee. \
uh huh, uh huh
(IT WAS) CALLED TAIWAN SHRINE, AND IT WAS THE
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MOST FAMOUS SHRINE IN TAIWAN, LIKE A BRANCH OF
YASUKUNI SHRINE
12. T: sokoni amerika-gun
no bakudan gg
there Amerian military of bombing S
13. M:

ochite,_
fall-and

ee. \
uh huh

BOMBING OF AMERICAN MILITARY FELL ON IT
14. T: gnQ shaoku
gg
well building S

zenbu moechatta n desu YQ.\
all
burned NOM COP PTL

15. M: ee.\
uh huh

WELL, THE BUILDING GOT BURNED
16. T: sonna hanashi gg
such story
S
17.

basu DQ nakade wadai ni-bus of inside topic to

natte
tara, \
become-and when
THAT STORY WAS BEING TALKED ON THE BUS, WHEN

18.

dokkano
otona no hito
gg
somewhere adult of person S

ne,\
PTL

AN ADULT (MAN) SOMEWHERE
19.

"ittai
at all

konna sensoo yaru kara
such war
do because

20.

moechau
n da" tte._
got burned NOM COP QT

jinja gg-shrine S

(SAID) "THE SHRINE GOT BURNED SINCE (WE) STARTED
SUCH A WAR"
21.

"jinja gg
shrine S

22.

sensoo ni
war
in

23. M:

~.\

uh huh

moechau n da
burned NOM COP

nihon wa-kara
because Japan T

katekkonee YQ" tte koo,_
cannot win PTL QT this way
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SAYING "BECAUSE EVEN A SHRINE GETS BURNED,
JAPAN CAN NEVER WIN THIS WAR," LIKE THIS,
24. T: maa (laughs) zuibun daitan desu Y2
well
very
bold
COP PTL

ne./
PTL

WELL, SO BOLD, ISN'T IT
25.

itta
said

n
NOM

desu Y2. \
COP PTL

(HE) SAID
26. M: heeee./

h'mmnun
27. T: tokoroga dare
mo
hanron
shinai wake.\
however anybody even objection not do case
BUT, NOBODY RAISED ANY OBJECTION
28.

sorede boku wa
then
I
T

29.

deshita
COP

sono koro gunkoku
shoonen-that time militaristic boy

kara
ne,\
because PTL

THEN, BECAUSE I WAS A GUNKOKU SHOONEN AROUND
THAT TIME
30.

"chooto ojisan sore wa mazuinjanai desu ka" tte._
just
mister that T
not bad
TOP PTL QT
(I SAID) "EXCUSE ME, ISN'T IT WRONG"

31.

"sonna
such

hi-kokumin
desu
non-national person COP

YQ" tte._

PTL

QT

"(SAYING) SUCH THINGS MAKES YOU HIKOKUMIN
32.
33.

boku wa
I
T

ng

PTL

basu nQ nakade
bus of inside

mimoshiranai
unidentified

hito ni koogi
shita n desu Y2.\
person to objection did NOM COP PTL
I OBJECTED TO A STRANGER ON THE BUS
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34.

shitara 2QnQ oiisan gg monosugoku okotte
ne.\
then
that man
S very much get angry-and PTL

35. M: gg. \

uh huh

THEN, THE MAN GOT VERY MUCH ANGRY
36. T: "temee wakazoo
!lQ kuseni ne
you young kid of though PTL
37.

kono yarro sensoo gg
you swine
war
S

38.

iwarete
told-PASS-and

/waKAtte-n-no ka\-what do you know

donna!lQ
what NOM

ka" tte-PTL QT

ne.\
PTL

"YOU, YOUNG KID, DO YOU KNOW, YOU SWINE, WHAT KIND
OF THING WAR REALLY IS" I WAS TOLD
39.

boku ~
I
T

chotto ninoku
gg
just second word S

tsugenakatta.\
could not say

I COULD NOT SAY A WORD
40. M: heee./

h,mmmm
41. T: toyuunowa guntai
because
military
42.

no mujun
Q
of paradox 0

jibun jishin-my self

kanjiteru kara.\
feeling because
BECAUSE I MYSELF WAS FEELING PARADOXICAL ABOUT
THE MILITARY

43. M: heeee. haaaa./

h'mmmm h'mmmm
44. T: (2.20) sonna koto arimashita Y2.\
such thing happened PTL
I EXPERIENCED SUCH A THING
45.

soshitara
and then

ofukuro
9B
my mother S

AND THEN MY MOTHER,

~,/

PTL
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46.

"yamenasai sonna koto yyy no"
not do-IMP such thing say NOM

tte itte
ne,1
QT say-and PTL

SAYING "DON'T SAY SUCH A THING,"
47.

kenka ni
narisooni natta
no Q boku nQ ushirode-fight ptl. apparently became NOM 0 I
of behind

48.

tometa
kioku gg ru;:y
n desu kedo
stoppped memory S exist NOM COP but

ne.\
PTL

49. M: haaaa
h'mmmm
I REMEMBER SHE, FROM MY BEHIND, TRIED TO STOP ME FROM
GETTING INTO A FIGHT.
In this story, Tsuyama-san is a serious gunkoku shoonen, who
raises an objection to a man's bold statement on the bus.
Young Tsuyama-san is contrasted with the man, the rest of
the people on the bus who did not argue back against the
man, and his mother who tried to stop him from getting into
a fight. He is a militaristic boy, while, at the same time,
he is a "young kid," who has to be made to realize his own
contradictory inner feelings by these surrounding adults.
Such a conflict between two contested, polemic ideologies
are represented in the forms of direct speech here. Among
the data of Showa hitoketa's wartime experience narratives,
the voices of adults they knew fifty years ago, as well as
their own voices as children, are often juxtaposed through
the metalinguistic device of direct and indirect speech. In
this sense, the Tsuyama-san's discourse fragment serves as a
good example.
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Let us focus on the dramatic way

Tsuyama-s~n

presents

his voices and the voices of those adults on the bus. The
voice of the stranger which Tsuyama-san could not let go
starts in line #19. Tsuyama-san, as an animator, uses a
strongly affective intonation to replay this man's voice.
Here, he creates the man's voice with a subtle but sarcastic
tone (lines #19-22). Then, Tsuyama-san's voice of objection
against this man starts in line #30. He accuses this adult
man of being a hi-kokumin ("non-national person"). Then, in
reaction to this young Tsuyama-san's accusation, the man
much more strongly responds to Tsuyama-san, arguing against
what he has just said, beginning in line #36. He gets
angry at Tsuyama-san's naivete. This man's derogatory tone
is concentrated in several vulgar words addressed to
Tsuyama-san, such as temee (derogatory addressing second
pronoun), wakazoo ("young kid") , and kono yaroo ("you
swine ll ) . Also, these terms are followed by the strongly
toned rhetorical question /waKAtten-n-no ka\ (lido you know
what you are saying?"), which is characterized by its
specific intonational contour, and the stressed, aspirated
sound of ka within it. By replaying this man's speech in
such an intense manner, Tsuyama-san makes his voice dominate
as well as stand against his own youthful voice from the
past.

The other adult's voice comes from Tsuyama-san's

mother. In line #46, the narrator replays the voice of
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his mother who tries to stop him from saying anything more
to upset this man. Unlike the man's voice, his mother's
voice is ideologically ambiguous concerning the issue of
war, but it is, as the voice of keeping him from any
confrontation with the man, implicitly contrasted with young
Tsuyama-san's patriotic, militant voice.
What is interesting about this excerpt is Tsuyama-san's
use of final particles. Besides the particle niQl discussed
earlier, there are other several final particles in
Japanese, which also function, like niQl, as a nonreferential index (e.g., ne,

~,

sa,

~,

~,

ze). In other

words, they do not change the preceding propositional
meaning, but indexically create social, interactional
meanings. 4 Especially, ne,
the combination of

~

~,

and yone which is

and ne, occurred frequently in my

data, and also in the Tsuyama-san's discourse fragment. For

4 Maynard (1990) points out that particle endings
frequently solicit an interlocutor's back channels, or
both verbal and nonverbal signals through which the
listener lets the speaker know that he/she is listening.
For instance, in my data, I frequently sent my verbal
back channels, such as gg ("uh huh"), very often while
I was listening to my informants' talk. Although I could
not videotape my nonverbal behavior, I usually seem to nod
a lot as a nonverbal back-channel. In studying Japanese
back-channeling behavior, Maynard finds that 40.84% of
back-channeling occurs after particle endings in her data.
Also, as is clear in the Tsuyama-san's excerpt, these
particles usually occur with an intonational contour, or at
a boundary between two intonational units. As for the
exception in line *36, I will discuss its significance
later.
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instance, the particle ng, which was most widely distributed
in my data, usually solicits an interlocutor's attention and
confirmation, contributing to a rapport-building process
between participants. 5 The particle YQ is considered to be
an emphatic particle, through which the speaker highlights
and stresses the preceding propositional content. 6 In this
sense, yone functions as an emphatic but simultaneously
rapport-building index.
Thus, such final particles are considered to function
as "contextualization cues" (Cook 1987; cf. Gumperz 1982).
That is, they do not merely function as emphatic and/or
rapport-building markers, but they also situate an
entextualized text in the ongoing interaction. The function
of final particles becomes semiotically important especially
during the narration processes by anchoring the narrator's
subjectivity, as well as discourse, in the immediate
context, or the "here and now" of the interactional world.
For instance, in this excerpt, ne appears in lines #3, 7,
10, 18, 29, 34, 36, 37, 45, 46, and 48. Yo appears in lines
#5, 14, 25, 33, and 44, and yone only in line # 25. Through

5 Ne may often correspond to English tag-questions, and
also such discourse markers as "you know?" "right?" and
"ok?" in English conversational exchanges.
6 Yo may be translated like an inserted phrase
"I tell you" in English, but it is usually not so direct as
the nuance created by "I tell you," although it depends
on the tone of voice.
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the use of such particles, Tsuyama-san orients his
subjectivity towards the interactional world between him and
me. On the other hand, however, the particles do not occur

in lines of directly reported speech of the man, Tsuyamasan, and his mother. What is happening here is that by not
attaching particles to these direct forms of speech,
Tsuyama-san shifts his subjectivity away from the "here and
now" of the interactional world between him and me, while
turning into the interactional dialogues within the
narrated, entextualized world of fifty years ago.
However, what is further interesting concerns line #36,

in which ng is inserted in the middle of the directly quoted
utterance of the man. Actually, the presence of this
particle does not make this line a "direct speech" in the
strict sense of the term. It makes it a mixture of direct
and indirect speech, or "quasi-direct" speech (cf. Volosinov
1973). Here, potentially, this ne could belong to the man's
own speech, but Tsuyama-san's rising rapport-seeking
intonation for this particle is in contrast with the
negatively intense terms that follow, temee, wakazoo, and
kono yaroo, as explained earlier. The strongly affective
tone as well as the use of these intensely expressive
lexicon contribute to the distancing of the text from
the "here and now" of the interactional world, while
Tsuyama-san re-anchors the man's voice in the "here and now"
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through the insertion of this particular particle. By using
an interactionally-oriented particle ne in this manner, the
narrator, Tsuyama-san, has his own present voice (which
interacts with me) merged with the voice of the man: he
now integrates this man's voice which he totally validates
today with his own voice. Through the manipulation of
such entextualization as well as contextualization
processes, Tsuyama-san deals with two contested ideologies,
which further correspond to two historical moments of Showa
history--the prewar/wartime Showa and the postwar Showa, and
indexically constructs particular ideological meanings in
the present context of our ethnographic interview.
Right after this narrative excerpt, his "external
evaluation" (Labov 1972) for what happened followed:
So, even though the nation looked totally infected
with the militarism, there were subconscious
feelings of detestation like, "war is sick," among
the people, and it was a matter of being expressed
outside or not, I think.
Here, by using the word senzaiishiki ("subconsciousness"),
Tsuyama-san emphasizes people's instinctive detestation of
the war represented by bott the man's realistic criticism
against the war, and his own ambivalent feelings he was made
to realize.
Although Tsuyama-san experienced paradoxical feelings
on the bus, in July 1945, right before the end of the war,
he volunteered to be in the "special Attack Corps" (tokkoo-
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tail, which is usually known as the suicidal "Kamikaze
Corps" in the West. Talking about his volunteering to join
the Corps, Tsuyama-san explains his motive simply through a
reported thought: "If I am to die, it's better to die quick
and in a flash"(doose shinunara moo mijikaku patto shinda
hoo ga ii). However, when the war ended less than a month
later, he felt relieved that he had narrowly escaped death.
At the same time, Tsuyama-san felt mystified by his own
actions, which contradicted with one another.
I was in the military. So, on one hand, I
volunteered for tokko-tai, and said that I would
die for the Emperor, and, on the other hand, since
everybody was carrying guns, we were planning
something like "if the American soldiers start
landing, let's kill our superior officers and
escape"(laughs). Today I realize I was living in
that kind of paradoxical frame of mind, so we were
meant to lose. We did not have any trusting
relationships even within the military. And yet,
I used to think it would be best to die for the
Emperor. Well, I guess I lived the militaristic
ideology when I was so sensitive. I have many
memories which concern those days. Well, I was in
the military, you know. My mother and I were all
alone. So, I hear my mother was grief-stricken when
her only son volunteered for tokko-tai.
Tsuyama-sans' explanation of his wartime paradoxical series
of actions is based on his detachment of action from
intention, and indexes his belief in the fundamental
yearning of human feelings for freedom, which he locates
"beyond" any political system. By staying epistemologically
ambiguous with his past self and agency of fifty years ago,
today Tsuyama-san recreates a sense of continuity despite
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the fact that he was a qunkoku shoonen.
Tsuyama-san's concern with such issues of coherence and
continuity is further expressed in his recollection of
August 15, 1945. Like other Showa hitoketa, Tsuyama-san
experienced August 15, 1945, the day of Showa disjunction.
He listened to the Emperor's announcement as a young soldier
in the mountains of Taiwan. It had been ten months since the
experience of making an objection against the stranger on
the bus.
There was the Emperor's announcement of the end of the
war on the radio. I heard it in the mountains of Taiwan
after being assembled under the order of our commander.
In those days, the radio was not as well-made as those
of today, so we could not hear what it was saying. So,
after that, all of us asked, "What is it, what in the
world is it?" Then, our boss said, "Well, the war has
ended." And then, our fellows said, "Ahhh, Japan has
lost! I won't be happy with anything. There is nothing
sadder than this." And all cried. But. within even an
hour. "We are discharged!" echoed. That means that we
are free from the military. you know. "We are
discharged!" echoed. and everybody got so excited.
Tsuyama-san and other soldiers were shocked with the idea of
the defeat, while they soon became excited with the idea of
being free from the military. The underlined expressions of
slow time lapse for the quick change of their inner states
can be connected to the expression introduced in the
previous chapter, such as "things changed overnight." In
this excerpt, Tsuyama-san reconstructs the idea that people
happily became liberated from the military and the war, even
though they might have felt shocked momentarily. "Within
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even an hour," their yearnings for freedom came to the
surface, Tsuyama-san today recalls.
In this chapter I have illustrated the way Showa
hitoketa people construct their wartime self-identity as
patriotic children and adolescents.

I

have particularly

focused on the issue of agency for the actions they took
fifty years ago. Their recollections of how they were then,
and what they did then create ambiguous, problematic
meanings for them even today.

I

have shown the discursive

processes in which my informants negotiate such meanings,
and stUmble to construct a sense of continuity and coherence
across transformed values and ideologies between the prewar
and the postwar. By creating the past self through
particular discursive devices, they recreate their coherent
sense of self in the present--in the post-Showa context
as well as the context of their ethnographic interviews with
me.
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CHAPTER VI
FEELING THE LOST TIME AND SPACE THROUGH
NARRATIVE INVOLVEMENT:
IMAGERY, AFFECT, EMBODIMENT OF MEMORY

Let us briefly look at the following discourse fragment
produced by Noda-san, a Showa hitoketa woman who was born in
the eighth year of Showa (i.e., 1933). Throughout the
interview, she slowly spoke in a quiet, low monotonous
voice. I got the impression that it was her conversational
style in general. However, something happened when we were
discussing the postwar transformations. It was when she was
recalling her older brother who had attended the wartime
naval academy as a promising officer to be, and about what
the nation's surrender had meant to him fifty years ago.
One day, after the war ended, he finally returned to his
family. Her narrative starts with his traveling all the way
(harubaru) back from the western part of Japan where the
academy was located, to the northeastern region where Nodasan and her family were living at the time. Although the
account itself is brief, her detailed delineation of his
travel, which she did not even experience herself,
contributes to the developmental creation of her empathy
with what her brother went through, and also the "there and
then" of the narrated world.
Well, although I was a child, my older brother, who
was also a Showa hitoketa, born in the second year,
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seemed to be feeling very confused. Well, let's see,
he tried to be a military officer with some belief
of his own, and that's why he went to the military
academy, right? But. then (when the war ended) .
traveling through Hiroshima. looking at the devastated
s'-;ene of Hiroshima. he came back all the way to Toohoku
region. He traveled with just one rucksack, putting a
cloth around the shoulder so that he would not get
any blister. with dried bread, and also cheese we
never saw around those days. I guess there was plenty
of that in the military. Anyway, eating those things
in the rucksack little by little, he came back. I was
so happy to see him, but my brother just kept crying
and crying. For a while, he was very difficult.
Noda-san was around twelve years old then. She remembers how
happy she was to see her older brother alive again, but, in
contrast, how strangely he behaved. Noda-san now understands
in retrospect that her eighteen-year-old brother was going
through a traumatic disillusion because of the disjunction
of realities caused by the nation's defeat, and a subsequent
sense of nothingness other people were also experiencing
around that time. In the following excerpt, Noda-san again
goes back to the moment of his homecoming, recalling more
scenic details. In the course of this description of what he
was like, she suddenly evoked, through a dramatic use of a
particular linguistic sign, my imagination of what it was
like then.
As soon as he came through the front door, he started
limping. Even though I was so happy, he was strange
for a while. The cat my family were adoring, (pause)
POOOON, he threw. He was not a kind of person who would
do such a thing. He was feeling upset and shocked
because the values which he had been cherishing
drastically change~, and also because the nation lost
the war. I was not feeling shocked with the nation's
losing the war at all, to be honest. I was rather
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happy with the idea of brighter life to come along.
(pause) I did not experience crying because of the
loss. But, to many people, I think such sentiments were
real. Those things which we used to believe in have
just collapsed. It was something like, "how do we live
from now?" It was such a shock when he threw our family
cat. Well, I guess he was being cross with everything
around him.
Noda-san was speaking about her brother in her quiet voice,
but when she raised her voice all of a sudden after a
momentary pause which functioned as a suspense builder, and
emphasized this particular sound symbol for the act of
throwing, POOOON (with a strongly aspirated [p] sound
followed by a distinctively stressed and elongated [0]
sound), its contrastive quality allowee me to "feel" what
her brother was going through as well as how she felt seeing
him throw a cat right in front of her. Here, the "iconic
imagery" (Nuckolls 1993: cf. Tannen 1989) she created
affectively evoked in me the lost time and space of Japan
1945.
In the previous two chapters I illustrated how
significantly my Showa hitoketa informants' narrative
reconstructions of August 15, 1945, and also their wartime
identities as young patriots helped them construct a sense
of continuity in the Showa context of discontinuity and
turbulence. Both themes--the unexpected, sudden announcement
of the defeat on August 15, 1945 as well as the student
mobilization program--symbolize the state power which
profoundly impacted on their wartime everyday lives as
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children and adolescents, and, as has been demonstrated
thus far, today they create specific epistemological,
ideological, and affective meanings of their Showa memories
by discursively depicting how they lived those Showa
chaotic years in relation to such state authorities. Here,
in this chapter I approach their recollections from another
perspective. I look at how they capture, through
narrativization, images of their family members in the midst
of various drastic changes occurring right after the war,
and how their Showa memories are constructed through a
mediation of such significant others.
Their childhood memories often concerned those
significant adults--family members particularly--who used to
surround them around the wartime years. Unlike the topically
bcunded memories of August 15 and their wartime identity,
the accounts involving their personal family life and
bonds of affection between the members were pervasive across
topics, and much more unexpectedly and sporadically emergent
throughout the course of each interview. In such narrative
accounts, protagonists tended to be not Showa hitoketa
themselves, but their families. That is, as is the case with
Noda-san's recollection of her brother in the beginning, the
accounts were "other-oriented" stories (stahl 1983; cf.
Bauman 1986), usually based on the Showa hitoketa narrators'
having witnessed their immediate family members go through
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particular actions and events, while the narrators' own
actions tended to remain backgrounded. Such memories mostly
concerned their parents and siblings who were undergoing the
new challenges of life during as well as after the war,
creating amazingly concrete scenic images of what they had
done and how they had been. Triggering one after another,
these affectively evocative as well as visually vivid
memories not only point to a web of empathic sentiments
and feelings, but also resonate with those Showa hitoketa
people's understandings of the era itself. The thematic
aspects of familial bonds of affection allow these Showa
hitoketa to further personalize their memories, which in
turn contribute to the authentication and authorization of
each Showa memory as "his/her own." Here, first, the
"family" is considered to be a metaphor of their sense of
continuity in the Showa context of discontinuity: despite
the fact that the state authorities radically changed after
the war, in their recollections today, such a personalized
dimension of their lives is contrastively perceived to have
stayed the same, functioning as a referential point of their
coherent story of Showa experiences. Second, therefore,
I consider the "family" to be also metaphorically at the
intersection between the personal realm of bonds of
relations and affection, and the realm of state power and
authorities. In this chapter, I illustrate such a symbolic
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significance surrounding the "family" by further exploring
the interesting phenomena of narrative discourse.
Before I move to the body of this chapter, let me now
introduce Suga-sanc Here, it is interesting to consider the
performative aspect of narrative discourse, based on how
Suga-san's particular episodic memory constituted the way
she framed her encounter with me afterwards.
Narrative Transformation of the Present: The Case of
Suqa-san
It was an ordinary crowded Tokyo weekend in June 1992.
Suga-san is a woman who was born in the fifth year of Showa
(i.e., 1930). Accepting my request to interview her, Sugasan invited me to a weekend afternoon gathering with her
four Showa hitoketa girlfriends. She thought, as she told me
later, that it would be good for me to listen to as many
Showa hitoketa as possible. This encounter actually lasted
for almost six hours, the first two at a coffee house, and
the rest at a Japanese restaurant where Suga-san invited me
to join them. Thus, just as I had totally run out of
audiotapes, their memories of the era--again, mostly their
wartime experiences--started triggering one another. Sugasan began telling me and her friends a long story about
her air-raid experience right before the end of the war.
This story concerned the narrow escape she made, the dead
person next to her in the shelter, and, most vividly, her
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late father.
During the war, as a student worker, Suga-san was sent
to one of the factories located at some distance from her
house. It was about a week before the August 15 that the
factory became an air-raid target. Suga-san narrowly
escaped, surviving her only air-raid experience, but she was
stopped in the midst of the burning ruins without being able
to go home immediately. There was no way of letting her
family know that she was alive and safe. Describing the way
things were, Suga-san became animated. However, when she was
beginning to tell us about how she finally got home, and
about how she found her father who was about to leave the
house in order to look for his daughter among the ruins, she
suddenly looked as if she were almost to cry, and her voice
trembled. Interacting with Suga-san's story, I don't
remember myself saying anything at this moment, but I
remember one of her friends, Tozawa-san, saying: lilt
must have been "heart-rending"(setsunakatta) for him."
Tozawa-san was otherwise silent throughout my interview with
Suga-san, but something about Suga-san's story and her
father seemed to cause Tozawa-san to make this comment.
I will come back to this later.
When Suga-san sud4enly transformed her mood this way,
I was intrigued as ever by the power of the language of
memory. The past did not remain merely as the past; it
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re-appeared in front of us. In her recollection, she
described how yellow was the smoke fLom the fire that filled
up the air-raid shelter. I am still able to see the yellow
smoke I "saw" through those vivid words of Suga-san's. Days
later, Suga-san wrote me a letter, in which she summarized
her comments on the weekend afternoon she had spent with me,
and this particular story of the war. She wrote me:
Thank you for spending your precious time to come
all the way to meet us the other day. I appreciated
your effort. Since you contacted me, and also during
this weekend, my heart has gone back to that of a
teenage girl: my home to which I finally returned
with bare feet and dusty face; my father who was
about to leave the house in order to look for his
daughter in the ruins still burning; and my mother
who was helping him leave for the search--all are,
of course, gone by now. I was remembering, as a
fifteen-year-old girl, all these things with nostalgia
when I suddenly realized that I was born in the fifth
year and I am now sixty-one years old. I also realized
that my father at that moment must have been around my
present age, because I was his last child. I remember
myself being just scared in the midst of fire that day,
but I now wonder what kind of thoughts he was going
through while he was preparing himself to search for
his daughter. That day, he came home leaving his work
behind because he found out that the factory where her
daughter was being sent for the student labor had been
bombed. I now wonder what my mother, who was helping
him then, was trying to make him take with him. I later
heard that he had told her that he might not be able
to come home soon. I wonder -if he was making himself
prepared to bring my corpse home. I never had a chance
to hear from my father about the feelings and thoughts
he was going through that day. But. this time. finally
at this age. thanks to you. I have begun seeing how he
may have been feeling. When I was younger, my memories
were also young. I have been busy living my everyday
life, and I have not remembered these things for a long
time. Thanks to you, at the age of sixty-one. for the
first time. I had a glimpse of that day from my
parents' points of view, with these nostalgic, heartrending, and grateful feelings. We usually say,
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"remembering is a good kuyoo ("mass") for the dead."
Thanks to you, I think I had a good kuyoo.
When I read this letter, those sentiments surrounding the
parent-child relationship, and particular images of
her natal house, her bare feet, her dusty face, her father
who was about to leave for the search, and her mother who
was assisting him, altogether recaptured me. In fact, during
the six-hour meeting, Suga-san also told me other wartime
experiences besides this particular air-raid story. However,
as is clear from the content of her letter to me, this
specific story set a certain tone for the entire meeting.
Suga-san retrospectively transformed the opportunity to meet
me and talk about her Showa memories into what she called
kuyoo ("mass") for her late parents, focusing on the
moment of coming home "that day." This particular
ethnographic experience with Suga-san and her friends made
me further think about the performative power of narrative.
As Suga-san implies it in the letter, by telling the story
of her experience of fifty years ago she "re-lived" the lost
time and space as well as those thoughts and feelings of
others--her parents in this case.
Let us return to the comment made by Tozawa-san. What
caused this quiet person to so suddenly comment on the
feelings Suga-san's father may have been going through for
his missing daughter? I found out later that Tozawa-san had
experienced the loss of her own daughter at the age of ten.
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I did not have a chance to ask her about this issue, so I
have no data to prove it, yet in retrospect I associate her
sudden comment on Suga-san's father's "heart-rending"
feelings with her losing a child as a parent. Here, Sugasan's recollected memory created, in the present, new
meanings for her interlocutors--including Tozawa-san and
myself--as well as herself.
By pursuing a close examination of several discourse
fragments in this chapter, I specifically focus on the
phenomenon of narrative involvement, and elucidate those
visually vivid images and affective evocation enacted by
the narrator through this phenomenon. Of course, narrative
involvement was observed in other accounts which did not
particularly concern their family life; it actually has
been inherent in all the discourse fragments introduced in
earlier chapters, although I have not highlighted the
phenomenon thus far as the central issue to examine. As I
pointed out in Chapter II, the notion of involvement is not
categorical but gradational. It is based on the affect-laden
indexical linking between signs and meanings, and can be
created in nonnarrative as well as narrative accounts.
However, narrative discourse potentially offers an enriched
site for such linkage because of its particular
organizational principles of discourse. That is, a
narrator's developmental way of entextualizing what happened
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makes himself/herself subjectively involved with the
objectified narrated text, and consequently with the created
narrated world (Hill 1991). The narrator is able to link
the narrated world to the interactional world, or the past
to the present.

Although such a climax-building process is

rather subtle and brief among my data (e.g., Noda-san's
discourse in the beginning of this chapter), it is still
observed. Based on deeply-felt associations between signs
and meanings, a Showa hitoketa narrator is literally able to
"feel" the lost time and space in the "here and now," just
like the protagonist within the narrative does in the "there
and then." Here I argue that such a resonance of two
separate realms of time and space makes it possible for the
narrator to, although momentarily, experience a sense of
"wholeness" (Ewing 1990), or a sense of coherence despite
the remaining fragmentations and inconsistencies in their
Showa memories. It is possible to say that, through
narrative involvement, the narrator is able to index the
past in the present in a meaningful manner, and literally
"embody" the Showa memories he/she presents.
As is the case with the accounts I have so far
introduced in this chapter, when the protagonists in
narratives are not Showa hitoketa themselves, it may be
others' sentiments and feelings that the narrators enact.
In first-person experience narratives, the generated self of
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the protagonist corresponds to the past self of the
narrator. However, when the narratives are "other-oriented,"
the narrator enacts with empathy the selves of others,
consequently linking not only the past to the present, but
also one's own subjectivity to others' subjectivities. In
this chapter, I argue that several Showa hitoketa narrators
create a sense of continuity in their Showa memories based
on such a fusion of subjectivities through narrative
involvement. Also, their past self may be backgrounded, but
still it is indexically reconstructed as the very witness of
the era's chaotic years surrounding the war.
Here, it is important to note that I also met some
Showa hitoketa people who could never bring the past into
the present. For example, Hoshino-san, a Tokyoite who was
born in the sixth year of Showa (i.e., 1931), did not talk
about how he had lost his mother and younger sister during
the war. Later I found out that both of them had died right
in front of him in the morning of March 10, 1945 (i.e.,
right after the midnight of March 9), when the Tokyo
downtown districts were heavily air-raided and burned down
overnight. 1 Actually he told me about several nice memories
surrounding his mother even during the war, but he made no
reference to her death throughout the interview. When he

1 This particular air-raid is called Tokyo Dai Kuushuu
("the Tokyo Great Air-Raid").
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excused himself, Hoshino-san's wife, whom I was also
interviewing, told me that even she had not heard him talk
much about how his mother and sister had died. They had been
married for more than thirty years. Hoshino-san, the
husband, probably still chooses not to narrate what happened
to his family. Or, he may not be able to put things into
perspective by telling about what he had gone through
fifty years ago. It is impossible to know what it really is.
I chose not to ask. The wife explained that her husband had
"cut off" (kirisuteta) the past. However, to me, he did not
seem to be totally "cut off" from his past. He told me about
a variety of stories concerning his childhood as well as
what his natal downtown Tokyo used to be like before the
war, while the past of losing his family was, as the wife
said, missing in his recollections. But, interestingly,
Hoshino-san's wife told me that she herself had been
impressed with how much he had talked about himself that
day.
Another case is with Kaji-san, a woman who was born
in the ninth year of Showa (i.e., 1934). Kaji-san also lost
her parents in the air-raid of March 10, 1945. Today, when
she looks at the documentary photographs focused on the
aftermath of this particular air-raid, she wonders if she
can find, in any picture, her parents' bodies which she
could not locate and identify in the ruins fifty years ago.
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It was more than three decades later when she was able to,
for the first time, put her experiences into words. She did
it for her ten-year-old daughter at that time. However, she
could never write the word shoo-shitai ("charred corpse")
then, because it was still too realistic, she smilingly told
me. Recently, she has finally begun talking about her
experience in a relatively less chaotic manner. However,
when we met for the interview, she did not narrate what she
had gone through. Since I had already known the outline of
her air-raid experience from her writings, I did not.
ask her to repeat it. Thus, for some people like Hoshino-san
and Kaji-san, specific moments of the past still may be too
painful to "re-live," "feel," and "embody" through narrative
involvement. Such moments are not linked to the present,
remaining as fragmented parts of their Showa memories.
Whether they may, in the future, get connected or not is
uncertain, but they were still unconnected when I met
Hoshino-san, and also Kaji-san. In this regard, the accounts
I discuss in this chapter highlight those memories which
narrators were able to re-live.
In the rest of the discussion, I focus on instances of
discourses produced by two Showa hitoketa women. Although
both men and women talked about their memories of childhood
experiences involving their family members, women-relatively speaking--tended to tell me more elaborated
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recollections of such memories than men did. The following
two informants' situations are embedded in the postwar
context of Showa Japan, while they are still differentiated
from one another, and also potentially from other Showa
hitoketa people. Especially, both women used to belong
to a relatively privileged social class--one as a daughter
of an elite navy officer, and the other as a daughter of an
elite engineer in Karafuto (southern Sakhalin)--in the
prewar Showa, but the subsequent changes caused by the
nation's defeat turned things upside down; they suffered
what Cook and Cook (1992) call a "reversal of fortune."
Therefore, the purpose of highlighting these specific
persons and their discourses is not to generalize their
experiences as "the" Showa hitoketa experience, but to
better understand the varieties of Showa hitoketa's
subjectivity. The accounts to be introduced here concern
these women's experiences of adjusting themselves to the
changing and changed situations after the war ended. In
these analyses I illustrate how their visually vivid and
affectively evocative narratives surrounding their families
covertly raise particular ideological issues, and how these
meanings are intricately and tightly woven into their Showa
memories.
Yoshida-san's story: Embodiment of Memory (1)
In the eighth year of Showa (i.e., 1933), Yoshida-san
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was born as the youngest daughter of a navy officer. Today,
she frankly describes her childhood as a privileged and
happy one. Finding it necessary to explain why she was happy
when everybody else may have been miserable because of the
war, Yoshida-san talks about several hardships she had to go
through once she grew up. Her childhood during the war, on
the contrary, is constructed as the time when she did not
have to deal with such problems of her later adult life.
Back in those days, everybody around her used to indulge
her, she says, because she was the youngest girl in a
household whose head was a professional navy officer. She
was also doing well at school, being comfortable with
herself. However, once the war ended, many things changed.
Yoshida-san's discourse of memory is interesting as a
whole. One comment sometimes contradicted another. Today
she does not remember that much was changing and did change
even after the war, she says. As if she were challenging my
presuppositional knowledge that "so many things changed
after the war," she insists on the continuity between the
prewar and the postwar "Showas" in her everyday life.
However, when she begins recalling her father who lost his
elite naval officer's position and job after the war, she
starts gradually telling me about the changes she and her
family went through. Since her father could no longer bring
in any income, the naishoku job which her mother did at
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home became a source of income for the family for a while.
Here, naishoku (literally "inside job") usually means
handwork which women at home are able to manage under the
constrained circumstances in terms of time, space, and other
conditions. The job, in which young Yoshida-san also
participated, was to make women's sanitary napkins. One
memory triggers another, and Yoshida-san laughingly
describes how she used to help her mother, and how her
father, a former elite military man, also helped her mother
make women's napkins. Yoshida-san told me this story with a
nostalgic expression on her face.
Well, but, it was not during the war, but after the
war, my mother tried a variety of naishoku jobs.
My mother also grew up without any hardship, so
I consider her to be essentially an optimistic person.
Well, so, after the war, without too much effort she
soon became the center of all those naishoku jobs.
Yoshida-san keeps describing how people from nearby
communities visited her house, looking for some handwork
they might be able to join.
So, therefore, our house became like a naishoku center.
My natal house used to have a big veranda, wide by six
meters. So, there, our neighbors got together, and
did naishoku altogether. The job was, although it is a
strange story, to make women's sanitary napkins.
After some metadiscursive keying of hesitancy (hen na
hanashi desu kedo ("it is a strange stOr-I, but"), she told
me about the content of the naishoku job, then moved into
unexpectedly detailed descriptions of this particular
handwork.
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Well, this way, we layer some paper-like things, this
oval thing. Then, with something made of tin that
had this kind of shape, with two handles, we press the
papers, "gyg." Then, it becomes oval, and we trim
the fringe, and put about three pieces in one bag.
Then, it is complete.
Here, she explained in detail about how she did the handwork
through the use of deictic words (koo, "this way")
accompanied by hand gesture, and also a sound symbol
for pressure, gyg. These discursive devices contribute to
the creation of a vivid, immediate image of how the handwork
was done, and also lead the interlocutor, me, to easily
focus on the lost time and space, or the "there and then" in
the narrated world.
Let us turn to how she portrays her father
participating in this job. After these details, the
climax of this particular account starts. It concerns her
father, and the imperial household agency.
So, well, my father was at home, after losing his job,
right? So, he also used to press things, "gachan."
Now it feels so funny to picture him doing it
(chuckles). Like this, pressing, "gachan" and "gyu"!
Especially, when he pressed the handles down! Well,
my maiden name was Nitta, and, one day, the wholesaler
told us that Nitta-san's job was very neatly done, so
they were delivered to the imperial household agency.
Of course I don't know if it was really true or not.
But, when the person said so, my father said, "Oh.
they go to the imperial household agency. Then maybe
I should put on my naval uniform to do this job"
(laughs). He was saying things like that, and
laughing relaxingly.
Recalling how her father was doing the handwork, Yoshida-san
created a sensation of immediacy through more uses of sound
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symbols--"gachan" for a banging sound and "gyy" for a
condition of pressure--and also a deictic word, "like 'this"
(koo) , which is anchored in the narrated world. The father's
particular reaction to the wholesaler's information is
framed in the form of direct speech with expressive
discourse markers such as sooka ("oh, well") and jaa ("well
then"), a masculine pronoun such as ore ("I" as an index of
masculinity as well as informality), a exclamatory final
particle such as kanaaa ("I wonder"), and an animated tone
of voice for her father: Sooka kunai-choo ni osameru no ka.
Jaa ore mo kairenfuku demo kite shiyoo kanaaa ("Oh, they go
to the imperial household agency. Then maybe I should put on
my naval uniform to do this job ll ) .
The interesting phenomena happening in this Yoshidasan's discourse concern the symbolic interactions between
the things and figures: such as women's sanitary napkins,
the mother as a central figure who manages the naishoku job,
the father as a former navy officer, naval uniforms
(kairenfuku) and the imperial household agency (kunaichoo). Here, the idea of femininity symbolized by the mother
who grew up without any hardship, Yoshida-san herself as the
youngest girl, the job inside the house, and women's
sanitary napkins, on the one hand, and the idea of masculine
authority represented by the father as a household head, his
former job in the navy, the naval uniforms, and ultimately
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the figure of Emperor implicitly linked to the imperial
household agency, on the other, not only interact but
also become reversed. NOw, it was the mother who was in
charge of the household income as well as the management of
naishoku jobs in the community. The father who used to be
the patriarchal symbol now helped his wife and daughter make
women's sanitary napkins. This reversal culminated in the
moment when the father found out that the things he was
engaged in making might be delivered to the imperial
household agency. Before the war ended, he served the
imperial nation-state as a navy officer; now that he still
does in a different way he laughingly makes a joke of
wearing his navy suits in order to do the job. Yoshida-san
does not get into the details of how he might have been
feeling then. Her tone of voice does not sound sarcastic nor
anything like that. As she referentially describes the
relaxed way (nonki ni) her father laughed then, she also
laughs in a relaxed way here. However, the metaphorical
arrangement of all these things and figures in her story was
quite compelling as one of her memories concerning
her family and herself going through the postwar Showa
transformations, and her understanding of the era which
split into two parts. By developmentally creating such a
visually vivid and affectively evocative narrative
surrounding her family, Yoshida-san momentarily felt the
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lost time and space, and also let me feel something of the
time and space I had never experienced.
Yagi-san's story: Embodiment of Memory

(2)

Yagi-san is a woman who was born in the seventh year of
Showa (i.e., 1932). She is a cheerful narrator with a
constant smile on her face. She speaks rhythmically with a
very high-pitched--although not loud--voice. yagi-san also
kept pleasantly chuckling throughout the entire interview.
Even while she was talking about her wartime danger-of-death
memory, she did not forget to smile. However, there was one
remarkably intense moment when she suddenly stopped
smiling, and looked in pain. It concerned a particular
episode about her mother. The account I am going to analyze
in this section centers around this moment. Unlike
Yoshida-san's story, Yagi-san's recollection begins with a
first-person experience story.
I briefly introduced Yagi-san in Chapter III, a woman
born as the daughter of a plant engineer in prewar Karafuto
(southern Sakhalin). Even during the Pacific war, life in
Karafuto was pretty much the same as the prewar years
without any immediate danger. The hardships of the Japanese
in Karafuto actually did not start until the war ended.
Yagi-san's prewar childhood was privileged as well as
peaceful because of her father's professional status within
a big industrial plant. However, when the Soviet Union
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finally declared war against Japan nine days before the
Japanese official surrender to the Allies on August 15 1945,
things turned upside down.
The soviet troops immediately started advancing into
Karafuto as well as Manchuria. In order to protect
themselves from air-raids, yagi-san, her mother, and her
two sisters hid themselves in a mountain cave for a few
days. Then, they went back to their house again, and watched
for the right moment to leave. Her father was not with them
because he was drafted as an army officer at the last
minute. They were in an inland town, so they had to pass
through the Karafuto Mountains to get to the Southern coast,
from where they hoped to travel back to mainland Japan.
with the Soviet advances near at hand, they finally
departed, and crossed over the Karafuto Mountains day and
night, making their narrow escape after walking one hundred
miles. However, in the middle of this exile trip, the whole
party of refugees, including Yagi-san and her family, were
stopped suddenly, and made to return to where they had
started out by

ta~ing

the same route. They had to go back to

the same town, which was now under the rule of the Soviet
government. Returning to their house, yagi-san and her
family discovered that most of their belongings had been
stolen and gone. Nothing was left inside. However, the plant
where Yagi-san's father used to work as an engineer was left
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there just the way it had been. The Soviets wanted to keep
it, and also the people as labor force, so that they could
have it re-operated under their leadership. Therefore,
once the new rules were set in order, immediate danger
seemed to decrease for the lives of the captive Japanese.
Eventually, Yagi-san's life became relatively calmer,
except that her father was not back from Siberia.
Concluding this particular episode, Yagi-san said
that this experience had made her strong and independent.
Because she witnessed the limits of life and death in her
childhood, today she does not have any patience towards
those who rely on others, she said. Yagi-san kept smiling
even while telling me the above story. Of course, I
intuitively knew she was smiling not because she was having
fun talking. She was able to stay that way because she was
feeling distant enough from her past of fifty years ago. She
was able to come to terms with those hardships as "memories"
which she had already overcome. She was already done
with them, I thought. After I finished listening to this
episode, I asked her to talk more about what kind of changes
had happened to her everyday life under the Soviet regime.
Then, she started recollecting the following story, in which
her remembrance does not unfold unidirectionally, but goes
back and forth around particular moments. It concerns her
new life, which was drastically different from her old life,
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and also her mother, who tried to make up for the absence of
her husband. In introducing this continuous discourse, I
shift between Japanese and English for the purpose of my
analysis. The total length of the account from 1-1 to 1-5 is
6.08 minutes.
Excerpt 1-1
Well, it was no longer a Japanese society, it became
a Soviet society. (myself: right) So, the most
significant thing was, well, my father was a collegegraduate and professional, right? (myself: uh'huh)
Well, many people may wonder what kind of life
we were having in Karafuto those (prewar) days. Well,
we used to have steam heating inside the house.
(myself: h'mmm) The kitchen used to be equipped with
electricity (myself: h'mm), and we used to use electric
stoves. Then, we had hot water heated by steam in the
bathrooms, (myself: h'mm) so we did not have to use
matches. (myself: Really?) And, the toilet was, of
course, a flush toilet. (myself: uh'huh) So, we were
having the most technologically advanced life. (myself:
uh'huh) Our life in the foothills was like that, but,
when we went down the hill, there were all those longhouse lodgings for workers, like eight-household
lodging, ten-household lodging. (myself: uh'huh)
People there had to share a communal well. (myself:
uh'huh) Their life was like that. Of course, the
latitude was so high, almost fifty degrees, so
everything got frozen around the well in winter. They
depended on wood to make themselves warm. (myself:
uh'huh) Workers were having that kind of life. However,
since my father was not at home after the war ended,
my family lost any rights to live in the foothill
house for professionals, right? (myself: h'mmm) So,
well, my family were made to move out to one of such
workers' lodgings, which happened to be a fourhousehold long house. (myself: I see.) Well, in sum,
there is a saying, "Those who do not work should not
eat." That was the way in those days.
Here, in directly responding to my question about the nature
of change, Yagi-san started with the phrase, "the most
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significant thing (change) was ••• " (ichiban saki ni
ookikatta koto wale Then, without finishing a whole
proposition, she got into the details of how different
classes of people were living in her community of prewar
Karafuto. Yagi-san contrasted the professional elites'
living condition with the workers' one. Before the Soviet
occupation, she and her family used to belong to the former,
but now they no longer had any privilege to stay there. They
did not even know whether their father was alive or not.
Their life dramatically changed.
So far, Yagi-san has been still talking smilingly.
However, she suddenly changes when she is moving into the
following episode. This is about the breath-taking moment
when she saw her mother engaged with a kind of physical
labor which she had never had to do before as the wife of an
elite professional. Here,

I

introduce the original Japanese

in order to illustrate the dynamic process of her
involvement with the narrated world.
Excerpt 1-2
01. Y: sorede gnQ=,_

then

well

WELL THEN

02.

(0.8) haha
fm, \
mother S

MY MOTHER
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03.

ana «sudden lowering of voice»
well

04.

demashite
went-and

tsutomeni-for work

ne./
PTL

WENT OUT FOR WORK
05. M: haaaa.\

ah
06. Y: sorede ano=,_
then
well
THEN, WELL
07.

(3.0) sorede ana watashidomo wa chotto shibaraku-then well
we
T
just for a while

08.

jogakkoo
school

ni
to

kayotta n desu keredomo.\
went
NOM COP
but

THEN, WELL, WE (SISTERS) WERE STAYING AT SCHOOL
FOR A WHILE, BUT

WELL
10.

( 0 . 8 ) j ogakkoo
a girls'high school

no
of

kaeri ni,\
return on

ON THE WAY HOME FROM A GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL
11.

ano,_
well
WELL

12.

(0.4) haha

fm,\
mother S

MY

13.

MOTHER

2!!Q,_

well
WELL
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14.

(0.7) kaisha kara,\
company from
FROM COMPANY

15.

gnQ,_

well
WELL
16.

(1.2) michi nQ
yukikaki
ni,\
street of snow-schoveling for
FOR SNOW-SHOVELING OF THE STREET

17.

gnQ

shokuba kara nanninka
zutsu kou-well workp lace from some people by like

18.

gnQ

dete,\
well go-and
WELL, A GROUP OF PEOPLE WBNT THERE FROM WORKPLACE

19.

michi
road

20.

deteita
n
were out NOM

oodoori
no
yukikaki
ni-of main street of snow-shoveling for

nQ

desu ne./
COP PTL

21. M: haaa. \
ahh
(MY MOTHER AND OTHERS) WERE OUT SHOVELING SNOW
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE MAIN STREET

22. Y: de
sore Q tamatama
jogakoo-then that 0 by accident a girls' high school
23.

no kaeri ni watashi 9£,\
of return on
I
S
THEN, ON THE WAY HOME FROM A GIRL'S HIGH SCHOOL, I

24.

(0.4) gnQ,_

well
WELL
25.

(0.8) michatta
n desu ng./
ended up seeing NOM COP PTL
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(I) ENDED UP SEEING (MY MOTHER SCHOVELING SNOW)
26.

sorede mgg ~ gg,_
then well that S
THEN, WELL, THAT

27.

(1.0) /TSUrakutte\ «laughs»
painful
(THAT WAS) PAINFUL

Although their life changed, Yagi-san and her older sister
were able to continue their school life as students.
However, one day, Yagi-san had a heart-breaJ:ing experience
when she saw, on her way home from school, her mother
shoveling snow with other workers. One of the significant
aspects in this excerpt is her relatively longer pausing at
the beginning of each intonation unit. This seems to be
related to her memory search for details, but it is also
associated with the developmental unfolding of the fact that
she saw something unforgettable, or the creation of
suspense.
In line #2, the 0.8-second pause precedes her first
reference to her mother. Then, in line #3, she suddenly
lowers her voice. Her voice at this point contrasts with the
cheerfully-toned voice she was using in the preceding
excerpt 1-1. Her voice becomes intense, and a smile also
disappears from her face. In line #7, there is the longest
pause of 3 seconds right before she gets into more details.
In line #10, she uses the phrase "on my way home from a
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girls' high school," which she repeats again later in lines
#22 (and 23). Firstly, this phrase is important in the sense
that Yagi-san becomes specific about the time of the
narrated event, although she does not say what month or what
day. When she restarts telling about the event in line #22,
she needs to repeat it in order to further move back into
the narrated world. This particular device contributes to
the creation of textuality. Secondly, this phrase is
significant for its meta-message. That is, she found out
about the brutal fact only after she had spent all day at
school without knowing what her mother was doing, and she
found out about it when she was coming back from school:
"on my way home from a girls' high school." Thus, this
repetition pragmatically creates suspense, consequently
increasing the degree of her shock at the moment of
discovery. Thirdly, the lexical choice of jogakkoo, or "a
girls' high school," also contributes entextualization.
There still exist girls' high schools in contemporary
Japanese society, while the term jogakkoo is no
longer in use. The term specifically refers to the public
high schools for girls under the old educational system,
which was reformed according to the new postwar
constitutional laws. Today, the graduates from these
schools, and the users of this word belong to the Showa
hitoketa or older generations. Therefore, by repeating such
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a word i and further creating entextualization, Yagi-san
effectively constructs what t..lJ.e "there and then" used to be
like, and how different it used to be from the present.
Also, it is noteworthy that no final particle appears from
line #9 to #19. As was discussed in Tsuyama-san's discourse
in the previous chapter, final particles orient the
narrator's subjectivity towards the interactional world, so
the absence of such particles indexically creates the
narrator's involvement with the narrated world, which is
epistemologically distant from the interactional world
between yagi-san and me. Here, interestingly, my backchannel response also decreases during these lines. 2
Instead of arriving at what happened on her way back
from school, from line #11 to #20 she gets off the event
line, and focuses on the habitual kind of state in which her
mother used to be sent to shovel snow from her work place.
Then, in line #22, the developmental structure restarts,
towards the climactic moment in line #23: "On my way home
from school I saw (my mother shoveling snow)." Here, Yagisan uses the compound verb michatta, which expresses a sense
of completion, meaning "ended up seeing. ;,3 Then, in line

2 Here, I may have been still sending my back channels
through nonverbal means (e.g., by nodding), while my verbal
signals obviously decrease.
3 Michatta formally consists of the TE form of the verb
miru (i.e., mite), and the past tense of the auxiliary verb
shimau (i.e., shimatta). Such a form usually expresses a
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#27, /TSUrakutte\, "(was) painful" is affectively expressed.
yagi-san heavily aspirates the first consonant, and
pronounces the word with a strong intonation. This word is
also preceded by another long 1.0-second pause, and followed
by her own "mitigating!! laugh, which sounds nervous, and
totally of a different nature from her previous cheerful
laughs. All these instances of discourse have just
transformed her. She not only told me about what happened,
but also relived the moment.
Here, the most critical thing which was unfolded was
not the mother's snow-shoveling which she saw, but the very
fact that she "saw" her mother's snow-shoveling. Also, there
is only one event verb (michatta, "ended up seeing") of
Yagi-san's action in this excerpt, which represents the
beginning followed by what she is about to tell me she did
afterwards (in the following excerpts). I now switch to
English for the third excerpt, which is continuous from
Excerpt 1-2. This is a long fragment focused on what kind of
person her mother was, and how she was trying to protect her
children under the Soviet regime.
Excerpt 1-3
It may sound exaggerated, but we used to be in a
privileged position before, right? (myself: uh'huh)

sense of completion, and also, depending on the semantic
content of the verb, a sense of regret. For instance see
Iwasaki 1993.
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And, our neighbors, well, even after it became a soviet
society, the government kept the Japanese, and the old
system in order to make the company work. (myself:
uh'huh) So, they treated the Japanese professionals
nicely. So, our neighbors stayed in the same nice
house, as they used to. (myself: uh'huh) But, only my
family were kicked out. So, well, my mother «sudden
lowering of voice». My mother «sudden heightening of
voice» had a very cheerful and positive attitude, and
she never, never complained. And, she actively went
into the Soviet society, trying to sell her own kimono.
Looking back now, it sounds like a joke, but one day
she was asked to look for something by a Russian whom
she knew. She was asked to find wall paint, which we
could not find there. So, she found toothpaste.
(laughs) She collected toothpaste a lot, and sold it
as wall paint. (laughs) (myself/laughs) Later she
remembered it, and had a good laugh (laughs). She was
like that. (myself: h'mm) She was feeling strong about
not putting her children through any misery. So, she
actively exchanged something for sugar, learned from
Russians how to make bread, pirozki, and a variety of
Russian foods. (myself: uh'huh) Then, she used to cook
for us.
In the previous excerpt, she felt pain when she saw her
mother doing something she had never had to do before. In
this excerpt, she explains why she experienced such
feelings. Here, again, she repeats what she mentioned in the
excerpt 1-1: under the Soviet regime her family lost the
privilege to stay the way they used to be. They were
literally forced to leave the place. Then, her focus shifts
back to her mother.
When Yagi-san pronounced the first underlined
"mother" ("so, well, my mother ••• "), her voice was gloomy,
and subdued. However, she contrastively pronounces the
second "mother" in a lively tone, leading to the
propositional content that follows: "My mother had a very
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cheerful, and positive attitude." Here, she uses the words
akarui ("cheerful"), and maemukina ("positive") to
introduce, for the first time, what kind of person her
mother was. She remembers one episode which sounds like a
joke today, and laughs. At this point, her cheerful kind of
laughter, which disappeared in the previous excerpt, has
come back. Then, she keeps pointing out how actively her
mother was trying to make Yagi-san's life more comfortable
even under those difficult circumstances. She repeats the
word sekkyoku-teki ni ("actively") twice, and also chooses
the phrase ki ga tsuyokatta ("was feeling strong") in order
to describe how strong her mother was. Somehow, all these
descriptions of her mother paradoxically overlap with the
image of her shoveling snow with other workers on the
street.
The following excerpt again comes back to the time even
before Yagi-san saw her mother on her way home from school.
It is about the time yagi-san and her family walked back to
their old place to find that the house had been robbed, and
that everything was gone. Therefore, they actually did not
have so many things to exchange for food with Russians.
Here, in the course of recalling all these details
surrounding their new life, something extremely interesting
is observed in this excerpt.
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Excerpt 1-4
Everyone used to exchange things for, for instance,
canned meat. (myself: uh'huh) Well, speaking of
exchanges, well, we used to be (unclear). The plant
was there. It was on the outskirts of the town,
(myself: uh'huh) and I wonder if it took about two
days to get there from the capital town. (myself:
uh'huh) So, we got there late, and when we got back to
our house, the house was a mess, and everything was
stolen, and destroyed. So, we lost so many things.
But, there were several things we had hidden in the
ground, and also the person who used to work under
my husband arrived back earlier, and kept some of our
things for us. So, we used to sell these things for
food, (myself: uh'huh) and my mother was trying to
make herself positive and cheerful, so I did not
experience anything miserable.
The underlined "my husband" was actually uchi no shujin in
original Japanese. Here, she should have said "my father" or
"her husband" since she was talking about her father.
According to Freud, this is what is called a "slip of
tongue" (Freud 1960; cf. Stromberg 1992), and it is
considered to be more than a simple mistake; it is
usually understood as the unconscious revelation of
repressed feelings and thoughts. My perspective is not
Freudian, but I still think that this is more than a
mistake. What is happening here is her fusion between her
mother's subjectivity and her own. By remembering with
empathy how her mother was (in Excerpt 1-3), and further
getting into the details in the narrated world (in Excerpt
1-4), yagi-san momentarily enacted her mother's point of
view as her own.
The following excerpt once again comes back to the
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moment of her finding her mother on the street. In this
excerpt, Yagi-san repeats the moment, and then, for the
first time, she tells about what she did next after she saw
her mother working in the street.
Excerpt 1-5
So, when I saw her working in the street--well, until
the end of the war, people for physical labor used to
come to Karafuto. I wonder if they came from the main
land. They were staying from one long house to another,
for instance, during the hunting season. (myself:
uh'huh) Those people for seasonal labor used to come,
and, in winter, shoveling snow around the company and
surrounding residences used to be their job. (myself:
uh'huh) So, the fact that she was doing such a job was
so hard for me. So. I announced that I would quit
school. and start working too. (laughs) Althougn my
school teachers tried to persuade me not to, but what
motivated me was not so much the issue of money, as the
thought of not wanting to have my mother do that kind
of thing by herself.
Here, Yagi-san finally told me about the action she had
taken after seeing her mother in the street; she announced
that she would quit school, and take a job like her mother
did. In the course of telling this particular recollection
which started with how her family had lost the privilege to
maintain their old lifestyle after the war, Yagi-san reexperienced her feelings which she went through on the way
home from her school, and also enacted her mother's point
of view. However, in these excerpts, she implicitly created
her young self who was rather flexible about these changes,
except for the emotional moment of finding out about her
mother. In the following recollection about her older
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sister, she further emphasizes this particular self image,
which, this time, radically contrasts with her sister's.
Now, Yagi-san's memory again goes back to the time when they
had to move out of their old house. Here, the main
protagonist is not Yagi-san, but her older sister.
When Yagi-san's family were forced to leave their old
house, the older sister was not back from her student
conscripted labor in the new Soviet regime. Therefore, when
she came home and found out that everything had been moved
out in her absence, she got upset. She could not accept the
fact as flexibly as her younger sister yagi-san did. The
following account is mostly based on her witnessing her
older sister getting upset about the situation. Compared
with Excerpt 1-2 discussed earlier, this particular fragment
is faster by speed, and also without any marked pausing
which was observed in Excerpt 1-2. Significantly, her
sister's voice framed in reported speech intensely lasts
from line #8 to line #33, and Yagi-san smoothly unfolds this
sister's speech as if it were her own voice. Here, Yagi-san
recreates her older sister's voice in the mixture of both
direct and indirect speech forms. Put differently, they are
not totally direct nor indirect. Her sister's tone of voice
she recreates blames the company people for the hardships
which they had to go through, while yagi-san detaches
herself from her sister's intense feelings through
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continuous laughter over a long stretch of speech. 4 In this
excerpt, my verbal back-channel response again becomes less
frequent.
Excerpt 2

01. Y: soshite kaettekitara,\
then
after returning
THEN,

(WHEN SHE) RETURNED,

02.

ano shokkooshataku ni utsutteta
well long house
to
moved

03.

na
n desu
COP NOM COP

tte
QT

wake-case

YQ
ng. \
PTL PTL

IT WAS LIKE WE HAD ALREADY MOVED INTO THE
LONG HOUSE

WELL,

04. M: a=

ah

haaa.\
h'mmm

05. Y: sorede

then

~

ne,_
PTL

~

older sister

T

THEN, AS FOR MY OLDER SISTER,
06.

moo ng
just PTL

genkan
entrance

07.

nakimashite ~./
cried-and
PTL

ni
to

hairanaide-without entering

(SHE) JUST CRIED WITHOUT COMING INTO THE
08.

kuyashii
vexing

tte
QT

ENTRANCE

ng./
PTL

(SHE WAS) SAYING "VEXING"

4 In this account, Yagi-san's cheerful smile is back.
Here, I use a notation of <@
@> particularly for her
roaring, continuous laughter over a stretch of talk.
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09. M: ee ee.\
uh'huh uh'huh

10. Y: sono,_
well
WELL

11.

ano,_
well
WELL,

12.

chichi
father

~,-

T

FATHER,
13.

sono=,_
well
WELL,

14.

otoosan wa,_
dad
T
DAD,

15.

sono=, well
WELL,

16.

sensoo de
war
for

are de
that for

itteru n
gone NOM

(DAD) IS GONE BECAUSE OF THE WAR,
17.

sonnanoni
despite that

da tte.\
COP QT
(SHE SAID)

naze ne,1
why PTL

DESPITE THAT, WHY,
18.

sono
uchi
dake ~ konna toko ni-well our family only S such place to

19.

dasare
nakyanaranai n
kicked out-PASS
must
NOM

da tte.\
COP QT
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(WHY) IS IT ONLY OUR FAMILY THAT WAS FORCED
TO LEAVE? SHE SAID
20.

sorede koojoochoo kara
nanikara
minna ng,/
then
plant chief from from everything all PTL
THEN, EVERYBODY INCLUDING THE PLANT CHIEF,

21.

sono,_
well
WELL

22.

~

chichi gg
dete
father S leave and

go

toki ni, \
time at

WHEN FATHER WAS LEAVING,
23.

ate
after

koto wa shinpaisuruna
of thing T
not worry

nQ

tte.\
QT

(EVERYBODY SAID) DO NOT WORRY ABOUT ANYTHING
AFTER (HIS DEPARTURE)
24.

ano,_
well
WELL

25.

watashitachi gg minna hikiuketa tte <@ittajanai-we
S
all took over QT
said

26.

ka
PTL

tte ne./@>
QT PTL

27. M: ee ee gg.\
uh'huh uh'huh uh'huh

(SHE WAS SAYING) DIDN'T (EVERYBODY) SAY THAT THEY
WOULD TAKE CARE OF THINGS FOR HIM
28. Y: <@sonnanoni
despite that

ima
now

ne kooyuu fuu ni shite ne,_@>
PTL such way in do-and PTL

DESPITE THE FACT (THAT THEY SAID THEY WOULD TAKE CARE
OF US), WHEN WE ARE IN THIS WAY,
29.

uchi
our family

Q,_

0
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OUR FAMILY,
30.

2!lQ,_

well
WELL,
31.

uchi
gg konna
jootai ni
our family S such condition in

natteru-becoming

32.

noni
daremo tasukemoshinai tte yyg fuu
ni-despite anybody does not help QT say manner in

33.

shite ne./«laughs»
do-and PTL
(SHE WAS) SAYING THINGS LIKE, DESPITE THAT OUR FAMILY
IS IN SUCH A CONDITION, NOBODY TRIES TO HELP US

34.

naite,_
cry-and

moo
ane
wa sanzan genkan
de
just older sister T totally entrance in
JUST CRYING AT THE ENTRANCE,

35.
36.

nakanaka
uchi ni
for a while inside to

<@hairanakatta
not came in

n

NOM

no ng.\@>
NOM PTL
(SHE) WOULD NOT COME INSIDE FOR A WHILE

37. M: haa
h'mm

soo desu ka.\
so COP PTL

H'MM, THAT WAS SO (WHAT HAPPENED)

38. Y: demo watashi wa §QIl toki ~,\
but
I
T that time T
BUT, AS FOR ME, AT THAT TIME,

39.

tanjunni,_
simply
SIMPLY,

40.

ano "koo yyg mon
M
n da na" tte-well this say thing COP NOM COP PTL QT

desu-COP
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41.

<@uketomete ~,/@>
accept-and PTL

42. M: gg ee.\
uh 'huh uh 'huh

(I) WAS ACCEPTING THINGS, LIKE "THAT IS THE
WAY IT GOES,"

WELL,
43. Y:

toki wa,_
that time T

§Q!l

AT THAT TIME,
44.

sonna kuyashii tte fuu
ni mo omowanaide,\
such
vexing QT manner PTL PTL not think-and

45. M: ee.\
uh'huh

WITHOUT FINDING IT SO VEXING,
46. Y: nanka koo
some this
47.

datta no
COP NOM

kankyoo
ga kawaru tte YBY
environment S change QT say

are-that

kashira.\((laughs»
I wonder

48. M: gg ee.\
uh huh uh' huh

I WONDER IF IT WAS JUST LIKE ENVIRONMENTAL
OR SOMETHING

C~~GE

49. Y: sorede sonomama,
then
the way things are
TiffiN, THE WAY THINGS WERE,
50.

ukeirechatta
well ended up accepting

gnQ,

n desu kedomo ne.\
NOM COP though PTL

WELL, I JUST ACCEPTED IT

In this account, Yagi-san explicitly establishes her self as
a person who flexibly adjusted herself to the postwar
changes in Sakhalin, which was no longer a Japanese society,
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"Karafuto." Constant laughter contributed to her placing
herself totally in contrast to the nature of the conflict
which her sister was going through then, while,
interestingly, she still presents her family's situation
through her sister's voice.
Here, her sister's speech first started in direct
speech through the narrator's sudden change in her tone of
voice as an animator (line #8). Then, in line #12, Yagi-san
starts her sister's speech (chichi ga, "father ••• ), while,
in line #14, she restarts the utterance by replacing the
word chichi ("father") for a more interactional, affective
otoosan ("dad"). The use of this term otoosan, which evokes
the familial bond of affection, lets Yagi-san's subjectivity
move into the "there and then" again, epistemologically
foregrounding her sister's own point of view of fifty years
ago. In the following lines up to #33, this sister's
point of view anchored in the narrated world is further
foregrounded through such deictic words as konna ("such") in
lines #18 and 31, koovuu ("such") and ima ("now") in line
#28. Also, Yagi-san only uses the quotation particle tte (as
in lines #8, 16, 19, 23) without repeating any illocutionary
verb for the quotation of her sister's speech, and such
discursive devices contribute to the creation of immediacy
and vividness in her sister's voice. However, there are
several ongoing phenomena which do not make these lines
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completely "direct." In other words, Yagi-san infiltrates
her own present subjectivity into her sister's subjectivity
of fifty years ago in subtle ways. First, regardless
of the absence of illocutionary verbs, the very presence of
this quotation particle tte makes her sister's speech less
immediate, and different from what Tannen calls "constructed
dialogue" (Tannen 1989), which usually recreates, or replays
verbal exchanges based on direct speech as if they were
happening in front of the interlocutors. Therefore, by
adding tte after each utterance like this, yagi-san still
lets her present subjectivity stay salient as a narrator.
Secondly, as in lines #16 and 19, the verb endings before
tte do not quite naturally sound direct. That is, a copula
form da is too non-colloquial, and therefore too abrupt to
end with such utterances which have supposedly occurred in a
specific communicative context of fifty years ago. Thirdly,
yagi-san further blends her own present subjectivity with
her sister's subjectivity by contextualizing these speeches
in the interactional world between her and me through the
use of final particles, as in lines #17, 20, 26, 28, and 32.
However, again, despite such a created integration of
voices, Yagi-san's constant laughter lets her present point
of view detach from that of her sister.
Yagi-san's delineation of her older sister is quite a
contrast with her recreation of how her mother was. While
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she keeps her detachment from her sister, she comes closer
to her mother. However, as was the case with Yoshida-san,
Yagi-san also constructs how she adjusted herself to the
changing world through her family members; in this case,
both her mother and her sister. Thus, her understanding of
the postwar Showa years and the era itself is covertly
expressed in her visually vivid and affectively evocative
narrative construction of her family, and through her
enac'tment, or "embodiment" of such memories.
In this chapter I have looked at how imagery and affect
in narrative make it possible for the narrator to "feel" the
lost time and space. Through such an indexical enactment of
the "there and then" in the "here and now," the narrator is
able to experience as well as construct a sense of
continuity between the past and the present, between the
self and others, and consequently between the discontinuous
moments during the era of Showa. I especially have
illustrated how those Showa hitoketa's memories surrounding
their family members and bonds of affection between them
contribute to the authentification of "their" Showa memories
in the context of ethnographic interview. Through this
personalization, the Showa hitoketa narrators implicitly
expressed their understanding of the era itself.
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CHAPTER VII
RELATIVIZING PERSONAL EXPERIENCES:
PUBLIC PRESENTATION OF WARTIME MEMORIES
As I discussed in Chapter IV, many wartime elementary
school students in urban cities were sent to rural areas for
collective life under the program named gakudoo sokai
("student evacuation"), which started in August 1944, the
time when the danger of the war was becoming more obvious,
especially in big cities. In January 1993, I had a chance to
attend a New Year meeting and party organized by an
association mainly composed of people who had been evacuated
under the program. I was initially interested in the meeting
because the significant part of the participants were
certain to be Showa hitoketa people, and I wanted to
observe what issues would be talked about when they got
together. 1
The event was divided into two parts: a lecture part,
and a New Year party mostly for the managing staff. For the

1 As discussed in Chapter IV, Showa hitoketa were not
the only children who were in the evacuation program.
For instance, between August 1944 and March 1945, only the
students (who lived in urban areas) from the third to the
sixth graders joined the program (i.e., children who were
born between the seventh year and the tenth year of Showa),
while after April 1945 until November 1945, all graders
(i.e., those who were born between the eighth and thirteenth
year of Showa) became the participants, except the ones
who evacuated through relatives and friends, and also those
who had to remain in cities for some reasons.
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lecture, a poet, who today writes about her experiences of
evacuation, was an invited guest speaker. Her talk was
followed by the party, for which about forty people stayed.
It was nice and relaxing in the beginning at least, but,
after people finished eating, the atmosphere became rather
formal and structured. Passing a hand-held microphone, the
participants took turns introducing themselves and talking
about personal memories concerning each evacuation
experience. It was an interesting experience for me to be
there, and to listen to several similar themes and issues-concerning their hardships as vulnerable children--shared
among Showa hitoketa's wartime memories, with which I had
been growing familiar by conducting one interview after
another.
I did not know--or was not supposed to know--anybody
there, except a few members I had already met before. All of
a sudden, however, I found a strangely familiar but
unrealistic face smiling in front me. It was Katase-sensei,
my own teacher from more than twenty-five years ago. She was
my homeroom teacher when I was in the first grade. Although
I had seen her several times even after graduation, she was
one of the last persons I would have expected to see there.
"What reason could she have for being here?" I thought. She
would have been too old to be a Showa hitoketa who had been
an elementary school student during the war.
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It turned out that Katase-sensei had participated in
the evacuation program as the youngest, newest teacher
about forty-eight years ago. She was not a teacher for
anybody at the party but me. Having lived her career as an
elementary school teacher for her whole life, she was
genuinely interested in the meeting about which she had
found out somewhere. At the party, she seemed to be enjoying
herself by traveling through her own personal memories in
her mind. Somehow, however, in the midst of those discourses
intensely focusing on people's camp experiences as
vulnerable students, I realized that there was no room for
Katase-sensei to fit in. It was in part because she did
not have any of her students of forty-eight years ago there
to share her memories with. But,then, she was representing
nthe" teacher, or the authority for the rest of the
participants that day. Although there were no explicitly
angry stories of experiences with an

II

abusive II teacher among

people's talks, the emerging stories were strictly about
children's perspectives opposed to the adult authorities
who supervised their collective camp life. Looking slightly
out of place, Katase-sensei suddenly started talking to me,
in a low voice, about what kind of teacher she had been
during the war. She did her best to take care of every child
sincerely, she said. She combed each one1s hair everyday
so that he/she would not be infested with lice. "No student
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of mine had lice," she told me proudly. While listening to
her, and to the others, I could not find the words to answer
her. Somehow, I was beginning to feel uneasy. It was an
unforgettable experience, through which I was particularly
made to realize the complexity of such issues as authority
and power surrounding people's "personal" memories,
especially when presented in public.
In the preceding three chapters I have concentrated my
discussions on the discourses that emerged in the settings
of interview. In the present discussion, I shift my focus
to more publicly-open contexts, such as war-related
commemorational gatherings, lectures, and the like. In these
contexts, the issue of Showa is still omnipresent but rather
backgrounded. Here, by "publicly-open events," I mean
both governmental--national and local--and non-governmental
events which are generally open to an anonymous audience.
In this study, I rather focus on several non-governmental
events, which are as much subject to ethical, political, and
ideological contestations as the governmental ones. I
examine not so much what kinds of discursive strategies and
devices are observed, as what kinds of factors may
contribute to shaping emergent themes and concerns.
Analyzing several personal experience narratives which
my informants told me, I have thus far illuminated the
importance of both immediate (i.e., interview exchanges) and
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broad sociohistorical contexts (i.e., post-Showa, post-coldWar conditions). As my focus on indexicality which points to
a range of textual and contextual phenomena and meaning
creation showed, my informants' discourses were personal yet
social and historical without ever being a completely closed
discursive space. However, the Showa hitoketa informants
were actually talking to me, not to the anonymous public
while mostly focusing on "their" own points of view, and
"their" experiences. As an ethnographer, for instance, I
respected each person's thoughts, feelings, and personal,
experiential meanings concerning his/her past, and the
interview was also framed and understood as the opportunity
for each person--and me--to express such meanings.
Therefore, although my informants rhetorically made their
argumentative points concerning various issues (as I
demonstrated in the preceding chapters), and created their
epistemological, ideological, and affective meanings, the
process of signification was still subtle and implicit in
many ways. In this sense, my attention to metapragmatic
functions of discourse signs has been illuminative in
exploring such covert phenomena of memory creations.
However, when we look at the case of public
presentation, several concerns which are rather indirectly
dealt with during the interviews may arise more directly
and explicitly. Especially when it comes down to the issue
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of the war, a diversity of opposed views potentially create
political, ideological contestations: those who won vs.
those who lost; those who victimized vs. those who were
victimized; those who were adults vs. those who were
children; those who were in more privileged positions under
the wartime circumstances vs. those who were less so; and
the like. The goal of this chapter is to discuss how some
concerned Showa hitoketa who speak in public try to protect
personal meanings surrounding their wartime experiences as
children and adolescents, and yet dynamically interact with
the "others," and with several ongoing points of contention
in contemporary society.
In what follows, I focus on three particular
associations organized under the leadership of Showa
hitoketa persons. The first is organized by women who
were conscripted for the wartime labor under the program of
kinroo dooin ("labor mobilization"). The second is the group
of both men and women who were sent to rural areas under the
program of gakudoo sokai ("student evacuation"). The third
group is composed of people who have relatively more general
concerns for "telling and passing on wartime experiences."
During the war, the Showa hitoketa people were surely in
the most vulnerable positions viz-a-viz adult, and naturally
their personal memories have tended to be framed and
expressed from that perspective. However, by looking at each
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group and/or a particular gathering I observed, I discuss
how and why several Showa hitoketa try out different
approaches to the past by relativizing their wartime
personal experiences, adding new meanings to them.
Integration of Multiple Points of View: Conscripted "Girls"
Ikawa-san was born in the fifth year of Showa (i.e.,
1930). I found out about her by reading a book about how
young single women of fifty years ago were conscripted for
wartime labor through several mobilization programs. Ikawasan and her friends got together in 1992, and started a
group of those women who had been made to undertake such
duties during the war. considering their age, the majority
of participants should be Showa hitoketa, I thought. In
order to get further information, I contacted the author,
who kindly gave me the address of Ikawa-san. Unfortunately,
there was no meeting scheduled around the time of my
research, although I was able to meet Ikawa-san, and asked
her about how and why she had decided to make this
particular commitment. On a sultry day in summer 1993, I met
her in Shinjuku, one of the most crowded districts in Tokyo.
We settled down at one of the closest tea rooms.
During the war, Ikawa-san and her classmates used to be
sent to the biggest factory in their hometown to contribute
their manual labor as students of jogakkoo e"a girl's high
sChool"). One day in June 1945, two months before the end of
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the war, the factory was heavily bombed, and this specific
memory was to stay with her for the rest of her life,
shaping her pacifistic stance during all her later years as
a high school educator. When I met her in 1993, she had
already resigned from her teaching job because of illness.
However, right after her resignation in 1989, she had a
chance to see her friends from jogakkoo at an alumni
gathering. As Ikawa-san and her friends talked about their
school days, they decided to put together the memories of
their wartime experiences as young female students. Ikawasan's initial concern was with the nature of the wartime
education, and the radical transformations which had taken
place school from the wartime to the postwar periods.
However, she decided to forget about her interest when she
found out that most of her classmates rather exclusively
focused on their air-raid experiences. The collected
memories eventually became a book in 1990. They published it
at their own expense.
This particular experience further led to her starting,
in 1992, an association of women who had been conscripted
for labor during the war. By 1993, about one hundred sixty
women across the nation were registered members. The goal
which Ikawa-san initially had in mind was to study and
record the details of what really had happened to the women
of this age range. So few things are known even today,
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Ikawa-san says. Before the people with such experiences get
too old, she wants to have their memories collected,
recorded, and left for the future, she quietly told me.
considering the name of the group for the public, she and
her friends were thinking of giving the word jogakusei
("girl's high school students") as part of the name. Later,
though, they replaced the word jogakusei with shoojo
("girls"). Focusing on this change which seemed so subtle,
Ikawa-san conscientiously explained that the word jogakusei
would exclude those who had not been students of jogakkoo
during the war: those women who already may have graduated
from jogakkoo by the time of the conscripted labor, and
those women who had not been sent to higher institutions of
learning after finishing their compulsory elementary
education. Both categories of women had been conscripted for
labor through communal, neighborhood networks
(tonarigumi),2 rather than their schools. Ikawa-san was
especially concerned with the women of the latter category.
Being able to attend jogakkoo was a consequence of being a
daughter of a relatively more privileged middle-class family
in the prewar/wartime Showa context, especially outside big
cities. By organizing such a nation-wide association, Ikawasan went through the issue of class which she had not had to
consider during the book production with her old classmates

2

See Chapter IV.
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from j ogakkoo. 3
The reason this story of Ikawa-san interested me was
not because of the fact that the differences between those
who were more privileged and those who were less used to be
rather salient in prewar/wartime Showa, but because the
approach to the past, or to those memories of the past may
interact, in this manner, with the present concerns of a
political, ideological nature. By going public, and by using
a more inclusive term shoojo, the organizers of the
association have the opportunity to relativize their

3 Here, by using the term "class," I follow Kelly
(1993), who regards it as a "shifting field of discourse
rather than as an ideological constant of the postwar
decades" (Kelly 1993: 195; also see Kelly 1986).
For instance, many of my informants pointed out that
in the prewar context there used to be a clearer
difference between those who belonged to the "middle class"
and those who did not, as well as the rich and the poor,
although they did not express exactly which class their
families used to belong to. The new postwar constitution
(issued in 1947) abolished the prewar land ownership system
as well as the aristocratic system, laying the ground for
the postwar homogenization of people's living standards, and
a certain patterning in their self-positioning of
socioeconomic status in society. According to a governmental
survey in the late 1970s, ninety percent of those surveyed
thought that they belonged to a "middle class." Responding
to this statistical result, Murakami (1982) explores the
complexity of the issue of class in contemporary Japanese
society. In reference to the notion of "structuation" by
Anthony Giddens, Murakami argues that what was happening in
Japan was not "structuation" but "de-structuation,"
stressing the complex, and "inconsistent" nature of the
issue there. For example, see Ivy (1993) for her discussion
of the importance of mass media in the postwar creation of
ideology of (class) homogenization. Also, see Vogel (1963)
for his classic study of the emergence of "Japan's new
middle class" situated in the postwar phenomenal
urbanization processes.
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personal experiences in the face of different positions
and potentially contested multiple points of view pertaining
to them.
In what follows, I focus on two particular gatherings
held by two other groups, respectively. In these publiclyopen contexts, I look at how Showa hitoketa presenters
who were supposed to talk about "their" wartime personal
experiences reframed their memories, adding new meanings, or
new points of view, to the past.
Integration of Opposed Points of View: Children at
Evacuation
Toaay, the purpose of sending small children away from
parents to supposedly safer rural places under the name of
gakudoo sokai ("student evacuation") is interpreted in two
double-edged ways. While people say, on one hand, it was
to protect childLen from the exacerbated danger of the war,
they acknowledge, on the other hand, that it was also to get
rid of the little ones so that the adults who remained
behind would not have their morale for the war and defence
efforts disturbed. Approaching their memories from such
perspectives, several people whom I met through this
association of evacuated students were trying to
understand what they went through not just as personal
experiences, but also as social ones, especially in relation
to the authorities--both state and school-institutional--
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surrounding them at the time. The episode I introduced at
the outset of this chapter is related to this issue.
In March 1993, two months after the New Year party,
I attended another event organized by the same association.
This time, it was not a party, but more like a public
conference held in relation to the day memorializing the
massive air-raid which burned Tokyo downtown districts in
March 1945 (March 10, 1945).4 This gathering was given a
theme, sokai to kuushuu ("evacuation and air-raid"). Several
people who experienced this particular air-raid as children
and adolescents were invited to talk about "their"
experiences. It seemed that the organizers were emphasizing
the importance of knowing and understanding what each
individual had gone through, focusing on details of their
memories.
Framing the event with respect to the theme of
evacuation, one of the organizers pointed out the fact that
many children's lives had been saved during the war because
of the evacuation program, while one invited speaker--Iet's
call her Seko-san--challenged his comment after talking
about her experience. Seko-san herself was safe because she
was not home, being on her way home from the camp that
night, while she lost all her family except her brother.
Seko-san said that she could not simply appreciate the

4

See Chapter VI.
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program just because she was saved. She said emotionally:
"If we had not had food, we could have lived on water. If we
had not had a house, we could have lived under a bridge. I
only wish my family could have been alive." Later on, the
person who focused on the positive aspect of the evacuation
program tried to explain to Seko-san that he had never meant
that they should appreciate the program so simply. Here, two
points of view, or two different approaches to the past were
in conflict.
Besides the theme of relationship between students and
authorities which I briefly mentioned in the beginning, I
found another theme recurrently emerging in people's
discourses. It concerned the relationship among peers
themselves within each camp life. Evacuated students were
usually sent to stay at local temples, inns, and the like,
and today the nature of their collective life seems to be
perceived differently between those who had been either
older or younger. At the camp, the older graders were
usually instructed to take care of the younger graders, but
there seemed to be conflicts. The issue of bullying seemed
especially to be one of the most disturbing memories
concerning their everyday lives, while, until that day,
nobody else I heard actually told about how he/she could
have been hurting someone. Watari-san, who was one of the
invited speakers of her air-raid memories, started talking
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about--instead of her own hardships--a particular fourthgrade girl who had died in the same camp. watari-san herself
was a sixth grader then.
According to Watari-san, this student--let's call her
Sumi-san--died after spending "only one month and one day"
(tatta ikkagetsu to ichinich) at the camp. Here, her choice
of the phrase "one month and one day" instead of, for
instance, "about one month" gave her discourse a sense of
reality as well as concreteness, and, consequently, a sense
of authenticity. The place where Watari-san and others were
sent for the evacuation fifty years ago was a muison
("village without any medical doctor"), and also a kind of
place where trains used to pass through only a few times a
day. Although Watari-san did not sound particularly critical
about the administrative decision to send children to such
an isolated area under the name of sokai ("evacuation"),
she indirectly problematized it. Thus, when Sumi-san got
sick suddenly, she died even before the doctor could
arrive. NOw, Watari-san's memory of Sumi-san went back a
little earlier when she was still alive as a quiet, sad
fourth-grade student.
Watari-san remembers that Sumi-san used to have many
dislikes in food, and ate very little. It was the time of
food shortage, and children used to be hungry all the time.
One day, as soon as Sumi-san murmured she did not like
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boiled dried herring (migaki nishin) in her dinner plate,
sixth-graders "took away" (toriageteshimatta) her herring
"immediately" (tachimachi):
Then, since this happened, she became a person who
was believed to have many dislikes in food. She may
not have even disliked everything, we. sixth-graders-I think I was one of them--perhaps used to take her
food altogether. I guess. I do not have any remembrance
about taking any rice (silence). (We) used to eat them.
Here, despite that as many as fifty years had passed,
watari-san looked in pain while stumbling to talk about how
she was one of those children who took food from this dead
girl: "I think I was one of them" (watashi mo sono nakama
datta to omou-n-desu). "Perhaps, (we) used to take her food
altogether, I guess" (tabun. issho ni natte makiagete ita-ndeshoo nell She indirectly made this confession through
several verb-ending as well as adverbial devices of hedges:
omou-n-desu ("I think"), tabun ("perhapsq,), and (ita-n)deshoo ("I guess").
By mentioning earlier that Sumi-san had died of kidney
disease, watari-san implicitly clarified that their taking
food had not been the cause of her death. However, through
particular discursive devices she still showed her
discomfort with this memory, which in turn made me restless
because of its nature. Watari-san concluded this episode,
repeating the phrase "only one month and one day" (tatta no
ikkagetsu to ichinichi):
She died after spending only one month and one day
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without crying nor smiling in front of other students
even once.
After this memory in which she potentially made herself one
of the victimizers for sumi-san, Watari-san moved to a
general topic of bullying at evacuation campsl and then
started talking about her personal experience--as a victim
of the war--of losing her brothers and sisters in the Tokyo
Air Raid. Here, by talking about her memories of being a
victim, and, at the same time, victimizer, Watari-san
complicated the nature of those wartime experiences as
"children and adolescents."
oppositional views and positions were not so easily fit
into the same discursive space. In this section, I have
introduced examples from a commemorational conference by
people with evacuation experiences. I have illuminated how
several people were struggling to relativize their own
personal experiences in relation to the "others." In this
case, the opposition was based on, whether adults or peers,
authority and power relations within institutional settings.
Creating Empathy with "others": Memories as Japanese
Compared with those associations just discussed,
the third group to focus on is open to people of more
general wartime experiences and diverse age groups in the
sense that it does not specify what kinds of wartime
experiences are at issue (i.e., evacuation experiences;
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labor mobilization experiences). Especially, people of
this group attach significance to the act of "telling and
transmitting" their memories. Here, the word kataritsugu
("telling and transmitting") has been frequently used
in both realms of print and electronic media in the pre-1995
society, and it was often referred to by my informants when
I did my research in 1992 and 1993. The Showa hitoketa
people I met in these publicly-open contexts I have been
looking at in this chapter were especially concerned with
the issue. In this case, Adachi-san, the organizer of the
group, was most explicit about this issue.
I found out about this group through a local newspaper
column around August 15, 1993, when war-related articles
were being annually more observed than usual. By getting the
information from the newspaper company, I was able to
contact Adachi-san, who had started the association in 1984.
Adachi-san turned out to be a Showa hitoketa, born in the
seventh year of Showa (i.e., 1932). When Adachi-san lost his
own father before 1984, by writing to a newspapers readers'
column he expressed towards the anonymous public his regret
of not having heard enough about his father's wartime
experiences. In this column he casually suggested that those
interested might get together, and have a kind of gathering
where older people with wartime experiences could talk about
their living memories to those younger ones without any
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experiences. Actually, this casually mentioned idea invited
those interested to respond, and gave him a chance to start
a grassroots' association in summer 1984.
What was unique about Adachi-san, whom I first talked
to on the phone, was that he emphasized his interest in the
act of "telling" rather than "writing down" experiences. He
said he wanted to hear real sentiments and thoughts
expressed to the audience through real voices. Responding to
my own interest in spoken language, he further wrote me that
people have so many things they cannot express in written
words. "In sum I want things to be expressed through
speech," he wrote me. According to the copies of other
columns and articles written about his activity ever since
(which he also mailed me), he makes it a rule that people
can talk about anything related to their wartime experiences
so that a diversity of views can be integrated without being
jeopardized by any single ideological view. Initially, the
registered members were only twenty-five or so. By 1993 when
I spoke with him, they numbered around two hundred fifty.
Also, the range of generations included Showa hitoketa,
but the main participants were people who were a little
older than Showa hitoketa. According to Adachi-san, many
members had been passing away ever since, disappearing from
the list every year.
In November 1993, right before I ended my field
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research, I was able to attend one of their regular
meetings. It was a cold, rainy day, and, when I got there,
I saw about twenty-five people also arriving slowly. It
seemed that I was the youngest one. Two-thirds of the
partic~pa~~s

were men,

mos~

of whom looked a little older

than Showa hitoketa, while, on the other hand, women looked
like the age range of Showa hitoketa. That day, two speakers
were scheduled to present their experiences. The first
speaker was a man, who was born in the era of Taisho, before
Showa, and he started talking about his wartime military
experiences. Let's call him Doi-san. During the war Doi-san
had been old enough to be drafted. Since, however, he had
not gone to a battlefield, Doi-san's talk was focused on
extreme details concerning what kind of everyday life he
used to have within the system: what time he used to wake up
in the morning, how he used to feed horses in the military,
and the like.
As I mentioned earlier, this meeting did not have any
specific theme for speakers to focus on, except "wartime
experience" (sensoo taiken) in general. Therefore, although
during this meeting I did not observe any conflicted points
of view which I had seen in other meetings framed under more
concrete themes, organizing such a meeting seemed like a
challenge to me because of the absence of indexical grounds
for emergent stories to be fixed onto. Thus, getting into
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too many details without any point of the story, the first
speaker, Doi-san, somehow seemed to be losing track of
memory himself, and he also seemed to be losing his audience
who, I noticed, was not concentrating on his talk at all.
After half an hour, Doi-san had to be interrupted by one of
the organizers to end his presentation. I felt badly for
him, but still I found myself a little relieved. All those
details of life might have meant something to Doi-san's
past, but, the topics he selected seemed too general.
Obviously, he took the call to speak of "any" experiences
too literally. In addition to the nature of the topics, his
detached, indifferent way of narrativization failed to
capture the audience--including myself. In this sense, the
second speaker was very much in contrast.
Chiba-san, the second speaker, was a woman. She turned
out to be a Showa hitoketa. Chiba-san's strategy was
interesting because, besides her talk, she had prepared
written texts of her memories concerning several hardships
she and her family had gone through in the Korean peninsula
right after the end of the war. Since she may have thought
that her audience would be able to know by reading the texts
at hand what she had experienced, Chiba-san did not get into
any details of her actual experiences. Instead, she began
telling about "what has just happened recently."
It was an interesting story about her friend's
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daughter, who was trying to get married to a man from
Yamaguchi, a prefecture in the western part of Japan. Her
friend's family was originally from Fukushima, a prefecture
in the northeastern region. Yamaguchi and Fukushima today
correspond to, respectively, old Chooshuu and Aizu regional
feudal territories, names which had existed until the Meiji
government. The process of establishing the imperial Meiji
nation-state actually involved a civil war called Boshin
War, in which Chooshuu and Aizu fought against one another.
Today, Boshin War is rarely discussed outside history books
and novels. However, Chiba-san talked about how "recently"
two grandfathers of the young couple--one in Yamaguchi and
the other in Fukushima--became opposed to their
grandchildren getting married, saying: "I will never let my
precious granddaughter marry a man from Chooshuu," on the
one hand, and "I will never welcome a bride from Aizu," on
the other. By enacting the two men's voices through direct
speech, Chiba-san humorously told this "what has just
happened recently," inviting lots of laughter as well as
a slight sense of surprise from the audience. She was quite
a storyteller. But then, Chiba-san moved on to the point of
her story through the following evaluative comment:
Well, I was so surprised by the story, but this
incident made me think about the nature of human
beings. Despite the fact that this war was really
domestic, people even today cannot remember without
pain in the heart, since it happened to them, and
affected their lives.
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with a soft, quiet voice she continued:
If so, for instance, people in China and Korea, and
other neighboring nations, people who were invaded by
Japanese soldiers, must have felt so scared when they
saw the big enemy come invading. When I think about how
those people who lost their families must have felt, I
think today they still cannot remember the past without
pain. I think there are still so many people like that
in Asia.
Here, by making an analogy between the civil war which
happened more than one hundred years ago, and World War II,
Chiba-san was trying to contextualize her talk in the
context of Japanese society in 1993.
As mentioned briefly in Chapter IV, the issue of the
Japanese war responsibility has still been causing a
diversity of moral, ideological, and political debates.
Throughout postwar Showa, "what Japan was done to as a
victim of the war" has been mostly highlighted, while "what
Japan did as a victimizer" has not come to the surface of
social discourse until recently. However, in summer 1993
(i.e., three months prior to this meeting), Hosokawa, the
former Prime Minister of the first coalition cabinet since
the end of the war, publicly stated his personal view
towards the war, calling it "the war of invasion" (shinryaku
sensoo) and "the wrong war" (machigatta sensoo). His comment
led to a chain of debates, emotional turmoil, and silence
inside and outside the government. In this connection,
although Chiba-san was not explicitly referring to
Hosokawa's public statement in the summer 1993, she still
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created an indexical linkage between her discourse and the
ongoing social context in 1993. However, her strategy was
subtle, and she never directly challenged the opposed
position, which some of the audience may have held that day.
Instead, by talking about those of "us" who could not get
over a war which had happened as many as one hundred years
ago, and then evoking the imagination of the audience
about how "others" might have felt then, Chiba-san added new
meanings to "our" experiences.
In this chapter, I have focused on several Showa
hitoketa's publicly presented wartime memories. The issue

o~

Showa is rather backgrounded in these memories, while I have
illuminated how Showa hitoketa's experiences as vulnerable
social members could be reframed, and relativized in
interaction with ongoing ideological, political concerns,
perhaps more overtly in these publicly-open contexts than in
the interview settings I had with my informants. Despite the
fact that the public speakers were supposedly presenting
their "personal" experiences, their memories were
incessantly subject to a range of contestations. I have
shown how conflicts existed between multiple points of view
with respect to such issues as power and authority, class,
and the nation within the international community.
One of the important foci in this dissertation concerns
the "social" aspects of "personal" memories. In discussing
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the conceptualization of memory in the introductcry chapter
of this study, I pointed out the dynamic interaction between
what is "personal," and what is "collective," or "social."
In this regard, I hope I have illustrated that what is
usually framed as a "personal" experience is not isolated
from the nexus of sociohistorically situated meaning
systems. By mostly examining the discourses which emerged
during the ethnographic interviews, and, in this chapter,
looking at the phenomena I observed in public contexts, I
have illuminated that these people's Showa memories were not
simply expressed in a vacuum, but dialogically created by
being contextualized within the "here and now" of the postShowa Japanese society. However, my informants, as the
agents of meaning creation, still stumbled to search
specific meanings of their own experiences, constructing
their reflexive consciousness about what kind of Showa
historical actors they have been. What I call Showa memories
in this study must be understood with regard to this
dialogicality of meaning construction processes.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION:
DISCOURSE, SOCIETY, HISTORY, AND SUBJECTIVITY
In this dissertation I have explored how language
mediates between the subjectivity of Japanese contemporaries
as historical actors, on the one hand, and their
understanding of particular lived historical

~oments,

on the

other, and I have illustrated how importantly discourse can
be studied as a site for such a mediation. I have
particularly focused on narrative as memory, approaching it
from semiotic,

pra~~tic,

and interpretive, as well as

linguistic perspectives.
As has been stressed in each of the preceding chapters,
through narrative the past is linked to the present.
Narrative is about the past in the present. Through
narrative organization of language and metalanguage, our
past experieLces become connected to the present, Leing made
meaningful memories situated in the present. I have
especially argued that such an anchoring of the past in the
present is constructed within the intricacy of text-context
nexus immanent in narrative discourse. Put differently, the
past becomes continuous to the present through the
establishment of several indexical linkings between signs
and meanings: between concrete signs of discourse, social
and historical context, and subjectivity. Therefore, to
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understand what meanings of Showa were created by my
informants, and how they were generated in and through
discourse, was also to recapture the interactions between
discourse, society, history, and subjectivity. The goal of
this concluding chapter is to summarize these indexical
associations. In what follows, I review the issues of
continuity and discontinuity in the present work, which were
macrohistorical as well as interactional concerns for both
Showa hitoketa and myself.
continuity and Discontinuity in Showa Experiences
Throughout this study I have mainly focused on how, in
and through discourse, Showa hitoketa contemporaries make
sense of the era of Showa which they lived through, and
also their lived experiences enmeshed within the era's
ideologically, socially, and economically radical
transformations during its sixty-two year duration. In their
present-day recollections on the "turbulent Showa" era, the
theme of experiencing the Pacific war (1941-1945) as
children and adolescents is given central importance. At the
same time, the nation's defeat in the war is treated as a
point of disjunction between two distinctive segments of the
era: the older, prewar/wartime Showa (senzen), and the
newer, postwar Showa (sengo).
In order to better understand both the discourses
produced by the Showa hitoketa I interviewed, and the nature
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of continuity and discontinuity which concern this
particular generational cohort, I highlighted the
significance of the wartime institutional enforcement of
state power centering around the student mobilization
program (gakuto dooin) as well as other communal programs
which most of them had been regimented as young patriots.
When these informants recalled their wartime experiences,
they still faced ambiguous, problematic meanings with
respect to the state authorities which institutionally
mobilized them to become "militaristic boys and girls,"
affecting their everyday lives in fundamental ways. Thus,
their sense of disjunction between senzen and sengo is
ascribed not only to the fact that as many as fifty years
have passed since then, but also to the ideological shifting
caused by the nation's defeat. In their recounts today, what
they used to believe in before the defeat had to be often
"explained" to the ethnographer of their children's age
because of the ideological gap.
By focusing on their wartime experience narratives,
which emerged rather intensely during the interviews, I have
illuminated the discursive processes in which they tried to
create a linkage between their prewar, or past selves, and
the postwar up to the post-Showa, or present selves. In the
midst of remaining fragmentations and inconsistencies
inherent in memory production, my Showa hitoketa informants,
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as narrators of their own personal experiences,
pragmatically constructed a sense of continuity between the
past and present selves, the self and others, and
consequently between the discontinuous moments during the
era. Thus, epistemological, ideological, and affective
meanings arising during their discursive practices have to
be understood with regard to these semiotically-constructed
images of self.
Departing far from the structuralist-functionalist
project of viewing societies and cultures as "static" and
"timeless," contemporary anthropologists have been concerned
with the historicization of what they study and how they
study, especially since the 1980s. A variety of scholars
have been incorporating time depth into their ethnographies,
particularly recapturing local agents and surrounding
sociohistorical circumstances which simultaneously interact
with broader global processes, such as world system,
colonialism and postcolonialism, modernization,
westernization and so forth (cf. Faubion 1993; Kelly and
Kaplan 1990; Marcus and Fisher 1986). Above all, the issues
of continuity and discontinuity embedded within such
incessantly changing processes have been implicitly and
explicitly approached at the levels of nation-state,
ethnicity, family, and individuals, and several
historically-situated ethnographic studies of Japanese
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society have been part of this disciplinary trend (e.g.,
Bestor 1989; Ivy 1995; Kelly 1986, 1993; Lebra 1993;
cf. smith 1989). In this regard, the present dissertation's
illumination of those Showa hitoketa contemporaries who try
to make sense of their locally as well as globally
conditioned historical experiences--the war and the Showa
modernization processes--and stumble to construct a sense of
continuity in the context of discontinuity can be also
located within this ongoing larger academic endeavor.
However, my discourse-focused approach has explored
two major dimensions which previous Japanese studies had not
looked at closely. The first dimension concerns its insight
into the dynamic, dialogical process of meaning construction
situated in the immediate context of ethnographic
interchanges. That is, my Showa hitoketa informants'
memories did not emerge in a vacuum, but were created in
face-to-face interactions with me, in which my own
propositions and presuppositions as well as my personal
interest were significant. Various topics and themes
concerning continuity and discontinuity were collaboratively
chosen both covertly and overtly, and, in this sense, I was
also creating some Showa memories of my own through and with
them. The second dimension concerns the detailed attention
to the semiotic processes in which the Showa hitoketa
historical actors made sense of their experiences, and
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themselves. By analyzing how their concrete signs of
discourse generated meanings in interaction with context and
subjectivity, I have shown how memories of Showa were
created, enacted: and embodied. I now turn to more
details surrounding the narrative construction of meaning
and experience.
Narrative. Experience. and Indexicality
Discussing the significance of such notions as nframe,"
"key," and "footing" in communicative processes, Goffman
(e.g., 1974, 1981) illuminated the multilayered nature of
reality surrounding us. What has particularly contributed
to our better understanding of human experience is his
insight into the organizational aspects of narrative
discourse, in and through which the narrator keeps framing
and re-framing how he/she understands experiences in
specific ways (Goffman 1974). Narrative is a meeting point
of the past and the present, and of the self and others;
in order to make specific points about their experiences,
therefore, the narrator needs to incessantly clarify where
his/her subjectivity is anchored within its text-context
intricacy.
For instance, although not every scholar develops
his/her discussion from a Goffmanian perspective, a range of
linguists and anthropologists have specifically illuminated
the epistemological distinction between the narrated world
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and the interactional world (e.g., Bauman 1986; Briggs 1988:
Chafe 1980; Hill and Zepeda 1992: K. Young 1987; cf. de
Certeau 1984). My present work is founded on these previous
contributions, while I have particularly explored the
interpretive dimension concerning people's experiential
meanings of the past by considering how these separate
realms of time and space are linked to one another as well
as to the narrator's subjectivity. By focusing on the
importance of various metapragmatic functions of signs
within the text-context interdependency, and highlighting
the intersubjective processes of interpretation and
understanding of polysemous meanings based on the
multifunctionality of such signs, I have demonstrated how
linguistic, semiotic, and interpretive perspectives are
conjoined.
The present study supports the proposition that
discourse, society, history, and subjectivity are
indexically associated with one another. That is, through
indexicality, signs of discourse are linked to the actual
spatiotemporal context in which we live. Especially,
concrete signs of those Showa hitoketa informants' narrative
discourses indexed, or "presupposed" the past time and space
they had actually experienced before. However, as discussed
by Silverstein (1976), and as has been repeatedly emphasized
in earlier chapters, it is important to remember that
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indexical functions of signs not only "presuppose" existing
contexts, but also "create" new contexts, transforming
social relations and realities. Therefore, based on such a
constitutive capacity of indexicality, my informants as
narrators constructed their experiential meanings, their
self-identities, and their understanding of the era itself
in the context of our ethnographic interviews. In what
follows, then 1 I review what exactly contributed to their
production of such self-laden, meaningful memories. I
look at three major phenomena: entextualization,
contextualization, and narrative involvement.
First, concrete signs of narrative discourse are
indexically linked to the past context. Narrative both
presupposes and creates the "there and then" of the past.
In other words, through entextualization, signs are
connected to the narrated world, or the past time and space,
and the narrator's subjectivity is also oriented towards the
"there and then." During the interviews, my Showa hitoketa
informants tried to establish the authenticity of the
"there and then Bl of their Showa memories through several
discourse devices. Among them, the following six strategies
were found to be central for a creation of textuality, or
entextualization: (1) their frequent use of wartime words,
slogans, and phrases which are no longer in use; (2) their
intertextual introduction of their own as well as others'
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voices from the past of fifty years ago through such
framings as reported speech and thought; (3) their use of
repetition; (4) their use of deictic words which are
anchored in the "there and then"; (5) their use of
poetic language such as sound symbolic words; and (6) their
narrative framing, or narrative organization of personal
experiences itself. Through such .strategies and devices,
the Showa hitoketa narrators created textuality in their
accounts, and consequently linked emergent discourses to the
past time, space, and event.
Here, while their discourses are entextualized, also
they are simultaneously contextualized in the immediate
context of the "here and now." Thus, secondly, concrete
signs of narrative discourse are indexically connected to
the present. Narrative both presupposes and creates the
"here and now" of the present. Through contextualization,
signs are meaningfully anchored in the present time, space,
and event of narration. In this study, I have delineated the
following four major contextualization devices: (1) their
use of final particles; (2) their distribution of laughter
during narration; (3) their shifting of deictic words;
and (4) referential, or explicit evaluation about the point
of each story, or what Labov (1972) calls "external
evaluation." All of these devices are interactionallyoriented, and I have shown how the Showa hitoketa narrators
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anchored their discourse in the "here and now," or the
interactional world through these strategies.
Both processes of entextualization and
contextualization are important since the generation of two
epistemologically separated realms of time and space--the
narrated world and the interactional world--becomes a
significant resource especially for the construction of
ideological meanings in the Showa hitoketa's wartime
experience narratives. When they as narrators faced subtly
ambivalent meanings of the past during the narrativization
processes, such a discursive creation of two worlds, and the
distribution of their subjectivity within these worlds,
became critically important for their negotiation of
ambiguous, problematic meanings. ·Particularly, when the
protagonist in the narrated world is the narrator's past
self, his/her creation of continuity and coherence depends
on how the present subjectivity shifts between the "there
and then" and the "here and now." As I illustrated through
the analysis of Tsuyama-san's discourse fragments in Chapter
V, through entextualization and contextualization he managed
to achieve a sense of continuity between the prewar/wartime
self and the postwar to the post-Showa self, and also the
discontinuous historical moments of Showa.
Third, I now turn to the phenomenon of narrative
involvement, or a narrator's affect-laden enactment of
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indexical associations between signs and meanings. As has
been pointed out repeatedly, the notion of involvement is
not categorical but gradational. As I illuminated through
the analysis of Yagi-san's discourse in Chapter VI, the
phenomenon of narrative involvement is based on a relatively
greater degree of indexical creativity. The narrator's
self-laden enactment of the narrated time and space makes
the past almost graspable in the present. Here, a sense of
continuity is not based on the narrator's shifting
subjectivity, but constructed through his/her involvement in
the entextualized, narrated world.
In this study, particular structural principles of
narrative discourse contributed to the creation of
relatively more intense phenomenon of involvement. One of
the most characteristic structural aspects of narrative
concerns its temporal, developmental creation of textuality,
or temporal, developmental entextualizing process. As the
narrator unfolds what happened step by step, he/she
potentially involves himself/herself in the "there and
then," by developmentally going through what the
protagonist, or the past self did, said, thought, and felt.
Thus, when the narrator becomes involved in the
entextualized, narrated world which is elaborated through
imagery and affective evocation, he/she distances
himself/herself away from the interactional world.
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Involved in the narrated world, the narrator relives the
realm of time and space which is epistemologically separated
from the present through concrete signs of discourse.
Despite this disjunctive separation of two realms of time
and space, however, the narrator paradoxically brings the
past into the present, making the former "as if real"
in the "here and now." He/she re-experiences the past event
as if it were re-emerging in front of him/her. What is
happening here is that the referential, entextualized
content of language becomes indexical, transforming even the
present. The indexical linking between discourse and
context--the past context--goes beyond the presupposed
context, and creates anew particular experiential meanings
and self-identities in the present context. The self-laden
process of narrative involvement may set a specific
affective tone for their Showa memories, evoking an
ephemeral sense of "wholeness" (Ewing 1991) through which
the narrator momentarily achieves a sense of self-continuity
and coherence in the midst of potential inconsistencies
between the past and the present.
Discourse. Society. History. and Subjectivity
It is not until recently that the importance of the
indexical, constitutive meaning construction process has
been claimed by linguistic anthropologists as a key to the
understanding of local agency and subjectivity. For those
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researchers uninterested in the form of language, the term
"discourse" has not been necessarily linguistic nor
semiotic. Interacting with the poststructuralist concern
with "practice" instead of "structure," and significantly
influenced by the Foucaultian rather abstract
conceptualization of discourse as practices of naturalizing
power and ideology, and at the same time, being constrained
by them, many contemporary ethnographers have been examining
the content of discourse as a key to locally situated
politics of social institutions, relations, selfidentities, and thoughts and feelings (e.g., Abu-Lughod
1991; Kondo 1990; Lutz and Abu-Lughod 1990; M. Rosaldo 1980;
cf. Clifford and Marcus 1986; Marcus and Fisher 1986).
In these studies, the focus has usually been on referential
meanings in discourse, or overtly expressed content.
In the present dissertation, however, my discourse-centered
view based on the consideration of discourse as both
concrete and abstract phenomena has captured the
significance of indexicality and the usefulness of form
analysis for the deeper understanding of subjectivities
embedded in particular sociohistorical situations.
A discourse-focused approach is agent-centered. In
other words, whether a studied setting is an interview or
a public gathering, a process of meaning construction is
based on a speaker's active creation of indexical linkings
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between the past and the present, the self and others,
and text and context. He/she may dialogically interact with
his/her sociocultural milieu--both broad and immediate-during discursive practices. He/she also may, on the other
hand, monologically accomplish his/her authoritative voice.
In either case, the speaker still has to be an agent in
his/her construction of knowledge concerning the past, the
present, and the future. Thus, a focus on discourse offers a
great opportunity to examine microphenomena of actualized
signs, and to explore the indexical associations between
such concrete phenomena of language, and the complexity of
symbolic meaning systems surrounding them.
In Chapter I, I made my multilayered perspective on
discourse clear: it is linguistic, sociocultural,
historical, ideological, and affective. I also claimed that
I had a composite interest in language, contemporary
Japanese society, the era of Showa, and the subjectivity of
the Showa hitoketa who had lived through the era, and that
my expressed conceptualization of discourse was the
foundation of my pursuing this project. Here, let me recall
one important question posed by one of my informants,
Kawata-san, whom I introduced in Chapter I. When I explained
my interest in discourse, she, as I

re~rospectively

see it,

indirectly suggested that I could not be fair to both
language and people at the same time. It was a kind of
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problem I could not easily solve for her nor for myself.
Throughout this dissertation, I have struggled to answer
this haunting question, producing a kind of ethnography
which v I hope, after all proves the significance of
discourse for the better understanding of how Showa hitoketa
create meaning as their subjectivities interact with our
incessantly changing society and history. Particularly, by
examining the indexical function of signs within the textcontext nexus inherent in narrative practices, I have shown
that a variety of subtly communicated meanings in their
Showa memories can be best captured in and through the
dynamics of discourse. In the midst of remaining
fragmentations and inconsistencies, referentially expressed
meanings of the past sometimes contradicted one another, but
my attention to indexicality led me to look into how my
informants stumbled to create a momentary coherence in the
context of the ethnographic interviews which were further
situated in the post-showa society 1992 and 1993, and the
post-Cold-War world in flux.
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APPENDIX - NOTATIONAL DEVICES FOR TRANSCRIPTION
1. For paralinguistic and other relevant phenomena, the
following conventions are used:
[Units]
carriage return
Intonation unit
Truncated intonation unit
[Speaker overlapping]
The first overlapping within a unit [
The second overlapping within a unit [[
[Transitional continuity (between intonation units)]
Final
• (period)
Continuing
, (comma)
[Tenninal pitch)
Fall
\
Rise
/
Level
[Pause]
Pause
(sec. )
[Lengthening]
Lengthening
=
[Voice quality]
Loud voice
Capitalized
Soft voice
{
}
Whispering voice
{{ }}
[Laughter]
<@
@>
Laughter over a stretch of talk
[Transcriber's comment]
Comment
Uncertain hearing
(unclear)

(( »

2.

I do not separate every morpheme boundary,
I usually specify the following major functional
morphemes:
Alth~ugh

S

o
T

QT
NOM
PTL
COP
PASS

Subject marker
Object marker
Topic marker
Quotation marker
Nominalizer
Other particles
(mostly sentence-final particles)
Copula verb "be"
Passive
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